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ABSTRACT
This study attempts to broaden the theory of morphology in two
respects. First, it is argued that both inflectional and derivational
morphology should be performed within the lexicon, and, in fact, that
they require the same sorts of formal processes. Second, an attempt
is made to constrain the interaction of morphological rules, and
thereby to limit the notion of "possible word".
A theory of the organization of the lexicon is proposed. The
lexicon consists of a list of all unanalyzable terminal elements and
their lexical entries. Inflectional stem variants are listed, with
relationships among them expressed by means of devices called
morpholexical rules. In the lexical structure subcomponent, terminal
elements are inserted into binary branching unlabeled trees subject to
subcategorization restrictions on affixes. Lexical trees are labeled
by means of general feature percolation mechanisms. The mechanics of
lexical structure are illustrated with an analysis of the Latin verb
paradigms; exactly the same mechanisms needed for producing derived
words in Latin are also needed for producing inflected words. The
subject of morphological conversion is considered in Chapter 3: it is
argued that most phenomena usually treated with a zero-affixation
analysis cannot be so analyzed. An alternative, non-directional
analysis of conversion is proposed.
The third subcomponent of the lexicon consists of a block of
string dependent morphological rules, some of which must have
transformational power. The properties of these rules, as illustrated
by reduplication rules in Tagalog and umlaut processes in German, are
shown to follow from constraints placed on other subcomponents of the
morphology.
Thesis Supervisor: Morris Halle
Title: Ferrari P. Ward Professor of Modern Languages and Linguistics
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INTRODUCTION
It is the goal of this study to propose a unified theory of word
formation in generative grammar, unified in that inflectional and
derivational word formation, affixational and non-affixational word
formation are accomplished within a single lexical component of the
grammar in a principled and highly constrained way. It is an attempt
to characterize the formal mechanisms available for word formation, and
in doing so, the notion of 'possible word', where 'word' is taken in a
broad and intuitive sense to mean a meaningful item which is isolable
in a syntactic string -- i.e., a phonological word, in the sense of
Chomsky and Halle (1968). That the development of such a theory would
be a useful contribution to linguistic theory at this point in time is
suggested by a number of developments, both in morphology and syntax.
Morphology has only recently established itself within generative
grammar as a subfield in its own right, possessing its own theoretical
framework separate from syntax and phonology, and its own continuing
dialogue on theoretical issues and problems. Groundbreaking works such
as Chomsky's (1970) "Remarks on Nominalization", Halle's (1973)
"Prolegomena to a Theory of Word Formation", Siegel's (1974) Topics in
English Morphology, Jackendoff's (1974) "Morphological and Semantic
Regularities in the Lexicon", and Aronofff's (1976) Word Formation in
Generative Grammar set the original boundaries for the study of word
formation, carving off from the domains of syntax and phonology a class
of phenomena that included derivational affixation, compound formation,
and associated allomorphy phenomena. Chomsky (1970) argued that
nominalizations such as destruction and refusal should not be derived
from the corresponding verbs destroy and refuse by means of syntactic
9transformations: the relationships between nominalization and verb
were too varied and idiosyncratic to justify transformational
derivation. The relating of the nominalizations to their corresponding
verbs was relegated to a part of the grammar called the lexicon, the
internal geography of which was left largely uncharted.
The work of Siegel, Jackendoff and Aronoff constituted the first
attempts to provide structure to the lexicon. These studies
concentrated on the problems of determining what items were to have
entries in the lexicon, and how lexical items were to be related to
one another -- for example, whether all words, complex and underived
alike were to be listed, with relationships between derived and
underived forms expressed as redundancy rules (cf. Jackendoff 1974),
whether complex words were to be derived via generative rules, and
only non-derived morphemes listed (an option which at least in part
constituted Halle's (1973) proposal), or whether some combination of
the two extremes was to be preferred (Aronoff's position). Aronoff
(1976), probably the most widely accepted of the early theories of
morphology, proposed a sort of formal device called a word formation
rule (WFR) which both created new words and analyzed already existing
complex words. He also raised questions about the proper way of
constraining word formation processes (within his theory, words can
only be derived from other words), examined other lexical processes
called readjustment rules which alter the shape of morphemes in the
presence of other morphemes, and explored how morphological
productivity was to be expressed within a theory of word formation.
Siegel (1974) concentrated primarily on the properties of derivational
10
af fixation in English, in particular, on the distinction between what
she called +-af fixes, affixes which affect the stress placement and
phonological form of the derived word, and #-affixes, affixes which
have no stress or phonological effect. Much of the subsequent
literature in generative morphology (e.g., Allen 1978, Strauss 1979)
has been concerned with refining the frameworks of Siegel and Aronoff,
for example, with exploring the intracacies of the +/#-affix distinction
in English.
For the most part, these foundational works in generative
morphology agreed, however, in excluding inflectional morphology, that
part of word formation concerned with grammatical distinctions such as
case, person, number, tense, and aspect, from the domain of the
lexicon.1 Early generative syntactic theory assumed that inflectional
affixes were to be added to a syntactic structure as syntactic features
in the course of a transformational derivation. Syntactic features
were converted to actual segmental morphological material at surface
structure, or at least before the application of phonological rules,
by the operation of formal devices known as morphological readjustment
rules. In general, the question of the place of inflectional morphology
in generative grammar was neglected, a neglect that at least partially
stemmned from the fact that English, the language on which most of the
pioneering work in generative theory was done, is very poor in
inflection. On the one hand, a great deal of progress can be made in
the study of English even if inflection is completely ignored. On the
other hand, the study of the insignificant amount of inflection that
there is in English yields little insight into the sort of theoretical
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mechanisms necessary for treating inflectional word formation in general.
A number of recent developments, both in morphology and in syntax,
however, have begun to weaken the boundaries set on the lexicon by early
syntactic and morphological work, and to raise questions about the sorts
of phenomena which are of interest within a theory of the lexicon. For
example, theories of lexicalist syntax such as Bresnan (1978, 1980),
which claim the active-passive relation to be a lexical one, raise the
possibility that inflected forms have some place in the lexicon: such
theories have argued that a verb and its passive participle both have
some sort of lexical representation, one being related to the other by
a lexical redundancy rule which states in this case that the subject of
the passive participle corresponds to the object of the active verb.
Such theories presuppose some form of word formation process which
generates these participles, or at least relates them morphologically to
their corresponding verb. From a slightly different perspective,
Lapointe (1978) argues that a theory of grammar in which all morphology
is confined within a single component, namely the lexicon, is more
constrained, and therefore more desirable than a theory in which
derivational morphology is lexical and inflectional morphology
syntactic: he proposes what he calls the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis
(SLH) "which posits that syntactic transformations never have to be
allowed to perform morphological operations" (1978:3). Again, a theory
encompassing the SLH presupposes some sort of lexical mechanism to
produce inflected words.
From the direction of morphology as well, there have come
indications that the widely accepted division between derivational and
12
inflectional morphology is not in fact clear: works such as Carrier's
(1979) on Tagalog word formation and McCarthy's (1979) on Semitic
suggest that the same sorts of formal processes may be needed for both
inflection and derivation. These works have added interest in that
the processes in question -- reduplication in Tagalog and reduplication
and gemination-like processes in Semitic -- have no obvious place in the
standard theoretical framework provided by Aronoff, Siegel, et al. Such
non-affixational processes, where treated at all.(cf. Aronoff 1976) are
considered to be formally identical to affixation processes, although
they seem to have rather different properties from affixation.
This thesis fits into the background I have briefly sketched in
the following way: in it, I will attempt to explore the limits of the
lexicon and to redraw the boundaries of the study of word formation.
Redefining the subject of generative morphology to include inflection
as well as derivation will necessitate, in turn, rethinking the
theoretical foundations of morphology. The major goal of this study,
then, is to develop in some detail the sort of theory of word formation
consistent with this enlargd domain.2 The theory which results will
have empirical consequences with respect to non-affixational morphology
which clearly set it apart from previous theories. This study is not
intended to be an exhaustive study of the morphology of any one
language: throughout, I will draw examples, often in some depth, from
languages like German, Latin, and Tagalog, which have more complex
patterns of inflection than English. Often these will give insight
into phenomena in English as well.
In Chapter 13, I will present one sort of evidence that suggests
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that inflectional word formation should have a place in the lexicon:
the sorts of stem a?1.omorphs according to which nouns, verbs, and
adjectives in various inflecting languages form their plurals, pasts,
participles, etc. often form bases for rules of derivation and
compounding. Since derivation and compounding have been counted as
lexical processes within all theories of word formation to date, I
will argue that inflectional stem allomorphs must be avilable in the
lexicon to feed these processes. I will propose that inflectional stem
allomorphs according to which lexical items fall into conjugation and
declension classes should be listed in lexical entries, listed stems
being related to roots by means of a relation I will call a morpholexical
rule. This sort of proposal will be compared to a more traditional non-
lexical analysis of inflection making use of morphological readjustment
rules operating post-syntactically. The lexical proposal, even in its
roughest form, will prove to be superior.
Chapter 2 sets down the basic assumptions needed for a theory of
word formation, & I provides the theoretical context into which the
morpholexical rule device proposed in Chapter 1 will fit. I argue here
that the lexicon consists of three subcomponents, each with its own
properties and its own characteristic formal devices. The foundation
of the word formation component is a subcomponent called the permanent
lexicon consisting of lexical entries for all unanalyzable morphemes.
Lexical entries contain idiosyncratic information about morphemes --
their category, subcategorization, diacritic specifications, semantic
representations, syntactic argument structures, and so on. They allow
us, moreover, to determine which morphemes are stems and which affixes;
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these terms need not be counted as primitives, given the form of lexical
entries I propose here. Lexical entries in the permanent lexicon will
be further organized according to major category and conjugation or
declension class (referred to collectively as lexical class); each
lexical class is defined by morpholexical rules, and the stem allomorphs
related by these morpholexical rules. The properties of morpholexical
rules will be discussed. The second subcomponent of the morphology is
called the lexical structure component: this consists of a rule
generating binary branching unlabeled trees into which morphemes from
the nermanent lexicon are inserted subject to their subcategorization
restrictions. Lexical trees will be labeled according to a small
number of highly constrained Feature Percolation Conventions. This
system of lexical structure will be compared to those previously
proposed by Selkirk (1978) and Williams (1979). The permanent lexicon
together with the lexical structure component will provide the
theoretical basis for all concatenative word formation processes
including affixation and compounding. The third subcomponent of the
morphology will contain rules of word formation which must refer to
properties of the segmental string on which they operate; rules such
as reduplication, infixing, vowel ablaut and umlaut processes are among
the sorts of operations characteristic of this subcomponent (this
subject will be discussed more extensively in Chapter 4). The place of
semantic interpretation in morphology will also be touched upon in
Chapter 2. It will be argued that the syntax or structural aspect of
word formation is not necessarily isomorphic with the semantics of word
formation and that the two should in principle be considered independent
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of one another. The second half of Chapter 2 is an attempt to
illustrate the mechanics of the theory proposed through a detailed
analysis of the Latin verb paradigmB. It will emerge that exactly the
same formal devices independently needed for derivational processes are
also needed for analyzing the complex inflectional paradigms of the
Latin verbs. This provides some additional confirmation for the idea
that inflection and derivation are not in principle different sorts of
word formation; it is at least logically possible that a different state
of affairs should obtain, since inflection could conceivably require the
uae of formal mechanisms entirely different from those needed for
derivation.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the problem of morphological conversion:
it has been argued that pairs of words such as paint and painty and in
German Ruf 'call' and rufen 'call' are related by deriving one member
of each pair from the other via affixation of a zero morpheme. Here, I
will present evidence that the zero-affix we would need to postulate for
pairs such as these does not exhibit the behavior of overt derivational
affixes: zero morphemes do not place their outputs in unique lexical
classes as overt derivational affixes do, nor do they impose unique
syntactic argument structures on their outputs, another property of
derivational affixes. To analyze these phenomena as zero-affixation
would therefore weaken the theory outlined in Chapter 2. I will argue
instead that both members of a pair like paininn a are to be listed
in the permanent lexicon, one form being related to the other by
redundancy rule. Morphological conversion is therefore structurally
non-directional. I will argue further that the semantic rules
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interpreting members of conversion pairs may very well be directional,
the semantic representation of one member being at least in part
derivative of the semantic representation of the other. The final
part of this chapter will be concerned with a number of questions
raised by the non-directional analysis of conversion, for example, the
status of forms in -ate in English, and the necessity for rules of
truncation and allomorphy as defined by Aronoff (1976). Phenomena which
required truncation and allomorphy rules within Aronoff's framework will
be analyzed here without these special rule types: only mechanisms
already motivated in Chapter 2 will be needed for the relevant data.
The final chapter in this study will concentrate on string
dependent word formation, on the properties of these rules and the
constraints which must be placed on them within a reasonable theory of
word formation. I will first consider a proposal by McCarthy (1979)
that morphological rules be formally constrained by prohibiting the use
of transformational notation: data from Tagalog (Carrier 1979) suggest
that some reduplication processes at least require transformational
power, and therefore that McCarthy's constraint is too strong. In order
to approach the subject of constraints on morphological rules from
another perspective, I will discuss Carrier's analysis of Tagalog
reduplication in some detail: besides requiring transformational
statement, Tagalog reduplication exhibits a number of other unusual
properties. The three processes of reduplication needed for Tagalog
occur over and over again in all sorts of word formation. They have no
isolable semantic representation. They are triggered by the presence
of a feature. They never by themselves (i.e., without accompanying
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affixation) change the category of a word, and they never seem to add
to or change the internal structure of the words on which they operate.
I will next argue that umlaut in German is a morphological process
which must be analyzed by means of a string dependent morphological
rule (umlaut cannot be expressed as a morpholexical relation);
curiously, the rule of umlaut that I will propose exhibits exactly the
same properties as Tagalog reduplication does. The final part of this
chapter will attempt to show that the cluster of properties exhibited
by both rules is not, in fact, accidental: precisely this set of
properties is predicted for string dependent rules by the organization
of the lexicon already proposed in Chapter 2, by virtue of the fact
that string dependent morphological rules are not morphemes. The sort
of string dependent rules possible within this theory is thus
automatically highly constrained.
18
FOOTNOTES: INTRODUCTION
1. Halle (1973) was the exception here.
2. This is not the first attempt in the literature to integrate
inflection and derivation under a unified theory of word formation:
Selkirk (1978) and Williams (1979) both assume inflection and
derivation to be in principle the same sort of word formation, and
base a number of proposals on this assumption. As the theory to be
developed below has been strongly influenced by these proposals, they
will be discussed in some detail in Chapter 2.
3. An earlier version of this chapter was circulated under the title
"Inflection and the Lexicon".
CHAPTER 1: INFLECTIONAL STEM ALLOMORPHY AND THE LEXICON
The purpose of this thesis as a whole, as outlined in the
Introduction, is to present a unified theory of word formation, one
which is rich enough to allow the generation of both derived and
inflected words and to handle non-affixational types of word formation,
but constrained enough to rule out types of word formation that do not
seem to occur. The first step towards developing such a unified theory
is to show that there is at least prima facie plausibility to the claim
that inflectional word formation should be treated in the word formation
component of our gramar. Although theories of lexicalist syntax (e.g.,
Bresnan 1978, Wasow 1977), at least, have assumed that such inflectional
forms as passive participles must be represented in the lexicon, there
appear in the literature no solid arguments, to my knowledge, which
show conclusively from the point of view of morphology that this must
be the case. In this chapter, I will therefore present evidence that
stem allomorphy usually associated with inflectional paradigms must be
considered a word formation process to be handled in the word formation
component of our grammar: to analyze these allomorphy facts as non-
lexical (i.e., syntactic) leads to a great deal of unnecessary
complexity. The argument is quite simple: stem allomorphs usually
associated with inflectional paradigms frequently act as bases for
further word formation. Processes of derivation and compounding, which
are generally agreed to be lexical processes, can apply to what are
usually considered to be inflected stems. I will use as examples here
the interaction of German nominal stems and compounding, a case of
nominalization from non-present stems of strong verbs in Old English,
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and a number of cases of derivation from verb stems in Latin and
Tagalog. Other examples of the same phenomenon will appear throughout
this thesis. Below, I will begin by making the bare minimum of
theoretical assumptions about word formation: I will assume some sort
of autonomous word formation component containing lexical entries and
some sort of formal mechanisms for putting together complex words,
including derived words and compounds. At this point, my arguments
about inflectional stem allomorphy will go through assuming even a very
rudimentary conception of the word formation component. The formal
nature of lexical entries and word formation processes will be discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 2.
1. Compounding in German
1.1. German Noun Classes
I will start first with some facts about the German noun
paradigms. In one of the few works in generative literature largely
devoted to inflection, W. Wurzel (1970) makes the observation that
German nouns do not seem to exhibit the same set of inflectional endings
if the inflected word is conceived of as merely a combination of root
plus inflectional ending. Consider, for example, the nominal paradigms
in (la-d):
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(1) a. 'brook' b. 'father'
Sg. pl. sg. pl.
N Bach Bliche Vater Vter
A Bach Bliche Vater Vhter
G Bachs Blche Vaters Vilter
D Bach BlIchen Vater Vitern
c. 'spirit' d. 'name'
N Geist Geister Name Namen
A Geist Geister Namen Namen
G Geistes Geister Namens Namen
D Geist Geistern Namen Namen
That is, if we assume that the form of a word must be root+inflection,
we are forced to set up four different case paradigms for these four
different words: (la) has a 0 affix in the nominative, accusative, and
dative singular, -s in the genitive singular, as does (lb). These two,
however, differ in their plural forms, (la) having -e plus umlaut in the
N,A,G plural, umlaut plus -en in the D plural, (lb) having only umlaut
in the N,A,G plural, umlaut plus -n in the D plural. (Ic) differs from
both (Ia) and (lb) in the plural, with -r in the N,A,G plural, -rn in
the dative plural. Finally, (id) exhibits -n as the case ending in all
forms except N singular, which has 0, and G singular which has -ns. Ob-
Vtously4 generalizations are: being missed-here, for example, that. the last
consonant in the genitive singular is -s, and the last consonant in the
dative plural -no These four nouns, moreover, do not exhaust the number
of different inflectional paradigms we would need to postulate if we
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were to maintain the assumption that a word consists of a root plus
inflection; other nouns seem to exhibit still different case paradigms.
Wurzel argues that a simpler and more general view of German
results if we consider the inflected form to consist of a stem plus
inflection, rather than a root plus inflection, and postulate a uniform
set of inflectional endings as follows (I am using the terms root and
stem at this point in an intuitive and pretheoretic way; I will provide
a strict definition of these terms in Chapter 2, where it will turn out
that a root is always a stem, but not vice versa):
(2) sg. pl.
N -0 -e
A -0 -e
G -s(MN), 0 (F) -e
D -0 -n
German nominal roots differ from one another in the way they form stems;
all idiosyncrasy in the nominal paradigms is to be attributed to
differences in stem allomorphy. According to Wurzel, the following
different patterns are represented, membership in one class rather than
another being more or less arbitrary.1 Thus, the roots in (3a) have the
stem allomorph forms in (3b) :
. ro
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(3) a. Bach 'brook' b. Buch (pl.)
Hund 'dog' Hund
Auto 'auto' Aqtc's (pl.)
Mann 'man' Mlnner (pl.)
Geist 'soul' Geister (p1.)
Blr 'bear' Buren (non-nominative)
Aug 'eye' Auge (nominative)
Augen (non-nominative)
Garten 'garden' Garten (pl.)
The inflectional endings listed in (2) attach to the roots and stems
listed in (3), singular inflectional endings attaching to singular
stems, if such a distinction is made, plural inflectional endings to
plural stems, and so on. According to Wurzel, the stem plus inflection
combination is then subject to the following independently motivated
phonological rules: (i) e-Epenthesis, which inserts an -e between two
consonants separated by a morpheme boundary, (ii) a general rule of
degemination, and (iii) a rule of e-Deletion, which deletes an -e if it
follows an unstressed e plus sonorant. Thus, the forms Bach and Vater
in (la) and (lb) actually belong to the same class. They both have an
umlaut plural stem to which, for example, the nominative plural
inflection -e will be added. Their derivations differ in the
applicability of e-deletion in Vater, but not in Bach, however:
(4) root Bach Vater
plural stem Bitch Vifter
Nom. pl. B~ch+e Vllter+e s
e-deletion --- Vilter
A
I -1.
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Derivations for some of the dative plurals of nouns in (1) are as
follows:
(5) root Vater Geist Nam
plural stem Vlter Geister Namen
dative pl. VHter+n Geister+n Namen+n
e-epenthesis2 Viter+en Geister+en Namen+en
e-deletion Vlter+n Geister+n Namen+n
degemination ------ Namen
Wurzel's fundamental insight is thus that the inflected noun in German
consists of a stem (which may or may not be equivalent to the root) plus
an inflection. In (3), I have merely listed roots and stems without
determining how stems are formed from roots, or where the entities
called roots and stems are represented in the grammar. In the following
section, I will make a tentative proposal that both roots and stems are
listed in the lexicon as members of clearly defined inflectional classes.
This framework will then be compared with a traditional syntactic sort
of treatment of inflection such as Wurzel's, and it will be shown how a
theory in which inflectional stems are represented somewhere in the
lexicon makes predictions about possible word formation processes in
German which a syntactic account of inflectional stems does not make.
1.2. Lexical Classes and Morpholexical Rules
Let us assume initially the following organization of the lexicon.
Each major category type (noun, verb, adjective) in the lexicon is
divided into lexical classes which consist of roots of that category
type and related stems. The term related will be used here in a special
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sense. Items A and B listed in the lexicon will be said to be related
if there exists a rule of the form (6):
(6) X r %X'
where X and X' represent segmental strings differing from one another
in some fashion, and A shares the properties of X and B shares the
properties of X'. For the time being, let us say that B represents a
class of stems, and A a class of roots (this will be modified somewhat
In Chapter 2).
A lexical class (corresponding to the declensional and
conjugational class of traditional grammar) consists of a rule or rules
of the type (6), hereafter called morpholexical rules, plus both the
roots and the stems that are related by these rules. That is, both
roots and related stems are listed independently in the lexicon.
Lexical classes are distinguished from one another by differences in
the morpholexical rules which define them. Finally, membership of a
given root in a particular lexical class is not predictable from any
properties of the root, e.g., it is not possible to predict from any
independent property of a root Mann that it belongs to a lexical class
with a related stem Mnner.
Now we have the theoretical machinery necessary to account for
the sorts of data illustrated in (3). A number of lexical classes are
needed to cover the range of German nominal paradigms. These lexical
classes are defined by the choice of morpholexical rules from the
following inventory:
(7) XC JXn
(8) Xrs. Xe
(9) C VC0 r'/ CVCr 3
(10) X As Xe
of
(11) C0VC ^ C0 V C0
Given the morpholexical rules in (7)-(11) above, the lexical classes
for German nouns consist of the following:
to
CLASS 1: morpholexical rule (11) C VC 0 ' C VC
roots: Bach, Vater, Kloster, Mutter
stems: BUch, VHter, K18ster, MUtter
CLASS 2: morpholexical rule (10) X As Xs
roots: Streik, Auto
stems: Streiks, Autos
tI
CLASS 3: morpholexical rule (9) C0VC r C VC r
roots: Geist, Mann, Buch
stems: Geister, Mlnner, BUcher
CLASS 4: morpholexical rule (7) X r Xn
roots: Staat
stems: Staaten
CLASS 5: morpholexical rule (7) K ~ XIn
roots: BMr
stems: Biren
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CLASS 6: morpholexical rule (7) X rv Xn
(8) XrV Xe
roots: Aff, Aug
stems: Affe, Auge, Affen, Augen
The lexical entry for a particular noun will list its class membership,
as well as the root and stems related by the morpholexical rules
defining this class. Notice also that not all nouns in German belong
to one of the six classes illustrated above. Some nouns, like Hund
'dog', Sommer 'summer', Tor 'gate', and Ufer 'bank', have only a single
stem allomorph, i.-.., the root, to which all case endings attach. These
items therefore belong to no lexical class.
The framework sketched above differs from a traditional treatment
of inflectional stem allomorphy quite radically. In a traditional
framework such as Wurzel's, nominal roots are listed in the lexicon
with some indication of their class membership. Class membership is
specified as a matrix of features (e.g., [+ r-stem], [+ s-plural],
[+ plural umlaut], [+ strong], and so on), rather than as a function of
some set of morpholexical rules; the segmental material associated with
a given constellation of features is added only at surface structure,
before the operation of phonological rules, by means of morphological
readjustment rules. Thus, according to Wurzel, a noun like Vater would
be listed as part of some class which might be distinguished by the
feature matrix [+Istrong, +masculine, -feminine, -r.-stem, + plural
umlaut, etc.]. A morphological readjustment rule such as (12) would
operate at surface structure:
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(12) V V / pl. umlaut
The alternative framework proposed above eliminates the largely
redundant feature matrices from lexical entries (e.g., all [-strong]
nouns are also [-r-stem], [-s-plural], and all [+feminine] nouns are
[-r-stem], and so on), and substitutes the morpholexical rule as a
determinant of class membership. The crucial difference between the
two frameworks, however, is the following: the stem allomorphs which
are related to roots by morpholexical rules are listed in the lexicon
as part of the lexical entry for the root forms, whereas the output of
the morphological readjustment rules in the traditional framework is
not. From this difference in the contents of the lexicon, crucial
differences in the empirical predictions made by the two theories can
be derived: since stems are listed in the lexicon under the
morpholexical theory of inflection, we would expect them to be
available to processes of word formation such as derivation and
compounding, which are generally assumed to operate on items listed in
the lexicon. Thus, although we might not expect, at this point, to
find a derived word or compound containing the dative plural form of a
noun Vltern (nothing has been said yet about the location in the grammar
of actual case endings, but cf. Chapter 2), we should expect to find
derivatives or compounds based on the stem allomorph Viter. A theory
such as Wurzel's predicts that derivation and compounding should have
access only to nominal roots (e.g., Vater), since all inflectional
processes take place outside the lexicon. This is a very strong
empirical prediction; the following section will therefore be devoted
to testing it against some facts about German word formation.
1.3. Compounding and Stem Allomorphy
Wurzel, who devotes a section of his book on German word structure
to compounding, notes that there exist nominal compounds in German of
the following form:
(13) a. Arbeitszeit 'worktime'
Geburtstag 'birthday'
b. Sternenschein 'starshine'
Straussenfeder 'ostrich feather'
c. Rechnungsart 'method of calculation'
Einheitspreis 'fixed price'
Geschwindigskeitsgrenze 'speed limit'
Wissenschaftslehre 'theory of knowledge'
What is notable about all the forms in (13) is that the compound, in
each case, consists of a base noun (e.g., Zeit in Arbeitszeit) plus
another noun (i.e., Arbeit) to which a consonantal stem extension has
been added (-s in Arbeitszeit, -n in Sternenschein), and in each case,
this stem extension does not correspond to any of the inflected or stem
forms of the noun. Nouns like Arbeit and Geburt, which are feminine,
form their plural with a stem allomorph with the stem extension -en,
and not -s. Feminine nouns are uninflected in the genitive singular,
the only other source of -s in the nominal paradigm. Similarly,
derived nouns in -heit, -keit, -uung and -schaf t, which are all
feminine, have -s nowhere in their paradigms. Finally, a very small
number of masculines like Stern and Strauss exhibit the -n extension
as in (13b); these nouns form their plurals in -e, are not weak nouns,
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and therefore have no stem form with the -n extension as part of their
lexical entries.
Consider, however, the compounds in (14):
(14) a. V~tersitte 'manners of our forefathers'
Vaterland 'fatherland'
MUtterverschickung 'evacuation of expectant mothers'
Mutterfreuden 'maternal joy'
(cf. Vater, stem allomorph - VHter
Mutter, stem allomorph - MUtter)
b. Geistbildend 'formative, educational'
Geisterseher 'visionary seer'
Buchbinder 'book binder'
Btlcherfolge 'series of books'
Mannloch 'manhole'
Mhnnerkleidung 'man's dress'
(cf. Geist, stem allomorph = Geister
Buch, stem allomorph = BUcher
Mann, stem allomorph - MUnner)
c. Barenfell 'bearskin'
(cf . Btr, stem allomorph a Buren)
d. Affenweibchen 'she-ape'
Augapfel 'eyeball'
Augenarzt 'eyedoctor'
(cf. Aff, stem allomorph - Affe, Aff en
Aug, stem allomorph = Auge, Augen)
e. Staatenbund 'confederation'
Schwesterkind 'sister's child'
Schwesternliebe 'sisterly love'
(cf. Staat, stem allomorph - Staaten
Schwester, stem allomorph - Schwestern)
The compounds in (14) differ from those in (13) in an obvious way: the
forms of the noun which attaches to the base noun correspond exactly to
the root and stem forms of the class to which that noun belongs. Only
nouns belonging to Class 1 have umlauted forms in compounds (VHtersitte,
MUtterverschickung). Only nouns in Classes 4 or 5 have -n forms in
compounds (Staatenbund). Only nouns with r-stem allomorphs (Class 3)
have r-stems in compounds (Geisterseber, BUcherfolge). We thus seem to
have two contradictory states of affairs. Some compounding in German
(i.e., (13)) seems to be arbitrary and independent of the class to which
a noun belongs, whereas other compounding is closely tied to the class
membership of the compounding noun.
The theory in which inflectional stem allomorphs are listed in the
lexicon accounts for the data above in the following way: since this
theory assumes that class membership is defined by a set of morpholexical
rules and that both the roots and the stem allomorphs related by those
rules are listed segmentally in lexical entries, this theory actually
predicts that compounds like those in (14) should exist: although it
provides no explanation, in any given case, whether a noun with more
than one stem will have compounds on each existing stem allomorph, it
predicts that the use of any root or stem form in compounding should be
possible. The sorts of compounds listed in (13), however, are
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problematic for this theory of inflection: since the stem form
exhibited in the compounds does not correspond to any stem form in the
nominal paradigms for these nouns, we have no choice but to consider
these forms as exceptions -- e.g., lexical entries for derived words
in -heit, -keit, -u, and -schaft would have to have a special feature
indicating that they take an -s extension in compounds. However, the
sorts of forms found in (13) represent a minority of German compounds
(only one other masculine noun taking an arbitrary -n in compounds
exists: Schelm 'rogue'); the majority of compounding in German follows
the pattern of (14).5
A traditional framework for inflection hardly fares as well in
explaining the kinds of compounds found in German. Consider what
Wurzel has to say about compounds: on the basis of the compounds in
(13), Wurzel claims that the stem forms of compounding nouns are
completely arbitrary, and that each noun must therefore be individually
marked for the stem forms it will exhibit in compounds. Wurzel fails
to distinguish compounds like those in (14) as different from those in
(13), let alone to indicate that this type constitutes the majority.
He therefore introduces a far greater level of exceptionality into his
grammar than is necessary. Nouns like those in (13) must ostensibly be
marked as exceptions in any framework, but to claim that all
'compounding stems' are arbitrary implies that each German noun,
regardless of how it compounds, must have idiosyncratic information in
its lexical entry as to its compounding stem(s). Moreover, it will
certainly turn out that in the majority of cases (i.e., those resulting
in compounds like (14)), this 'idiosyncratic' information about
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compounding stems will exactly replicate the features specifying the
lexical class membership of that noun. That is, if we find a compound
like Geisterseher, we will have to list a compounding stem feature
[+r-stem] for the noun Geist, even though Geist is already specified
[+r-stem] as a part of its inflectional class membership. Similarly,
we will have to indicate that Vater forms compounds with an umlaut
stem, in addition to assigning it a feature [+ plural umlaut] for its
inflectional class. Wurzel's proposal thus results not only in
unjustified exceptionality, but also in unjustified redundancy in
lexical entries.
However, a traditional framework for inflection runs into problems
explaining German compounds even if it accepts that in the general case
class membership determines the possible stem forms in compounds.
Although the traditional framework would nov claim no more
exceptionality in compounding than the morpholexical treatment (i.e.,
(13)), it will still run into purely mechanical difficulties in
producing the proper compounds. Compounding is a process that takes
lexical items and joins them into a single lexical item (in German
having the category of the second of the two original items, but cf.
Chapter 2). It is a process which operates wholly within the lexicon.
According to the strongest form of the lexicalist hypothesis (cf.
Lapointe 1978), no rule outside of the lexicon can af fect the internal
structure of the word. A traditional treatment of inflection will have
lexical class membership indicated as a matrix of features (e.g.,
[+r-stem, + plural umlaut]) in the lexical entry of a noun, but will
not have the actual segmental morphological material corresponding to
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this feature available in the lexicon. Instead, this segmental
material will only be added to nouns at surface structure when
morphological readjustment takes place. Thus, the traditional
framework of inflection will not have the proper stem forms available
in the lexicon for compounding to make use of. Only roots will be
available for the purposes of compounding. The stem forms which
actually do show up in compounds will only come into existence in a
component of the grammar to which compounding has no access. Thus, the
traditional framework again fails to explain the basic data of German
compounds. In contrast, the morpholexical theory actually predicts the
form of the majority of compounds we find in German.
2. Old English Strong Verbs
2.1. Vowel Gradation in Old English Strong Verbs
If it were the case that only stem allomorphs associated with
German noun paradigms ever appeared in complex words, the case for
listing inflectional stem allomorphs in the lexicon would not be
particularly strong. Moreover, it would be rather uninteresting if
the property of having stem allomorphs listed in the lexicon should
be a property peculiar to German. A much more interesting claim, and
the one I wish to make here, is that the inclusion of at least this
portion of inflection in the lexicon is a property of universal
grammar. We should therefore expect to find that wherever a language
exhibits stem allomorphy6 in ±nflectional paradigms, these stem
allomorphs appear as inputs Lo other processes of derivation and
compounding. Such examples are not hard to find outside of German.
For example, the theory i. which stem allomorphs have some sort of
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segmental representation in the lexicon also makes correct predictions
with respect to the strong verbs of Old English.
My strategy in this section will be similar to the one in the
previous section. I will first provide an analysis of vowel gradation
in the OE strong verbs along the lines of the theory of inflection
proposed in §1., and then I will show how this analysis makes
predictions about OE word formation processes and actually accounts for
a class of OE nominalizations which are problematic for more traditional
treatments of inflection.
For the purposes of this discussion, I will confine myself to the
first five classes of strong verbs. Classes 6 and 7 could easily be
subsumed within this analysis, but Classes 1-5 will suffice to make the
relevant point about OE nominalizations. Classes 1-5 exhibit the
following stem alternations, at least in surface forms:
(15) INFINITIVE PRET 1 PRET 2 PPLE
CLASS 1 drifan drif drifon drifen
'drive'
CLASS 2 cliofan claaf clufon clofen
'cleave'
CLASS 3 helpan healp hulpon holpen
'help'
drinkan drank drunkon drunken
'drink'
weorpan wearp wurpon worpen
'throw'
CLASS 4 beran baer biiron boren
'bear'
CLASS 5 sprecan spraec spriicon sprecen
'speak'
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Traditionally, analyses of the strong verbs in OE start out by
abstracting away from the surface forms all alternations which are the
result of phonological rules independently motivated for the grammar of
OE. The analysis to be presented here accepts this strategy. I
therefore assume the following phonological rules for OE (some of which
are adopted from Dresher (1978a) and O'Neil (1970)):
(16) u-+o +cons) +sy
[+bk] -- [-hi] / ___ -nas J 0  L-bkj
(17) a--ae
F+bkl [+consl
-rdj -- [-bk] / __ (V) -nas I
(18) Breaking (Dresher) +con
+By +son0--> / -bk __L-nas J [-syl]
(19) e---*i
1-bk -- [+hi] / ___ [+nas]
Abstracting away from the forms in (15) the effects of rules (16)-(19),
and also the inflectional endings for the infinitive, PRET 2 and PPLE
forms, we are left with the following underlying stem allomorphs,
which constitute the real substance of the vocalic ablaut series in OE:
lexicon assumes a series of morpholexical rules such as those in (22)
characterizing the regularities between roots and stem allomorphs that
do exist: -
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(20) INFINITIVE PRET 1 PRET 2 PPLE
CLASS 1 drif drif drif drif
CLASS 2 clef clif cluf cluf
CLASS 3 help halp hulp hulp
drenk drank drunk drunk
werp warp wurp wurp
CLASS 4 ber baer bier bur
CLASS 5 sprec spraec sprigc spree
A number of sample derivations starting with the underlying forms in
(20) are illustrated in (21):
(21) a. cluf+on cluf+en
--- ao (16) u--o
clufon clofen
b. drank warp
waerp (17) a -- ae
waearp (18) Breaking
drank wearp OE Spelling
(21a) illustrates the derivation of the FRET 2 and PPLE forms of cleofan,
and (21b) illustrates the derivation of FRET 1 forms of two CLASS 3
verbs drinkan and weorpan.
The theory of inflection in which stem allouvrphs are listed in the
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+syl +sy1(22) a. C0flg jC 0 "r'C +bk C0o oo +lo 4
b. C [+ayl] C r\01 C +Syl C0o0o cL -18 0
+syl
c. C [+sylj C /\% C +hi 0 C
+bk I
-lg,
+syl
d. C VC r'NC J+lo C
00 o o -k 0
-lgI
+syl
e.C VC raJC +lo C00 o O -bk 0
L +lg j
One more assumption needs to be clarified at this point, before I go on
to define the strong verb classes of OE. That is, most traditional
treatments of the OE etrong verbs (also O'Neil (1970), within a
generative framework) assume that the underlying root forms of the five
classes are respectively CeiC, CeuC, CeRC, CeR, and CeC, where R
represents a sonorant consonant. Presumably, these are roughly the
forms that the verbal roots had at some period prior to OE proper.
Differences in stem forms in OE could originally be traced to
phonological ef fects of the vowel or consonant following the stem vowel
e. Here, I have chosen to maintain the traditional assumption only
insofar as the effects of the following vowel or consonant constitute
plausible synchronic phonological processes in OE. This decision has
the effect primarily of forcing us to abandon the CeiC for CLASS 1
verbs and the CeuC form for CLASS 2. Postulating the CLASS 1 form as
CeiC is completely unmotivated by any surface alternations: neither
verbal forms nor nominalizations show up with the surface vowel e.
For both classes, the sort of phonological rules necessary to derive
drif from dreif, cliof from clEuf, drif from draif, or cleaf from clauf
are not otherwise necessary in OE. Loosening the restrictions on the
form of verbal roots also allows us to account for so-called 'aorist
present' verbs with no difficulty. Regardless of the origin of the
root forms of these verbs (originally from the PRET 2 forms), the
synchronic representation of the root in the OE lexicon does not have
to conform to the Ce(R)(C) pattern -- e.g., a verb like brucan whose
other stem allomorphs conform to CLASS 2 patterns, simply has the root
bruc, and is related by morpholexical rules to its stem allomorphs
exactly as other CLASS 2 roots are.
Given these assumptions, the OE strong verb classes might now be
represented as follows:
(23) CLASS 1: morpholexical rules (22a), (22b)
root: drif
stems: drif, drif
CLASS 2: morpholexical rules (22a), (22c)
root: clif
stems: cl5f, cluf
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CLASS 3: morpholexical rules (22a), (22c)
root: help, drenk, werp
stems: halp, hulp, drank, drunk, warp, wurp
CLASS 4: morpholexical rules (22c), (22d), (22e)
root: ber
stems: baer, bEer, bur
CLASS 5: morpholexical rules (22d), (22e)
root: sprec
stems: spraec, spraec
Notice, first of all, that CLASS 2 and CLASS 3 turn out to be identical
under this analysis, since the two traditional classes are defined by
the same two morpholexical rules. Here, I will continue to refer to
the two classes by their traditional designations, but nothing hinges
on this decision. Again, in classes 1-5, both the roots and the various
stem allomorphs related to them by the morpholexical rules are listed in
some fashion in the lexicon.
While this analysis may not seem to be particularly revealing in
terms of explaining the morphological alternations in the strong verbs
of QE, it is in fact no less revealing than any other analysis of these
verbs to date. Although Lass and Anderson (1975) attempt to motivate a
phonological basis for the verb stem alternations, it is clear that the
phonological conditions for the stem alternations no longer existed in
QE (cf. Dresher's (1978) review of Lass and Anderson), stem forms having
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been completely morphologized by the OE period. O'Neil (1970) analyzes
the stem alternations to be the result of morphological readjustment
rules operating prior to the phonological component. His analysis
differs fairly little in substance from the one offered here, the chief
difference between the two analyses being the organization of the
grammar assumed. Where the theory of word formation in which
inflectional stem allomorphs have lexical representations proves its
superiority, is in the predictions it makes for word formation
possibilities in OE. Again, the theory proposed here predicts that
the stem forms in (20) should all be available to further word formation,
whereas a traditional readjustment rule theory fails to make this
prediction.
2.2. OE Nominalizations in -i
Both traditional treatments of vowel gradation in OE (cf. Quirk
and Wrenn 1955) and generative treatments (O'Neil (1970)) have pointed
out the existence of a class of nominalizations, productive at some
stage of OE or pre-OE, formed from a verbal stem plus the derivational
suffix -i. When the effects of phonological processes such as those in
(24) (as stated in Kiparsky and O'Neil (1976)) are abstracted away from
surface forms, we get the underlying representations in (25):
(24) OE Phonological Rules
a. Umlaut
[ - b- ------ c o sI
[ -k / [-b][+ii
b. Verner's Law
+cons
+cont +voice in certain morphologically
Iant con3 conditioned environments
\+co rJ
c. /i/--Lowering/Glide Syllabification
-cons +Sy
--- 
<-hi'i/ _
(25) a. CLASS 1
bite 'bite' +-- [bit+i] (by umlaut (vacuous), i-Lowering)
b. CLASS 2
cyre 'choice' (-- [cus+i] (umlaut, Verner's, i-Lowering)
c. CLASS 3
drink 'drink' F-- [drenk+i] (umlaut (vacuous), Rule (19),
i-Lowering)
wyrp 'throw' +- [wurp+i] (umlaut, i-Lowering)
d. CLASS 4
cyme 'coming, advent' <- [cum+i] (umlaut, i-Lowering)
e. CLASS 5
drepe 'slaying' 4-- [draep+i] (umlaut, i-Lowering)
What is curious about these nominalizations is that the verbal stem
forms from which the nouns can most transparently be derived are stem
allomorpha not necessarily identical to the root (identified here with
the infinitive stem): bit ,adcu8are infinitive stems, draep
is a FRET I stem, and _cus and _yurg are PET 2 and PPLE stems.
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Obviously, this state of affairs is rather disturbing within a
standard readjustment rule type of framework. Such a theory has only
the root form available in the lexicon for processes of word formation.
Since the infinitive stem is identified with the root here, this would
allow us to derive bite from [bit+i], drink from [drenk+i], and cyme
from [cum+i]. However, the rest of the forms in (25) are more
problematic. To get the proper verbal stem form to give us yrp and
cyre, we would have to start out with underlying forms [werp+i] and
[c'ds+i], and add the context 'nominalization' to whatever morphological
readjustment rules later give the PRET 2/PPLE stem forms wurp and cus
from the roots werp and ces. Notice that we cannot simply add the
context 'nominalization' to these readjustment rules, since not every
nominalization on CLASS 2 and CLASS 3 verbs is formed upon the PRET 2/
PPLE stem. Drink, as we have seen, is a nominalization on the
infinitive stem of a CLASS 3 verb. We would therefore have to mark
lexical roots werp and ce's specially to undergo the morphological
readjustment rule for nominalizations. Moreover, nominalizations such
as drepe, which are formed on the same verbal stem as the PRET 1,
rather than on the infinitive or PRET 2 or PPLE stems, would require
further morphological readjustment rules and further marking of lexical
items.
In contrasc, the morpholexical theory of inflection has no need
to resort to a multiplication of rules and lexical exceptions; in fact,
the morpholexical theory of inflectional stem allomorphy again predicts
that nominalizations such as those in (25) should exist. The stems
necessary to form the nominalizations in (25) are already listed in
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the lexicon, and available for the word formation rule for
nominalizations. As in the case of German compounds, this theory
cannot predict what stem form for any given verb will be used in
nominalizations, but it does allow any stem to be used. Therefore,
once again, what was difficult to account for within a traditional
morphological readjustment rule framework needs no explanation under
the assumption that at least this portion of inflection is a lexcial
process.
3. Farther Afield
The appearance of inflectional stem allomorphs within complex
derived words and compounds is not confined to Germanic languages; it
appears repeatedly in Indo-European languages from Spanish to Sanskrit,
and far beyond Indo-European languages as well. I do not intend to
give an exhaustive survey of this phenomenon here. In what remains of
this chapter, I will merely discuss the interaction of stem allomorphy
and derivation with respect to two languages that will play an
important role in later chapters, namely Latin and Tagalog.
3.1. Latin
All students of Latin will be familiar with the division of Latin
verbs into five classes or conjugations. The division is traditionally
made on the basis of a vowel that appears with the verb root in the
present indicative and a number of other tenses. Below are
representative verb roots with their present indicative forms:
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(26) root am 'love' mon 'warn! dic 'say' cap 'seize' aud 'hear'
sg. 1 am6 mone6 dic5 capi6 audi6
2 amgs mones dicis capis audis
3. amat monet dicit capit audit
pl. 1 amnmus mongmus dicimus capimus audimus
2 amstis mongtis dicitis capitis auditis
3 amant monent dicunt capiunt audiunt
(27) Person/Number Endings
sg. 1 -5 pl. 1 -mus
2 -s 2 -tis
3 -t 3 -unt
I will set aside, for the moment, questions of vowel length alternations,
of the presence or absence of the characteristic vowel before first
person singular -5 and third person plural -unt, and of the nature, in
general of the characteristic vowel in the conjugation of dicS, all of
which will be dealt with in great detail in Chapter 2. What is relevant
to the present discussion about the Latin conjugations is the following:
if the actual person/number endings are assumed to be uniformly those in
(27), the Latin verb roots differ arbitrarily and unpredictably in the
stem allomorph on which they form their present indicative paradigm. It
is not independently predictable that the verb root ami forms its present
stem with i rather than i, 1, or I, mon with a rather than i, i or a.
This is information which we must somehow represent as peculiar to each
individual verb root, i.e., as part of its lexical entry.
How this information is to be represented, again, is open to
argument. Following the pattern I have set in sections 1 and 2, I will
first sketch an analysis utilizing morpholexical rules and lexical
listing of all inflectional stem allomorphs, and then a more traditional
morphological readjustment rule analysis. Again, these two
possibilities make predictions about possible derivational word formation
in Latin which can easily be tested.
A morpholexical analysis of Latin stem allomorphy entails a number
of morpholexical rules like those in (28). (For the purposes of the
remainder of this argument, I will confine discussion to verb roots like
_am, mon, cpj and aud. Once the problem of the nature of the theme vowel
of dic is dealt with in Chapter 2, the analysis will automatically
extend to this class of stems.)
(28) a. X'- X&
b. X'^ XE
c. X r'%Xi
d. X ^sXi
The morpholexical rules in (28) define lexical classes, as illustrated
in (29):
(29) CLASS 1: morpholexical rule (28a)
roots: am, cart
stems: ami, certi
CLASS 2: morpholexical rule (28b)
roots: mon, deb
stems: mona, debg
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CLASS 3: morpholexical rule (28c)
roots: cap, fac
stems: capi, faci
CLASS 4: morpholexical rule (28d)
roots: aud, ven
stems: audi, veni
Again, both ruots like am, deb, , and ven, and stem allomorphs with
characteristic vowels, or theme vowels, as I will sometimes refer to
them, will be listed in full segmental form in the lexicon.
Alternatively, we could conceive of an analysis in which only roots
are listed in the lexicon, but with some sort of diacritic indicating
which conjugational class they fall into:
(30) am [+class 1]
mon [+class 2]
cap [+class 3]
aud [+class 4]
After the syntax, but before the operation of phonological rules,
inflected verbs in Latin would presumably have representations like
those in (31):
(31) am +8s
[1+CL 1]
man + t
[+CL 2]
cap + mus
[+CL 3]
and + unt
[+CL 4]
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The readjustment rules in (32) will act upon the underlying forms in
(31) to give surface forms of Latin present indicative verbs:
(32) Readjustment Rules
a. [root] -- + [rootJ5
b. [root] -- + [root]&
c. [root] -- [root]i
d. [root] -- ) [root]T
[+CL 1]
[+CL 2]
[+CL 3]
[+CL 4]
The two analyses, while identical with respect to their ability to
account for the inflectional stem allomorphs of Latin, differ with
respect to their predictions about word formation possibilities in
Latin. The former predicts automatically derivations on both the root
and the stem allomorph with the theme vowel. The latter analysis
predicts only derivations on the root, and would therefore have to be
complicated to account for any derivations on other stem allomorphs
which do occur.
Consider now the derived forms in (33):
(33) derived adjectives
certabundus
vitibundus
moribundus
gaudebundus
cupidus
'contending'
'avoiding'
'dying'
'rejoicing'
'desirous'
(certire
(vitare
(moriri
(gaudere
(cupire
'contend')
'shun')
'die')
'rejoice')
'desire')
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(33) derived nouns
certamen
monila
accipiter
derived verbs
dormIt6i
fugitd
ardesc6
augesc5
amasco
'contest'
'admonition'
'hawk'
'be sleepy'
'flee eagerly'
'take fire'
'begin to grow'
'begin to love'
(certire
(mongre
(accipere
(dormlre
(fugere
(ardire
(augsre
(amAre
'contend')
'warn')
'take')
'sleep')
'flee')
'burn')
'increase')
'love')
All of these examples could plausibly be analyzed as the theme vowel
stem allomorph of the verb plus a derivational suffix (-bundus, -dus,
-men, -la, -t, -sc). Many other such axamples can be found. Numerous
examples can also be found where the verb root alone is the base for
derived words in Latin -- i.e., although some derivation uses the theme
vowel stem, not all derivation does.
These examples are entirely unproblematic if we assume a theory of
word formation encompassing morpholexical rules and the listing of all
inflectional stem allomorphs: the existence of forms derived on any
listed stem allomorph of the verb is, again, predicted by such a theory.
The standard readjustment rule theory makes no such prediction, and in
fact, is at a loss to explain the examples in (33) without the addition
of extra machinery. Minimally, we would have to add features to the
lexical entries of verbal roots like am, cert, etc. indicating that they
take a theme vowel I in certain derivations as well as in verb
paradigms. We could not use the feature [+Class 1] and the readjustment
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rule (32a) we used for inflectional paradigms, since this would predict
that only the theme vowel stem would occur in derived words; i.e., if
am always has the designation [+Class 1], readjustment rule (32a) would
always insert a theme vowel i, and we would never produce such existing
forms as amor (=am+or) 'love'. Instead, the features we would have to
add to the lexical entries for verb roots would have to be rather
specific; a general feature like [+ 9 in derivations] would again
predict that all derivations with those roots would have to use the
theme vowel stem. The only alternative open to us is to use features
like [+ i in derivative with -bundus]or [+ i in derivative with -sc],
and to add these features to the environment of our readjustment rule:
(34) [root] - [rootli / [+Class 11
[+ w/ -bundus]
[+i w/ -se]
Such a solution, in addition to being unnecessarily complex, also loses
the generalization that a given verb root is never [+Class 1] with
respect to its inflectional paradigm, but [+ i with -bundus] or [+ i
with -sc]. That is, it is, in fact, always the same theme vowel that
shows up in derivatives and inflectional paradigms, although the
readjustment rule theory could just as easily assign a different theme
vowel to a given veto root in each morphological context in which it
appears. Obviously, the conclusion we should draw here is that the
theory of word formation incorporating morpholexical rules and listed
stem allomorphs makes the correct predictions, and that the
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readjustment rule framework does not. The former theory is therefore
to be preferred.
3.2. Tagalog
Tagalog provides a final example outside of Indo-European of a
language in which inflected forms must clearly be an input to further
word formation processes. My data in this section come from Carrier
(1979), which contains an intensive and detailed analysis of the
internal structure of Tagalog verbs. Carrier herself comes to
approximately the same conclusion which I reached above for German, Old
English, and Latin, namely that inflected forms of verbs must be listed
in lexical entries, and thereforeavailable as bases for derivational
word formation rules. I will summarize a portion of her argument below.
Verb roots in Tagalog do not occur by themselves as independent
words in sentences, but rather occur only with one of a variety of
affixes, called topic markers (TM), which indicate which nominal
argument of the verb is focused in that sentence. Nearly any noun in
a sentence -- subject, object, indirect object, benefactive, locative,
etc. -- can be made the topic of a sentence. Each verb root chooses
from the inventory of affixes illustrated in (35) a characteristic
affix to mark it as a subject topic (ST), object topic (OT), or
indirect object topic (IOT) form (Carrier 1979:220):
(35) Subject Topic Object Topic Indirect Object Topic
-um- 71--in
mag- -an -an
mang- -in
ma- (ma-)
maka-
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Which of the affixes listed in (35) a given verb will take as its
array of topic markers cannot be predicted from any independent
characteristic of that verb root (e.g., its argument structure): this
information is idiosyncratic, and must simply be part of the lexical
entry for a given verb root. For example, the root bukas 'open' has a
subject topic form ma-bukas and an object topic form buks-an, kula
'bleach' has ST mag-kula and OT ?i-kula, and sukat 'measure' takes a
ST infix -um-. If we choose to treat Tagalog in the same way that we
treated German, Old English and Latin above, we might choose to group
Tagalog verb roots into lexical classes defined by the morpholexical
rules in (36):9
(36) a. X ra magX
bukas ^- mag-bukas
kula a mag-kula
b. X^.s?iX
kula a, ?i-kula
c. XN/VXan
bukas a buks-an
Both the verb roots and the stem forms with topic markers would be
listed in the lexicon.
If both verbal roots and topic marked affixes are listed in the
lexicon, they should be available to other word formation processes.
Carrier points out that this is in fact the case: both roots and ST
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forms, at least, are frequently used as bases for further word formation.
For example, from the verbal root, nouns can be derived with the meaning
'object of the action designated by the verb', and from ST forms,
agentive nouns can be derived. The former are illustrated in (37a), and
the latter in (37b):
(37) a. bilih 'sell' N V[bilh] in] 'something to buy'
labah 'launder' NI V[labah] in] 'something to launder'
b. ST mag-bilih N[taga V[pag-bilih]] 'seller'
ST mag-labah N[taga V[pag-labah]] 'person who launders'
(The j-initial form of the ST affix is an allomorph that occurs when ST
forms in maj- are subject to further derivation.) The ST form of the
verb is also the stem on which the Benefactive Topic form of the verb is
built: the benefactive topic marker ?i- is added to ST verbs in mag- or
mang- : ?i-pang-kuhah 'gather-BT', ?i-pag-bigay 'give-BT'. Carrier
gives no examples where other topic marked forms (e.g., OT or IOT) act
as bases for further word derivation. Nevertheless, a traditional
readjustment rule theory of inflection would have difficulty in
explaining the frequent examples of derivation on ST forms. Tagalog
therefore provides a bit more support for our hypothesis that inflection
should be treated in the lexicon as a lexical word formation process.
4. Conclasion
My argument in this chapter has been simple and straightforward: if
forms which are usually associated with inflectional paradigms are
generated in some way in the morphological component, we predict that
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these forms should be available for further word formation. Rules of
derivation and compounding should be able to apply to such inflectional
stem allomorphs. Examples from languages such as German, Old English,
Latin and Tagalog support this prediction. Moreover, these examples
prove intractable for any theory which does not assume lexical
representation of inflectional stem allomorphy, e.g., the theory under
which readjustment rules operating post-syntactically create stem
allomorphs. We therefore have the prima facie evidence we originally
sought to support a theory of word formation which treats inflection
and derivation as the same sort of word formation.
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CHAPTER 1: FOOTNOTES
1. The array of root and stem classes in (3) differs from the set of
classes given by Wurzel in the following way. Wurzel considers nouns
like Karpfen to constitute a class by themselves: they differ from
other strong nouns in having an n stem extension throughout the paradigm.
I fail to see, however, what is gained by having the final n added as a
stem extension in every inflectional form; if the roots in these nouns
are considered to already contain the final n, this class may be
collapsed with the class of nouns like Hund which take neither s-plural,
r-stem, nor plural umlaut. Similarly, nouns like Garten do not
constitute a separate class taking the n stem extension and plural
umlaut. Instead, they fail into the same class as nouns like Bach which
merely have plural umlaut.
2. It is assumed that e-epenthesis is ordered before e-deletion.
Degemination can be ordered either before or after these rules.
3. Morpholexical rules (9) and (11) are approximations. These noun
classes will be further discussed and the morpholexical rules revised
in light of the discussion of Umlaut in Chapter 4.
4. Class 4 differs from Class 5 not in stem forms or morpholexical
rules, but in the diacritics borne by the particular stems. To
foreshadow Chapter 2, actual case endings subcategorize particular stem
forms, and must therefore be able to distinguish between them. The
difference between Class 4 and Class 5 is that plural case endings
subcategorize the n stem in Class 4, but all case forms except nominative
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singular subcategorize the n stem in Class 5.
5. Readers familiar with modern German will have noted correctly that
I have ignored here an entire class of German compounds such as
Vatersbruder 'father's brother', Mannsleute 'menfolk', and GHnsebraten
'roast goose', which seem to have genitive singular -s or genitive
plural -e internal to the compound. At this point, there is little to
be said about such forms, since we have only argued that stem allomorphs
are listed in the lexicon, and have said nothing about the 'location' in
the lexicon of actual case endings such as the dative plural -n and the
genitive singular -s. To foreshadow Chapter 2 again, it will be argued
there that all inflection should be performed in the lexicon, including
the affixing of actual.inflectional endings. Given this conclusion, we
must find some way of generating compounds with genitive -s or -e, but
not with dative plural -n. One way to do this might be the following.
Suppose that compounding in German is restricted to stems, so that the
forms in (14) can be generated in the lexicon, but not either the
occurring genitive compounds or the non-occurring dative -n compounds.
Genitive compounds might then be the result of a highly constrained
sort of syntactic reanalysis. Genitive nouns are the only case-marked
nouns which occur structurally adjacent to another noun within a noun
phrase:
a. N" b. N"
DeCX I D t N
" U N"!
N' Det N' N
N N
I- I I i wIb ee's wax Lteb ees wax3
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It would be possible to have a rule which reanalyzed a structure like
(a) to be an N, but would not reanalyze a structure like (b) in which
other lexical material occurred in the NP.
6. Later on in Chapter 2, I will qualify this statement somewhat. Only
stem allomorphy which is arbitrary and unpredictable will be represented
in the lexicon by means of listed stems and morpholexical rules. Cases
in which it is predictable that, for example, all stems containing back
vowels have variants with corresponding front vowels (i.e., umlaut) in
certain environments will not have these stem variants listed. See
Chapter 2, § 1.3, and Chapter 4 for a discussion of cases where stems
vary predictably.
7. The underlying forms clif and clsf may have to be lexically marked
to undergo Breaking, even though they do not meet the structural
description of this rule. Their surface forms could not be derived
otherwise by our phonological rules. Alternatively, both forms might
be represented with 2 already present in underlying forms: clhaf, cl&af.
We would assume that the surface spelling of such forms could be. cleof. and
clsaf respectively.
8. Cuman is considered to be a Class 4 verb because its principle parts
cuman, c (w) om, c (w) omon, cumen presumably derive from underlying forms
cweman, cwaem, cwaemon, c umen. I am not certain whether the
phonological processes which give us the former from the latter are to
be considered synchronic processes. If not, we would be forced to
consider cuman and similar verbs as constituting a separate lexical
class with morpholexical rules giving us the principal parts more
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directly.
9. Carrier proposes that root 4nd topic marked forms are all listed
in the lexicon, but lacks the morpholexical rule device introduced
here to express existing regularities among listed items.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ORGANIZATION OF THE LEXICON
In Chapter 1, I argued that at least a certain portion of the
inflected word, namely the stem variants according to which lexical
items fall into conjugation or declension classes must be represented
in the lexicon, since they can act as input to such lexical processes
as derivation and compounding. There, I proposed that lexical items
fall into lexical classes which were to be defined by means of a new
type of lexical rule, called a t.orpholexical rule. Thus, LiC German
noun Mutter 'mother' belonged to a class defined by a morpholexical
rule 'Plural Umlaut'. Both Mutter and its related stem variant MUtter
were to be listed as segmental lexical items, and both were available
to word formation processes; the presence of compounds on both stems
(Mutterfreuden 'maternal joy', MUtterverschickung 'evacuation of
expectant mothers') was thereby both predicted and explained. Such
evidence suggested at least a partial reorganization of the lexicon as
it has been discussed in the literature to date. However, the
reorganization proposed there -- the substitution of morpholexical rules
in the morphology for readjustment rules operating before the phonology
-- was no more than a rough characterization, and the notion of
morpholexical rule entirely pretheoretic. Moreover, nothing was said
in Chapter 1 about inflected forms other than the inflectional stems,
although the fact that part of the inflected form must appear in the
lexicon seriously raises the possibility that all inflection should be
integrated into the uvrphology.
One goal of this chapter is to examine the formal characteristics
of morpholexical rules and to justify the assimilation of all
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inflectional processes into the lexicon. In order to do this, of course,
a general theory of morphology will have to be elaborated: the place of
morpholexical rules and of inflection, in general, in a theory of word
formation will become clear only through their interaction with other
morphological rule types. My strategy will be the following. The first
half of this chapter will be devoted to an outline of the word formation
component of a generative grammar, as I conceive it. Such a component
will be composed of subcomponents including a permanent lexicon
containing lexical entries, morpholexical rules and redundancy relations;
a lexical structure component consisting of binary branching unlabeled
trees, and general node labeling conventions; and a string dependent
rule component containing productive morphological rules sensitive to the
segmental nature of the string on which they operate. I will argue that
these three morphological subcomponents comprise the "syntax" of word
formation; the semantics of word formation will be assigned to a
different component of our grammar. Throughout this section, I will
draw general examples from various languages including English and
German, and will discuss the relation of my proposals to other recent
proposals in morphology such as Selkirk's lexical structure theory,
Williams' Head Principle, and Allen's Adjacency Condition.
The argument for not distinguishing inflection and derivation may
seem somewhat circuitous. I will assume throughout that all
theoretical mechanisms needed for a generative morphology will be
available both to inflectional processes and derivational processes.
Using this assumption, I will present a detailed analysis of Latin verb
paradigms, covering in depth a large portion of Latin morphology, both
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inflectional and derivational. The strongest argument that will emerge
from this study for not distinguishing inflection and derivation is
that just those mechanisms needed for handling derivational processes in
Latin are also needed for inflectional processes. Since it is not
logically necessary that inflectional processes and derivational
processes require the same theoretical machinery, this provides strong
motivation for the sort of morphology being outlined. The discussion of
Latin verb paradigms will have other ramifications as well. First, it
will lead to a redefinition of the notion of morphological productivity,
and second, it will lead to a significant clarification of our notion of
lexical structure.
1. A Morphological Framework
1.1. The Permanent Lexicon
Most theories of morphology within the generative framework have
assumed that one important portion of the word formation component of
a grammar is a dictionary or list of lexical entries of one sort or
another. Aronoff's framework (1976), for example, assumes lexical
entries for unanalyzable words in English, as well as for lexicalized
complex words, i.e., words like transmission 'part of a car' which
appear to have a complex structure but have a noncompositional meaning.
Affixes like -ness or -ity do not have lexical entries in the way that
words like box or transmission do. Instead, they are attached by word
formation rules which specify all of the sorts of idiosyncratic
information that is specified for words in lexical entries; that is,
the semantic representations, category information, conjugation or
declension class membership, etc., of affixes are written into the word
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formation rules. Selkirk (1978) proposes a system which differs from
Aronoff's crucially in that all lexical items, including words, stems,
and affixes had lexical entries: in addition, she proposes a set of
rewrite rules similar to phrase structure rules producing trees into
which affixes and stems are inserted. The theory to be proposed below
essentially adopts a framework such as Selkirk's in which all lexical
elements, stems and affixes alike, are given entries in a dictionary,
these elements then undergoing insertion into lexical trees. My
framework differs from Selkirk's in many respects, however, both in the
degree and kind of organization ascribed to this dictionary, which I
will hereafter call the permanent lexicon, and in the nature of the
rewrite rules forming tree structures. Throughout, I will attempt to
compare my system to Selkirk's, as well as to a framework developed by
Williams (1979) which is similar to Selkirk's in many ways.
Section 1.1.1. will discuss the contents of lexical entries; what I
will have to say here is very little different from other recent works
on morphology, but is necessary for developing the rest of my system.
In section 1.1.2., I will ascribe a greater organization to these
lexical entries than is done in any of the works mentioned above: here,
I will discuss the place of stem allomorphy, morpholexical rules, and
category specifications in our permanent lexicon, borrowing a number of
useful notions from set theory. Section 1.2. will be devoted to lexical
structure.
1.1.1. Lexical Entries
All unanalyzable morphological elements will be referred to as
lexical terminal elements, and will have lexical entries. The purpose
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of a lexical entry is to specify all information about a terminal
element which is arbitrary, unpredictable, and idiosyncratic to that
element. Such information clearly includes the following:
(a) The category and conjugation or declension class of an item. Since
most of 1.1.2. will be devoted to these two subjects, I only mention
them in passing here.
(b) Phonological representation. It is assumed that morphemes are
listed in their underlying phonological forms. Such underlying forms
are fitted together and operated on by other morphological rules before
they enter the phonology.
(c) Semantic representation. Each unanalyzable terminal element comes
associated with a representation of its semantic content, although I
will argue in section 1.4. that how these semantic representations are
eventually put together is not necessarily to be dealt with within the
word formation component of a grammar itself.
(d) Subcategorization. Within the system being developed here, affixes
differ from non-affix morphemes only in that affixes have as part of
their lexical entries frames indicating the category of items to which
they attach as well as the category of items produced. In addition to
category (N,V,A, etc.), subcategorization frames can indicate other
diacritic features of the items to which they attach (cf. (e) below).
For example, the prefix un- in English attaches to adjectives of all
sorts, and will therefore have a lexical entry with subeategorization
frame [A--A A ive attaches to verbs in English, but with the added
restriction that it only attaches to verbs with a diacritic feature
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[+Latinate] (preventive, abusive, *understandive, *findive). -ive will
be listed with a subcategorization frame [+Lat]]__]A'
(e) Diacritics. Much of the current morphological literature has been
devoted to showing that when affixation of a given derivational affix
is not absolutely free or productive, it is often quite productive with
a well defined subset of lexical terminals -- e.g., a given suffix will
not attach to all nouns, but only to a certain class of nouns. Often,
there is little or nothing to distinguish such a subclass from non-
members on synchronic structural grounds. In such cases, subclasses of
items can be distinguished by providing them with diacritic features.
Dell and Selkirk (1978) motivated a feature [+ Learned] for French.
Williams (1979) uses the diacritic [+Latinate] for English to distinguish
for example, the verbs to which -ive will attach from those to which it
will not attach. Perhaps the most well-documented need for diacritics,
however, is the case of so-called Level Ordering which has been widely
accepted for English (Siegel 1974, Allen 1978). To summarize the
arguments, there are affixes in English which affect the phonological
representation of the words to which they attach, both with respect to
segmental phonological operations and stress assignment. There are
other affixes which have no phonological effect on their bases.
Moreover, the former are found inside the latter, but not vice versa.
Much of the behavior of derivational af fixation in English can be
explained by assuming that afrixes are specified for which group they
belong to and that the phonology affecting affixes are attached in a
block before the non-phonology affecting affixes. The particular
workings of a level-ordered morphology are not relevant to the present
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discussion. What is relevant, however,, is that particular affixes have
to be specified by means of diacritics for which level of affixation
they belong to. Such diacritics, being idiosyncratic to particular
morphemes, must be included as part of their lexical entries.
(f) Insertion frames. Lexical terminals are also specified for the
syntactic frame into which they can be inuerted. For example, the verb
_&o in English will have some indication of the argument structure it
requires in order to be inserted properly into a syntactic structure,
i.e., minimally, that it takes a single NP argument which is its
subject. Throw will be specified for a two place argument structure,
put a three place structure, the third place being a PP, and so on.
Notice that affixes will also have associated insertion frames; -ize,
for example, forms verbs in English with two place argument structures
(the riot factionalized the city). Bresnan (1977, 1980 a,b) has
developed a framework for representing these argument structures, or
functional structures, as she calls them; the reader is referred to
these works for a more detailed discussion of their composition and
formal properties.
(1) below contains a number of sample lexical entries to summarize the
information in (a)-(f):
(1) a. PREFIX: in- (phonological representation)
semantic representation: negative
category/ subcategorization: [A A
insertion frame: (whatever insertion
frames for As look like)
diacritics: Level I
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b. SUFFIX: -ize (phonological representation)
semantic representation: causative
category/sub categorization: ]N--IV
Insertion frame: NP (NP)
diacritics: Level II
c. STEMS: run (phonological representation)
semantic representation:
category: W[__]K
insertion frame: NP (NP)
diacritics: [-Latinate]-
product (phonological representation)
semantic representation:
category: NL--IN
insertion frame: (whatever insertion frames
for Ns look like)
diacritics: [+Latinate]
Especially important for the theory to be developed below is the fact
that lexical entries for affixes are identical to lexical entries for
non-affix morphemes, except for the presence of subcategorization
information in the entries of the former. That is, embodied in the
idiosyncratic information expressed in lexical entries is the
distinction between free morphemes, or stems, and bound morphemes, or
affixes. Affixes or bound morphemes obligatorily require the presence
of some other lexical constituent, the nature of which is represented
in their lexical entries. Stems, or free morphemes, have no such
requirement. The distinction in lexical entries will therefore be mad's
on the basis of the definitions of stem and affix within this theory,.
(2) DEFINITIONS: stem: a morpheme whose lexical entry does not
subcategorize another morpheme.
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affix: a morpheme whose lexical entry specifies some
sort of lexical terminal to which it can attach.2
The term stem is used here intentionally rather than the term root.
Root will be given another, slightly more specialized definition in 1.2.
below. For the time being, it will suffice to say that roots are a
subset of stem and affix morphemes.
I should also point out here that the term affix is meant to
subsume both inflectional and derivational affixes. The claim is that
inflectional affixes need to be specified for all the idiosyncratic
information which derivational affixes must be specified for, and in
fact that complex inflectional paradigms can be built up using all and
only those means available for forming complex derived words. Much of
the section of this chapter on the Latin verb paradigms will be devoted
to showing that this is the case.
1.1.2. Category Classes, Lexical Classes, and the Nature of
Morpholexical Rules
Thus far, the theory I have been setting forth differs little
from other morphological frameworks which have been proposed; most
theories of generative morphology to date have assumed some sort of
dictionary-like component containing lexical entries corresponding to
what I have called the permanent lexicon. Such theories have paid
little or no attention, however, to the question of whether or how
lexical entries are ordered within the permanent lexicon, i.e., to
whether or not there is any internal structure to this component of a
morphology, Of course, it is logically possible that no such internal
structure exists, or that lexical terminals are simply listed
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alphabetically, as if the permanent lexicon were a sort of internal
Webster's Third. What I wish to do here, however, is to propose a
more highly structured permanent lexicon, one which is not unordered,
or alphabetically ordered. In essence, I would like to claim that the
permanent lexicon constitutes a distinct component or level in
morphology (the term level being used here in the sense of Chomsky
1955), with its own set of primitives and its own formally distinct
class of rules. In the course of this section, I will suggest a
particular way of representing the category and conjugation or
declension class of a lexical terminal, something which was not
discussed in the section on lexical entries above, and will clarify the
formal nature of morpholexical rules. The discussion will make use of
a number of concepts from elementary set theory. Throughout this
chapter, and in chapters which follow, I will try to show that a number
of inzeresting consequences follow from the proposals to be made in
this section.
As set forth in 1.1., the permanent lexicon consists of a set of
all those terminal items which cannot be decomposed into smaller parts,
along with their lexical entries. The set of lexical terminals which
comprises the permanent lexicon will be further partitioned into a
number of subsets which are mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive of all elements in the permanent lexicon. These subsets
can be seen as equivalence classes which are defined by the following
relation:
CATEGORY RELATION: RC = x is of the same category as y
(3)
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The inventory of categories, IN,V,A,0,...J , is taken to be
primitive, and presumably universal. The null symbol 0 is included in
this inventory to cover lexical terminals which are category-less.
Such items, including prefixes like counter- and suffixes like Spanish
diminutive will be discussed more thoroughly in 1.2. Simply put, the
relation in (3) states that each and every item in the permanent
lexicon is assigned to a category. Groups of lexical items of the same
category will be termed category classes here.
In languages with a certain amount of inflection (and perhaps
even in English, as will be suggested in Chapter 3), category classes
must have further structure. That is, lexical items belonging to a
given category will often fall into different subclasses depending on
how they inflect; traditionally, these subclasses have been referred to
as conjugation and declension classes. In Chapter 1, I argued that the
stem allomorphy that resulted from membership in different conjugation
and declension classes should not be represented.by means of diacritic
features (e.g., [+Conjugation 3]) in lexical entries and morphological
readjustment rules producing segmental stem forms in the phonology
(e.g., V-t [+hi] / [+Conj 3]). Instead, it was argued that many
facts about derivation and compounding could be explained if
inflectional stem allomorphs were listed in segmental form in the
lexicon. Clearly, since the sort of allomorphs a given lexical terminal
has is information idiosyncratic to that morpheme, this information is
properly a part of the permanent lexicon. What we therefore need are
mechanisms for related listed stem allomorphs, and for defining classes
of morphemes that form allomorphs in the same way.
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The mechanisms that we need can easily be given formal expression
by borrowing a number of concepts from set theory (Halmos 1960). To
account for differences in conjugation or declension among members of
a category class, category classes will be partitioned (although not
necessarily exhaustively, cf. below) into subsets; each subset of a
category class is to be considered a partial ordering, where a partial
ordering 90 is a set of ordered pairs of lexical terminals in which
the second member of every ordered pair (a,b) e $6 bears a specified
relation R to the first member of that pair, and the following
conditions hold:
(4) a. If aRb and bRa, then a=b (i.e., O is asymmetric).
b. If aRb and bRc, then aRc ( y7 is transitive).
The set theoretic definition of a partial ordering also requires,
besides asymmetry and transitivity, that a partial ordering be either
strict or weak. If.strict, the partial ordering is also reflexive --
i.e., for every acFO , aRa. If weak, the ordering is irreflexive.
By this criterion, the partial orderings into which category classes
are partitioned are usually weak partial orderings: that is, for every
a e i2 , it is not necessarily the case that aRa. The partial
orderings being discussed here will be termed lexical classes as a
general term to subsume both 'conjugation class' and 'declension class.'
The relation referred to as R above is what I called a
morpholexical rule in Chapter 1. A morpholexical rule is a relation
defined between pairs of lexical items which are listed in the
permanent lexicon. Thus, German' has pairs of lexical terminals like
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the following which fall into the category claes noun: (Bach, Blch),
(Vater, VHter), (Mann, MUnner), (Geist, Geister), (Staat, Staaten),
(-schaft, -schaften), (-heit, -heiten). These pairs are further
grouped into lexical classes by means of the morpholexical rules
listed in (5) (repeated from Chapter 1), which specify the relation
between members of a pair in any given class:
(5) a. umlaut C0VC rv C VC
b. r-stem C VC /V C VC r
0 0 0 0
c. weak X A/ Xn
The German nouns and nominal suffixes listed above thus fall into three
lex.al classes within their common category class (more lexical classes
are needed for a full analysis of the German noun paradigms):
(6) CLASS 1 morpholexical rule (Sa)
defines the set ((Bach, Bach), (Vater, Viter),...Y
CLASS 3 morpholexical rule (5b)
defines the set {(Mann, Mhnner), (Geist, Geister),...}
CLASS 4 morpholexical rule (Sc)
defines the set. {(Staat, Staaten), (-schaft, -schaften),
(-heit, 
-heiten),..."
Both members of the ordered pairs are represented segmentally as lexical
terminals, and each is available to processes of derivation and
compounding. Derivational suffixes can also belong to lexical classes,
as illustrated by -schaft and -heit, since they have nominal paradigm
identical to those of underived words like Staat.
The question may be raised at this point what the formal properties
of the morpholexical rules under discussion are -- for example, whether
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they are redundancy rules, or rules which generate the second member of
an ordered pair from the first, or perhaps rules of a different sort.
We can rule out immediately the possibility that they are redundancy
rules. Redundancy rules are implicational relations of the sort "If X,
then Y": they are not absolutes, but in a sense form part of the
evaluation metric of a grammar. In other words, a redundancy rule
"Xf-->Y" is a statement to the effect that, all other things being
equal, it is less costly to a grammar which has X to also have Y, than
it is for this grammar to have only X or only Y. Morpholexical rules
cannot be redundancy rules, since they are not implicational relations
in this sense; instead, morpholexical rules state absolutely that
lexical items X are related to lexical items Y.
On the other hand, it is not completely clear that morpholexical
rules are generative rules either, or at least generative rules of the
same sort as phrase structure or transformational type generative
rules. Phrase structure rules are rewrite rules which relate both
terminal and non-terminal elements: the categories S, NP, VP, etc. are
non-terminals from which the hierarchical structures underlying
sentences are built. In contrast, morpholexical rules do not relate
members of a non-terminal vocabulary, but only terminal elements, i.e.,
members of pairs like (Mann, Minner), (Geist, Geister), which otherwise
have equal status within the permanent lexicon.0 Nor are morpholexical
rules like transformational rules. If a string is analyzable by the
structural condition of a transformation, that string generally can
(and sometimes must) undergo the rule., In contrast, it is purely
arbitrary whether or not any lexical item conforms to the specifications
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of a given morpholexical rule, or 'undergoes' that rule; lexical items
either conform to the relation specified by a morpholexical rule, in
which case they belong to the class defined by that rule, or they do
not.
Morpholexical rules, moreover, do not define a uniform formal
relation between two lexical items, but instead mimic all of the sorts
of relations defined by productive morphological operations. The most
obvious sort of relation is affixation: within this framework, stems
and affixes are concatenated in a productive lexical structure
component. Mimicking this sort of relation are morpholexical rules
like (5t,c) which relate two stems, one being like the other except for
the addition of an affix-like extension. Other morpholexical rules
mimic string dependent morphological rules (cf. 1.3., and Chapter 4).
(5a) is a rule of this sort, where the relation defined by the
morpholexical rule is a more or less phonological one, Even more
striking are morpholexical rules which mimic processes like
reduplication and infixing. For example, a small class of verbs in
Latin form past stems by means of reduplication:
(7) morde6 momordi
sponde6 spopondi
curro cucurri
poscO poposci
This is clearly not a productive process of morphology, since only a
handful of verbs have reduplicative pasts. Instead, stems like _mord
and momord, spond and spopond, etc. will be listed in the permanent
lexicon, and a morpholexical rule which looks like a rule of productive
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reduplication will relate the pairs of stems:
(8) C0CVC2 5
1 234 "V 123234
Similarly, Latin also has a class of verbs which form some stems with
a nasal infix:
(9) fingS, finxi, fictus 'fashion'
tangB, tetigi, tactus 'touch'
ping5, pinxi, pictus 'paint'
Again, this is not a productive morphological process. Certain Latin
verbs simply have two stems, one with the n (fing, tang, ping) and
one without (fig, t6a, pjj). The two will be related by a
morpholexical rule like (10):
(10) C VC "' C VnC
It should be stressed that these processes are considered to be
morpholexical relations in Latin because only an arbitrary set of stems
exhibit these relationships. In a language where, for example, all
verbs formed past stems by reduplicating or by infixing a segment,
reduplication and infixing would be productive rules of the morphology,
specifically, within this framework, lexical transformations.
(11) summarizes some of the defining characteristics of
morpholexical rules:
(11) a. Morpholexical rules are predicates which define sets of
ordered pairs of lexical items, both of which are listed in
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the permanent lexicon. The relationships defined by
morpholexical rules mimic the sorts of relationships defined
by more productive morphological processes.
b. Morpholexical rules are purely classificatory in nature.
Unlike other rules of word formation, they do not change
category, alter subcategorization, or add to, change or
subtract from semantic content, however that is characterized.
They merely define the limits of a class of items, and specify
relatedness between pairs of those items.
c. It is purely arbitrary whether or not any given lexical item
conforms to the specifications of a lexical class as defined
by its morpholexical rules.7
A few more comments are relevant here before we go on to discuss
the lexical structure component of our morphology.
First, it might be thought that generalizations are being lost by
saying that it is purely arbitrary whether a given item belongs to a
lexical class n or not: for example, most feminine nouns in German
belong to lexical class 4, and many masculine nouns to class 1. Although
such generalizations are valid to a great extent, it is well known that
there are also many nouns which do not conform to them: Staat, for
example, is masculine, but belongs to the same class as feminine nouns
such as Schule 'school', and Spur 'tae. Bett 'bed' is a neuter noun
which belongs to this class. Similarly, although most members of
class I are masculine, flutter and Hand are feminine, Kioster 'cloister'
and Floss 'raft' are neuter. The theory being developed here considers
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lexical class membership to be arbitrary; such a position covers both
the situation in these nouns, and also the situation in the German verb
paradigms, where synchronically it is clearly arbitrary (i.e.,
unpredictable on phonological or semantic grounds) whether a given verb
is strong or weak, and if strong, which ablaut class it belongs to.
Such generalizations as there are, however, can easily be captured by
redundancy rules in the permanent lexicon of the form [+Fem] 4--
[Class 4], [+Masc] +-- [Class 1]; these redundancy rules merely state
that, all other things being equal, it is more highly valued in the
grammar of German for feminine nouns to be in Class 4 and masculine
nouns in Class 1.
Second, if lexical classes are defined as partially ordered sets
with morpholexical rules being the relations specifying the members of
these sets, we immediately have a way of referring to the root, or the
more elementary item in a pair of lexical terminals: if a lexical
class 5P has an element a such that aRx for every x in O , then a
is the least element in /J (borrowing the set theoretic terminology).
The least element in a partial ordering of lexical terminals will be
called the root. Therefore, in a partial ordering of nouns in German
consisting of t(Mann, MUnner), (Geist, Geister), (Buch, Btfcher). .. ,
the items Mann, Geist, and Buch are roots, since Minner, Geister, and
Blicher are related to them by morpholexical rule (5b), and they
themselves are not related to other items by this rule. Notice that
given this definition, an af fix morpheme as well as a stem morpheme can
be a root; that is, items like -heit and -schaft are least elements in
their ordered pairs, just as Staat is in its pair. Roots are thus a
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subset of stems and affixes, if stems and affixes are defined as in (2).
This use of morphological terminology is admittedly non-standard with
respect to earlier works on morphology, both traditional and generative,
but will be used consistently within this framework with the above
definitions. In addition, in what follows, the contents of any ordered
pair (e.g., Buch, BUcher) will be referred to as stem variants or
morpheme variants.
Finally, at this point we can summarize the discussion so far by
illustrating some lexical entries in German which are organized by means
of the principles developed in this section:
(12) Category Class NOUN
Lexical Class: 4 morpholexical rules (5c)
(Staat, Staaten) phonological rep.
sem. rep.: 'state'
insertion frame: whatever
insertion frames for Ns
look like
(-ung, -ungen) phonological rep.
sem, rep.: 'abstract noun'
sub categorization: ]__1N
insertion frame:.
3 morpholexical rules (5b)
(Mann, M~nner) phonological rep.
sew. rep.; 'man'
insertion frame; .
Similarly, the category class verb in German will be divided into lexical
classes with uorpholexical rules relating the various stems of strong
verbs -- e.g,, (bind, band, bund), (find, fand, fund) for the verbs
binden 'bind' and finden 'find',
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1.2. Lexical Structure
In order to form complex derived words and compounds, the
morphemes listed in the permanent lexicon must be fitted together with
some sort of linear and hierarchical structure. The idea to be pursued
here is that there exists another subcomponent of our morphology which
is parallel to the phrase structure component in a generative syntax.
Within the syntactic component of a grammar, there exist context free
rewrite rules such as those in (13) which generate an array of
permissible structures for a given language:
(13) S --- 4 N'' V''
N'' -- Spec N'
Words are inserted into trees generated by these rules to produce the
underlying structures of the language.
I assume here that languages also contain a set of context free
rewrite rules generating lexical structure into which the terminal
elements in the permanent lexicon are inserted. To my knowledge, this
idea was first developed in a paper by Lisa Selkirk (1978). Although
the version of lexical structure which I will argue for here differs
in important ways from Selkirk's version, I owe a great deal to her
original insight. A second version of lexical structure is given in
Williams (1979). Again, my system differs significantly from Williams'
and I will try to make relevant comparisons in the course of this
section.
Selkirk's system for generating lexical structure for English
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contains the following rules:
(14) Inflectional Morphology
X -- 00... (Af) X, (Af) ...
Compound Formation
X -- >Y Z
Derivational Morphology
(i) X S (Af) Y s
.Xs -4Y S(Af)
(ii) X -- X
s r
(iii) Xr 
-- (Af) Y r
Xr r (Af)
X, Y and Z represent the major lexical categories. The subscripts s
and r stand for stem and root respectively. Selkirk uses these terms
rather differently from the way they are used here: a root is an item
to which a Level I or non-phonology neutral affix can attach, a stem
an item to which a Level II affix attaches -- i.e., the level ordering
facts are accounted for by subcategorizing affixes to attach to either
a root or a stem.
The rewrite rules ensure that inflectional affixes such as case
markings and person/number endings are always on the outside:
inflectional affixes attach to stems, but their outputs are lexical
words rather than stems. Since derivational affixes attach to roots or
stems, they will never attach outside of inflectional affixes. Stems
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rewrite as compound stems, as stems preceded or followed by affixes, or
as roots. Roots rewrite as roots optionally preceded or followed by an
affix. With the insertion of morphemes, we have structures like those
in (15):
(15) a. N b. N
Ns
Ns Ns Af Af
I I
Nr Nr Ar
I I
snow shovel s happy ness
c. A
As
Ns Af Af
II
Nr
grime y er
The motivation for the particular forms of these rules is unimportant
at this point; Williams' set of rewrite rules in fact differs from
Selkirk's in a number of ways. The comments to be made below, however,
pertain to any set of rewrite rules making use of the terms X,, Kr, Af,
etc., where X stands for any lexical category.
One reason for questioning the form of lexical structure rules
such as those in (14) is the following: although the intent is clearly
to parallel the form of syntactic phrase structure rules, rules using
terms like Af fix and Noun Stem have a crucial dissimiliarity to phrase
structure rules. Phrase structure rules conforming to any reasonable
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formulation of X' Theory contain primitives of two types. One is
category, i.e., N,V,A, etc., which is represented as a function of
binary valued features such as +N, +V. The second primitive is the
notion of type level, where each type level Xn (X is some category)
introduces a characteristic structural configuration containing as head
a constituent of the same category, but of type n-1; e.g., N --
Spec N2. Lexical structure rules are presumably intended to be
analogous to syntactic PS rules on both counts: the use of categories
as primitives is clearly maintained, and type level is encoded in the
terms stem, root, and affix. That is, the term stem is meant to
introduce characteristic structural configurations in the same way that
terms like N3 or V2 are in syntactic PS rules (stem -- > stem af).
We have seen in 1.1., however, that the terms stem, affix and
root are not primitives as syntactic type levels are, but are derivable
instead from idiosyncratic information independently needed in the
permanent lexicon. Affixes are morphemes with subcategorization frames.
Stems are morphemes which lack subcategorization frames. Within the
theory being developed here, roots are the least elements in the partial
orderings defined upon pairs of lexical terminals. To use terms like
stem, affix and root as primitives in our phrase structure rules then
introduces a bit of redundancy into our morphology that might be better
dispensed with.
A second part of redundancy is inherent in Selkirk's lexical
structure system as well. That is, rules may rewrite stems of a given
category as a stem of another category plus an affix. For example,
(15c) presupposes a rewrite rule N ---t A Af generating the structure
5 5
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into which happy and ness are inserted. But I have already argued that
the lexical entry for the stem happy contains the information that
happy belongs to the category class A, the lexical entry for ness
the information that ness forms nouns by attaching to adjectives. This
information, as argued above, is entirely unpredictable and therefore
clearly necessary in the lexical entries. Moreover, this
subcategorization information is expressed by means of labeled
bracketings. Labeled bracketings are equivalent to tree structures.
This means that all of the information contained in lexical structure
rules is already encoded as bits of tree structure in the lexical
entries of specific morphemes that could be inserted into the structures
generated by those rules. Clearly, we could simplify our system by
eliminating this redundancy.
At this point, I would like to propose an alternative to a system
of lexical structure rules like those in (14) which will eliminate both
the use of terms like stem and affix as primitives and will reduce the
amount of redundant information expressed in our lexical structure
component. In addition, this system will make a number of predictions
different from those made by previous lexical structure proposals.
First, instead of a whole group of rewrite rules such as those in
(14), my system contains a single context-free rewrite rule which will
generate unlabeled binary branching tree structures. Nothing in the
following discussion hinges on the choice of binary branching, as
opposed to n-ary branching tree structure: there simply seem to be no
phenomena in the languages I have examined so far for which n-ary
branching lexical structure is necessary. A hypothetical example that
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might justify ternary branching structure, for example, would be a
discontinuous affix X...Y such that XZY is a complete word formed by
affixing X...Y to some Z belonging to a specified category, and neither
XZ nor ZY are words. In the absence of phenomena like discontinuous
af fixes, however, our lexical structure rule will give us a variety of
binary branching structures of the following sorts:
(16)
Lexical terminals are inserted into these tree structures subject to
their subcategorization restrictions, as illustrated in (17):
(17) a. 
b.\
happy]A ness]N grime] N y3A ness]N
c.
standard]N ize]V s]i
We now need some sort of mechanism for labeling tree structures on the
basis of information about individual morphemes inserted into those
structures. I therefore propose the following two labeling conventions:
(18) a. Convention I: a stem morpheme (i.e., a morpheme lacking a
subcategorization frame) labels the first non-
branching node dominating it.
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b. Convention II: an affix morpheme labels the first branching
node dominating it.
The mechanics of (18a-b) are illustrated in (19):
(19) a. b. N
(appy ness happy ness
+A +N
By (]8a) we label the first non-branching node above hapApy with the
category of this morpheme, namely, A. By (18b), we label the branching
node N, after the category membership of the morpheme ness.
Our lexical structure system in essence consists, then, of a
single rewrite rule giving unlabeled structure, insertion of morphemes
into this structure subject to subcategorization restrictions, and node
labeling according to the conventions in (18). In practice, however,
this skeleton needs to be elaborated at a number of points.
First, it is not only category membership that must pass from a
lexical morpheme to a node of tree structure. It is well known that in
languages like German and Latin which have gender, and in English which
apparently has a diacritic distinction between [+LatinateJ and
[-Latinate] morphemes, the entire feature content of a morpheme is
percolated up a tree along with the category features of that morpheme.
That is, derived words as a whole characteristically adopt all feature
values of their outermost morphemes, and not only the category of the
outside morphemes. Consider the examples in (20):
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(20) a. N
+Neut
N 
N
Md]N chen]
+Fem +Neut
b. N
- t
A
+La t
break]v able]A nessiN
+Lat -Lat
In German, words derived with the diminutive -chen are neuter regardless
of the gender of the base to which -chen attaches. In English, if
morphemes are classified as either [+Latinatej or [-Latinate], a word
will take its value for this feature from the value of its outermost
affix. So breakable is [+Latinate] by virtue of the feature value of
the affix -able; this predicts that breakable can undergo further
affixation by a suffix or prefix that subcategorizes [+Latinate] forms
-- e.g., breakability alongside breakableness. Notice that this state
of affairs is not an a priori necessary one: it is at least conceivable
that words should receive the category of their outermost affix, but the
gender of an inner morpheme. The possibility seems never to occur,
however.
The feature percolation facts can easily be explained (and the non-
occurring possibility ruled out) within the system being developed here
by simply extending Conventions I and II in (18) in a natural way:
(21) FEATURE PERCOLATION
a. Convention I:
b. Convention II:
CONVENTIONS:
all features of a stem morpheme, including
category features percolate to the first non-
branching node dominating that morpheme.
all features of an affix morpheme, including
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category features, percolate to the first
branching node dominating that morpheme.
That is, category features are just one sort of feature among a whole
group of lexically idiosyncratic features that must be percolated.
Such feature percolation mechanisms, it should be pointed out, would be
necessary even in a lexical structure system like Selkirk's where tree
structures are already labeled for category. In a structure like (21a)
the information that the derived word is neuter and not feminine must
be expressed regardless of how we express the category of the word. In
combining the category labeling and feature percolating mechanisms, we
therefore effect a significant simplification of our system. Below, I
will compare this feature percolating mechanism with another theory that
has been proposed to account for the same facts, Williams' lexical head
theory.
Before I do so, however, there is another point at which my theory
must be elaborated. Above, it was stated that derived words adopt all
of the features of their outermost morphemes, but the examples in (22)
suggest that lexical structure is not alwayr as simple as that:
(22) V[counter V[sign]J
A[counter A~ intuitive]]
N[countr N[weightJ]]
Counter- seems to attach to nouns, verbs and adjectives: the resulting
word is a verb when the base is a verb, a noun when the base is a nuun,
and an adjective when the base is an adjective. That is, the words in
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(22) seem to have the features of their bases, rather than the features
of the outermost morpheme, as was the case in the examples in (20).
(22) is only apparently a counterexample to our claim, however. We do
not have a case here where the features of an outermost morpheme are
ignored in favor of the features of an inner morpheme. Instead, counter
seems in some sense to be transparent to category, or to lack any
category features of its own. Whatever category of item it attaches to,
the resulting word bears that category as well.
These facts can be explained if we adopt the following assumptions:
counter and morphemes like it have no category membership at all, i.e.,
counter belongs to the null category class, which is to say that it
lacks category features entirely, and has a lexical entry something like
that in (23):
(23) counter- Category Class: 0 phonological rep.
semantic rep. ...
subcategorization: [
where X is a lexical category
Counter- thus has a phonological representation and a semantic
representation, but differs from an affix like -ness in that it is
subcategorized to attach to any lexical category. When counter- is
inserted into a tree and Feature Percolation Conventions I and II are
applied, we derive the following trees:
(24)
V NAI I (a
counter v[signJ counter N(weightJ counter A[intuitivel
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Our feature percolation mechanisms fail to label the branching nodes
in (24) because there are no inherent category features belonging to
the affix counter- which could be percolated up the tree. We must
therefore add the following convention:
(25) FEATURE PERCOLATION CONVENTIONS (cont'd)
Convention III: If a branching node fails to obtain features by
Convention II, features from the next lowest
labeled node are automatically percolated up to
the unlabeled branching node.
By this convention, the trees in (24) are labeled as in (26):
(26) V >N
V N A
counter V[sign] counter N [weight] counter A[intuitive]
Feature Percolation Convention III will prove useful for other
cases as well. For example, it is clearly necessary in the syntactic
component for purposes of agreement or choice of adverbs to know the
full feature composition of a verb form.8 However, it is often the
case that only a single morpheme in a derived verb form might be
inherently specified for each feature. Consider, for example, the
Latin verb form in (27):
(27)
dix erR mus
+V +V +V
-pres +perf + 1 person
+ plural
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The Latin verb paradigms will be discussed in detail later in
this chapter. For the time being it is enough to know that dlxer'dmus
is the first person plural pluperfect of dicere 'to say', and that it
consists roughly of three morphemes, dix, the past stem of dicere,
era the perfect morpheme, and mus the first person plural morpheme.
If we conceive of the category [+V] in Latin as having a matrix
associated with it with features like [+perfect] for aspect, [+present]
for tense, [ocperson], [A plural] for person and number, and if we
assume that some morphemes which are [+V] may be unspecified for some
features, Feature Percolation Convention III will ensure that tense,
aspect, and P/N features will percolate from more deeply embedded
morphemes up to the top of a tree, if morphemes between them and the
highest node are otherwise unspecified for the relevant features. So
the tree in (27) will be filled in as follows, first by Conventions I
and II (28a), and then by Convention III (28b):
(28) a.
p1 p1 +P1'L pers 0 persj 1 pers]
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'+V'0 pres
0 parf
+P 1
.1 pers]+V
0 pres
+ perf
0 pl
0 pers.
+V
- pres
0 perf
0 p10 pers]
dix erg mus
+V 1+V +V
- pres 0 pres 0 pres
0 perf + perf 0 perf
0 Pl 0 pl + Pl
0 pers] .0 persJ 1 pers]
F+v 1
- presi perfEP1
1 pers
-
pres
+ perf
0 pl
- presj
0 peril
dix era mus
~- pres 10 presl 10 pras
10 pert +~ perfl 10 pert
b.
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In the trees above, 0 indicates a feature which is unspecified for the
morpheme in question. Feature Percolation Conventions I and II have
operated in (28a): Convention I labels the non-branching node above
the stem dix with all of the features of this morphewnv, and Convention
II labels the first branching nodes above erb and mus. Since each of
these morphemes are unspecified for some of the verbal features,
Convention III automatically fills in values from lower nodes wherever
they are available. Thus, in (28b) the highest branching node in
dixerimus is fully specified for tense, aspect, person and number
features, and these values will therefore be available for the syntax.
Presumably, feature matrices for nouns and adjectives will work the
same way with unspecified features (e.g., for gender or number) being
filled in by Convention III.
Moreover, in cases where nodes in a lexical tree are dominated by
different category labels, features belonging to one category class will
be blocked from percolating up a tree to a node dominating another
category and its associated matrix of features:
(29) +N
+ masc
~ p1pj$ plJ
am ,c us
[ +v ]+N ~ +N 1Y o pres 10 masc + mascLperf 0 p1 - p1
Spers
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So, although the noun amicus 'friend' is derived from the verbal root
am which is specified for at least some of the verbal features, none of
these features will percolate up to the branching node dominating am
and Ic, since this node will first receive the nominal feature matrix
by Convention II. Convention III thus fills in unspecified values for
features in a series of nodes of the same category, or fills in an
entire matrix including category in cases like that of counter above,
where a morpheme is completely 'transparent'; it will not, however,
pass verbal features onto a noun node, nominal features onto an
adjective node, etc. The claim embodied in this device, then is that
it will never be necessary either in the morphological component or in
the syntax to have access to verbal features in a deverbal noun or
adjective, or nominal features in a denominal verb.
Only one more point needs to be elaborated before I compare my
lexical structure system to that of Williams. So far, I have said
nothing about the internal structure of compound words. The feature
percolation conventions needed above only allow us to label the tree
in (30) as far as the non-branching nodes dominating the stems:
(30)
+A +N
lI 1'|0
black boatd
Convention I allows the features of the stems' black and board to
percolate to the non-branching nodes, but it gives us no way of
labeling the branching node. Conventions II and III are of no help
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here either: blackboard contains no affixes, so II is inoperative, and
III simply tells us to percolate features from wherever possible. This
is uninterpretable in the case of (30), since the branching node would
thereby receive two full (and different) sets of features. Yet it is
clear to speakers of English that blackboard is a noun, and not an
adjective or a combination of noun and adjective. We therefore need to
add a feature percolating convention specifically for compounds:
(31) Feature Percolation Convention
Convention IV (Compounds): In compound words in English
features from the righthand stem
are percolated up to the branching
node dominating the stems.
Although this may seem to be an ad hoc addition to our theory, it has
empirical consequences that will prove to be important later in this
discussion. Conventions I-III are intended to be language universal
principles of word formation. Convention IV, however, is specifically
meant to be language particular: English needs this rule, as do German
and most of the other Indo-European languages. It is predicted, however,
that there may be languages that need a different feature percolating
mechanism for compounds, or lack a mechanism for compounds entirely
(i.e.*, they do not have compounds). The significance of this claim will
become apparent in the context of the discussion to follow.
Williams' (1979) lexical structure system contains essentially the
same elements as the system proposed here, namely lexical rewrite rules,
and a device which allows features to percolate up nodes of a lexical
tree in a highly constrained way. His lexical structure rules are as
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follows:
(31) Lexical Structure Rules (Williams)
root -- af root, root af
stem -- root
stem -- af stem, stem af
word -- stem
word -- word word
The rules in (31) differ in a number of ways from Selkirk's (cf.
Williams (1979) for arguments in favor of this array of rules), but at
least one of the arguments against Selkirk's system holds here too.
The terms root, stem and affix need not be taken as primitives, given a
standard conception of the structure of lexical entries.
Williams' real innovation is the addition to lexical structure
theory of the notion of lexical head, with the concomitant Righthand
Head Rule (RHR):
(32) "In morphology, we define the head of a morphologically complex
word to be the righthand member of that word -- thus, the head
is underlined in the following:
instruct ion re instruct
Call this definition the Righthand Head Rule (RHR). (1979:5)
In syntax, the head of a phrase is the element in the phrase that has
the same distribution, and belongs to the same category as the phrase
itself. The definition of morphological head is meant to be analogous:
the head of a word is the element that has the same category and other
properties as the word itself . Although not couched in such terms, the
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notion of morphological head, and the Righthand Head Rule in fact serve
to define the allowable routes along which features can percolate up
nodes of a lexical tree. Heads, in Williams' system determine the
category membership of the items to which they attach, as well as their
composition in terms of syntactic and diacritic features. So a word
formed from an adjective to which ness has been affixed takes the
category of the affix, namely noun, and a word formed from a verb stem
to which a past tense morpheme -ed has been attached takes on the
feature [+tense] from -ed. Pictured in tree-structural form (which
Williams uses as well), we can see that the RHR amounts to a form of
feature percolation:
(33) N + tense
happy ness closed d
+N + tense
Williams' theory and the one proposed here differ, however, in
the ways that they allow features to percolate. Williams specifically
forbids features from percolating from lefthand constituents: his RIR
states that only righthand constituents are heads, and only category
and diacritic features of heads are passed on to words as a whole.
Similarly, his theory implies that all righthand constituents are heads,
i.e., all righthand constituents should have features to percolate. The
theory sketched above, in contrast, simply states that features
percolate to branching nodes from affixes, regardless of whether they
occur to the left or to the right of the stem. There also exist affixes
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which are transparent, and therefore have no features to percolate:
convention III takes over in these cases, and ensures that all
branching nodes receive labels, and that all 'empty slots' in feature
matrices are filled. The empirical difference between the two systems
is straightforward, and easily testable. Williams' theory predicts
that morphology is universally asymmetrical: no language ought to have
category changing prefixes or 'lefthand' compounds, and no language
ought to have suffixes (righthand constituents) which are transparent
in the way that the prefix counter- is in English. The lexical
structure theory advocated here is symetrical: both left and
righthand heads and left and righthand transparent (or non-head)
constituents should be possible.
Category changing prefixes clearly do occur, although they are
rarer in English and German, at least, than category changing suffixes.
Williams mentions the prefix en- in English, which attaches to nouns
and adjectives to form verbs;
(34) V V
en rage en dear
en caseJ len noble
According to Williams, en- displays all of the characteristic behavior
of heads: besides systematically creating verbs, it 'potentiates'
certain other affixes. By 'potentiation', Williams means that the
presence of a given af fix usually allows another af fix to attach
productively to a derived form; so the suffix -ment attaches
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productively to forms with the affix en-. Potentiation is a
characteristic of head constituents. Williams therefore concludes that
en- is a systematic exception of the RHR; in effect, this is an
admission that there are lefthand heads.
German has at least two prefixes which behave like en- in English.
ver- and be- attach to nouns, adjectives, verbs and occasionally adverbs
to form verbs:
(35) a. [ 
___I[N
verholzen (Holz) benutzen
befreunden
b. 
_ [A
verbessern
verjUngen
verwirklichen
versichern
c. [ _[
verlaufen
verbringen
d. [IV__ [Adv
verlangsamen
(besser)
(j ung)
(wirklich)
(sicher)
(lauf en)
(bringen)
beruhigen
belastigen
beleidigen
benehmen
belieben
(langsam)
Presumably, these forms have structures like those in (36):
(Nutz)
(Freund)
(ruhig)
(lastig)
(leidig)
(nehmen)
(11eben)
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(36) a. V b. V c. V
V V IV
[N A V
ver holz n ver jung n ver bring n
be freund n be ruhig n be nehm n
In other words, the category features of the derived words are those of
the prefixes, rather than those of the righthand constituent.
Therefore, be- and ver- will also have to be systematic exceptions to
Williams' RHR -- i.e., lefthand heads.
In contrast, the theory developed above predicts the facts in (34)-
(35): en- in English, be- and ver- in German have lexical entries which
are specified for the category V. Feature Percolation Convention II
will label the lowest branching node in (36) with this category (and its
other associated features) in the same way that it will label a
branching node dominating a suffix containing category features. There
is no exceptionality involved.
My system of lexical structure also predicts that in some languages
lefthand compounds should exist, that is, compounds in which the feature
matrix of the lefthand stem is percolated to the branching node
dominating both stems, as in (37):
(37) V N
V N , N , N A ,etc.
Since Conventions I-III fail to label the branching node dominating
compounds, I added a convention specifically for English compounds that
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allows features to percolate from the righthand stem. The implication
was, of course, that this convention doesn't necessarily apply in
languages other than English. In fact, there do appear to exist
languages with lefthand compounds. For example, Thompson (1965) gives
examples of compounds in Vietnamese consisting of either a noun stem
followed by a verb stem, or a verb stem followed by a noun stem: the
former compounds act like lexical nouns, the latter like lexical verbs:
(38) a. ngui o'
person be located = servant
b. nha thuong
establishment be wounded = hospital
c. lam viac
do, make matter, affair = to work
% Ad. lam ruong
do, make rice field = engage in farming
Thompson argues that the forms above are compounds, rather than
syntactic phrases on the following grounds: a) their meanings are
usually lexicalized, b) they consist of only two stems, c) they have a
characteristic stress cont'ur with weak stress on the initial stem and
heavier stress on the second stem, and d) no modifying constituent can
intervene between the two stems (forms where it constituent is inserted
between the two stems are interpreted without the lexicalized compound
meaning, but with a compositional phrasal meaning). In my framework,
the forms in (38) would be assigned structures as in (40) via
Convention I, which is universal, and another language particular
labeling convention stated in (39):9
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(39) FEATURE PERCOLATION CONVENTION
Compounds (Vietnamese): In compound words in Vietnamese, features
from the lefthand stem are percolated up
to the branching node dominating the stems.
(40) a. N b. ( 4V
N V V N
ngubi 0' lam viac
nha thuong lam rubng
The existence of lefthand compounds is problematic for Williams' lexical
structure theory. Since lefthand stems are never heads (and therefore
never percolate features), these too must be considered exceptions.
The final sort of phenomenon which is predicted not to exist by
Williams' RHR is a suffix, or righthand constituent which is transparent
in the same way that the prefix counter is transparent in English.
Since all and only righthand constituents are heads, in Williams' sense,
all and only righthand constituents should have features to be
percolated; a suffix which lacks its own feature matrix would therefore
be a counterexample to Williams' system.
An example of such a transparent suffix is the Spanish diminutive.
Jaeggli (1977) presents an analysis of the Spanish diminutives which
distinguishes between an infix diminutive -it- and a suffix diminutive
sit+V, where V indicates a phonologically unspecified theme vowel. The
precise conditions under which one form is used rather than the other
and the precise mechanism which specifies which theme vowel will occur
in sit+V will not concern us here. A nuber of properties of the suffix
sittY are relevant to the present discussion, however. First, sit+V,
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and Spanish diminutive affixes in general, attach to both nouns and
adjectives to form, respectively, nouns and adjectives. More precisely,
they attach to the root form of the nouns or adjectives, that is, the
stem without the theme vowel.
(41) grandesito 'quite large'
madresita 'mother-dimin.'
Thus, the suffix sit+V behaves exactly like the prefix counter in
English; it adds no category features of its own. Nor does it add any
gender features of its own: the diminutivized form has the gender of
the undiminutivized form. We must therefore have a lexical entry with
a subcategorization frame like that for counter: (42) illustrates such
a frame, where the outer bracket lacks a category specification:
(42) sit+V ]NA ---
Within the framework developed here, features percolate to the non-
branching nodes via Convention I. Corvention II fails to operate, since
the suffix lacks a feature matrix, Convention III then fills in the
stem features on the branching node:
(43) +N
III +Fem]
Fem]
sit+V
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The Spanish diminutive is another example which is intractable
within Williams' lexical structure system. Since the features which
ultimately determine the gender as well as the category of the whole
word, must come from the lefthand constituent (the righthand constituent
lacking features entirely), this phenomenon must again be written off as
an exception to RHR. It is entirely consistent with a symmetrical
lexical structure system, however. In fact, we have seen three sorts of
phenomena which all argue for the existence of lefthand heads, and
therefore for symmetrical structure. These phenomena all provide support
for the lexical structure system developed here.
It should be noted, before we leave the subject of lexical structure
entirely, that I have virtually done away with the notion of 'Word
Formation Rule' (WFRs) which has been a part of generative morphology
since its inception. WFRs, as conceived by Aronuff (1976) were
operations which attached an affix to a specified category of stem,
producing a word of a specified category:
(44)[ AN IA ] ness]
There were as many WFRs as there were affixes in a language. Each WFR
was a distinct process. Selkirk took the first step towards eliminating
individual WFRs by proposing lexical structure rules of a general sort;
lexical structure morphologies do not conceive of af fixation as a series
of separate processes, but rather as a phenomenon analogous to lexical
insertion in syntax. Moreover, once we have changed our system from
one with WERe to one with lexical entries and general lexical structure
rules, we must make another change. That is, the so-called Adiacency
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Condition, formulated independently by Siegel (1977) and Allen (1978)
was originally stated as a condition on WFRs:
(45) Adjacency Condition (Allen 1978:49):
No WFR can involve X and Y, unless Y is uniquely contained in
the cycle adjacent to X.
The reader is referred to Siegel (1977) and Allen (1978) for explanation
and justification of this principle. Here, I would simply like to point
out that this principle can be adopted into a lexical structure
morphology in a rather simple way: since we have no 'rules' in
Aronoff's sense, Adjacency must be seen instead as a condition on
subcategorization:
(46) Adjacency (revised):
No subcategorization frame can state a dependency between X and
Y if there is more than one bracket between X and Y; i.e.,
*X/ Y]Z]___
*X/___[Z[Y
where Z may be 0
As far as I know, no empirical consequences result from making this
change.
To end this section, I would like to summarize the points at which
lexical structure systems surpass Aronovian WFRs in theoretical
simplicity and explanatory force. By conceiving of affixation as a form
of lexical insertion, and by giving affixes lexical entries of the same
sort as stem morphemes, lexical structure morphologies isolate a large
portion of lexical idiosyncrasy in a single place: we expect affixes,
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for example, to bear the same sorts of diacritic features as stems, and
to belong to the same lexical classes. Within a WFR morphology, there
are presumably no lexical entries for affixes; it is therefore not
clear that we should expect affixes to share any of the properties of
stem morphemes. However, since they do share properties -- diacritic
features and membership in the same lexical classes, for example -- this
information must be written into the WFR for each affix. Identical sorts
of information are then represented in two different parts of our
morphology: in lexical entries for stem morphemes, and in WFRs for
affixes. Lexical structure morphologies are more streamlined in some
sense. Moreover, lexical structure systems, in particular the one
developed here, allow us to expand the explanatory force of our
morphology; with a very small amount of theoretical machinery, we can
give real content to the terms root, stem and affix, predict the sorts
of derived words and compounds we expect to find in human language, and
explain their feature composition and membership in lexical classes.
1.3. Lexical Transformations and String Dependent Rules
So far, we have divided the morphological component of our grammar
into two subcomponents, a permanent lexicon containing lexical entries
organized into category classes and lexical classes, and a lexical
structure component. Each of these subcomponents was characterized by
specific rule types. The permanent lexicon contains morpholexical rules
and redundancy relations,1 the lexical structure component a lexical
structure rewrite rule and a number of feature percolation conventions.
These devices, however, are not by themselves sufficient to characterize
the full range of word formation processes in natural language.
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Specifically, there clearly exists a class of morphological processes
which are productive, but non-affixational. Reduplication, infixing,
vowel ablaut and umlaut processes belong to this class.
For example, a form of gerund is derived in Tagalog by prefixing
the morpheme £az- and repeating the first consonant and vowel of the
stem, the vowel of the copy being [-lgl, regardless of the length of
the stem vowel (this reduplication process and others in Tagalog will
be discussed in some detail in Chapter 4). Carrier (1979) gives the
examples in (47), and formulates the rule as in (48):
a. l5kad
walk (vb. stem)
b. sunod
obey (vb. stem)
pag-la-l3kad
walking
pag-su-sunod
obeying
R1 Reduplication (Carrier 1979:190)
C V
2
1 2 --- > 1 -Ig 1 2
Tagalog also has a productive rule of infixing which metathesizes an
affix um with the first consonant of a stem to form a verb stem.
um-bukas
'open'
um-tiktik
'spy1
um-dikit --
'get stuck to'
bumukas
tumiktik
dumikit
(47)
(48)
(49)
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Presumably such a rule would have to be written as in (50):
(50) Tagalog Infixing
um C V
1 2 3 -> 2 1 3
In Chapter 4, I will argue that the process of umlaut in German involves
a morphological rule of the following sort:
(51) [+syl] -- > [-bk] / C [+U]
This rule states roughly that a stem vowel is fronted in the environment
of a morpheme bearing an abstract umlauting feature [+U]: German
affixes such as -lich, and the diminutive -chen possess this feature.
Rules (48), (50), and (51) share two important properties: first,
they are productive. Unlike morpholexical rules which apply to a small,
arbitrary set of forms, these rules can potentially apply to any form
which meets their structural descriptions. Second, unlike affixational
word formation, processes of reduplication, infixing, and umlaut are
dependent upon the nature of their base forms. Affixation involves the
concatenation of a set string to another string. The internal makeup
of the strings is largely irrelevant. (48), (50) and (51), however,
are string dependent rules in that they must refer to segmental
properties of the items to which they apply. Reduplication copies
segments of its base, infixing reorders an affix with segments of its
base, and umlaut changes the vowel of its base form. My strategy so
far has been to attribute to each level of morphological structure its
own unique rule types. The presence of productive string-dependent word
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formation rules therefore suggests that we add yet another level of
morphological structure to our morphology.
I will have little to say about string dependent rules in this
chapter. Chapter 4, however, will be devoted to a discussion of these
rules, and their formal statement. I will concentrate there on the
process6 of reduplication in Tagalog and umlaut in German, and show
that these rules share a number of properties. Here, I will merely
suggest that such a subcomponent of rules is necessary in our
morphology, and that all string dependent rules belonging to this
subcomponent apply in a block to the structures created in the lexical
structure subcomponent. (52) illustrates the general model intended.
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(52)
STRING DEPENDENT RULES
- Reduplication
- Infixing
- Umlaut
etc.
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1.4. Lexical Semantics
Up to this point I have said nothing about the roles of various
subcomponents of our morphology in determining the meanings of
morphologically complex words. Lexical entries for morphemes, it was
argued, have semantic representations, but so far we have no way of
putting these representations together to derive complete semantic
representations. This section is intended to review and assess the
assumptions about lexical semantics which have been made in previous
theories of word formation, and to explore the place of semantics in
the theory being developed here. I will not propose a full theory of
lexical semantics in this section. Rather, I will argue that there is
no more reason to believe that semantics should be a part of the formal
mechanics of word formation, than there is to suppose that semantics is
a part of the formal mechanics of sentence syntax (i.e., phrase
structure, transformations). It has long been a basic tenet of
generative syntax that syntax and semantics constitute autonomous
components of the grammar. The claim will be made below that the
"syntactic" or structural aspects of word formation should also be
autonomous from lexical semantics.
Autonomy of morphological syntax and semantics was clearly not
assumed in the earliest works on generative morphology. For example,
for Aronoff, a word formation rule was an operation which added a fixed
segmental string to a base of a specified structural and semantic sort,
and at the same time specified the structural and semantic properties
of its output8. The semantic representations of derived words were
thus built up step by step with the structure of those words. That is,
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the semantics of words derived by WFRs was always compositional. If a
word, for example transmission (of a car) had a clearly non-compositional
meaning, it had a separate lexical entry, and therefore a separate
semantic representation. The implication was that a word which was
semantically opaque was also necessarily structurally or syntactically
opaque. Thus the major claim about lexical semantics within a theory
like Aronoff's was that lexical structure and lexical semantics were
isomorphic.
Word formation rules, in Aronoff's framework, could also refer to
semantic properties of their bases, for example, by stating that affix X
could only attach to verbs with semantic characteristic Y:
More detailed, and a little more exotic, is the constraint on the
base for the prefix re#, which forms words such as repaint, and
rewire. ... This prefix attaches only to verbs whose meanings
entail a change of state, generally itn the object of the verb.
(1976:47)
Compositional but semantically deviant words like rekill could no more
be generated than syntactically deviant words like unpeace (where the
negative affix un- is subcategorized to attach only to adjectives),
since the WFR for re- would state necessary semantic properties of its
base verb.
A number of examples have appeared in the recent literature which
suggest that lexical semantic, is not necessarily isomorphic with
lexical structure. The first, pointed out by Williams, and also
discussed by Allen and Pesetsky concerns words like hydroelectricity,
macroeconomic, and ungrammaticality. These words must have the
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structure shown in (53):
'F9
(53)
hydro electric ity
macro econom ic
un grammatical ity
The grounds for assuming a right-branching structure are the following.
It has been argued (Allen 1978, Siegel 1974) that ity and ic are +
boundary or Level I affixes, whereas hydro, macro, and un are # boundary
or Level II affixes. -ity and -ic are phonology affecting affixes,
since both change stress contours, and .ty, in addition, conditions
Velar Softening. macro, hydro and un have no such effects, and
therefore are Level II affixes. Within a Level-Ordering morphology,
Level II or # affixes always attach outside Level I or + affixes, thus
ruling out left-branching analyses for the structure of the words in
(53). Yet our intuitive sense of the semantic composition of these
words is the following:
(54) a. hydroelectric ity
b. macroeconom ic
c. ungrammatical ity
Similarly, there exist compound forms such as those in (55):
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(55)
nuclear physic ist
transformational grammar ian
Clearly, we also want right-branching structures here, since we don't
in general want to allow derivational affixes to attach to compounds.
Semantically, however, the compounds nuclear physicist and
transformational grammarian are related to the compounds nuclear
physics and transformational grammar: a nuclear physicist is a person
who does nuclear physics, and not a physicist who is nuclear.
Similarly, transformational grammar has a specialized meaning, and a
transformational grammarian is someone who engages in that sort of
specialized activity. That is, any reasonable system of lexical
semantics would assign meanings to these following a left-branching
pattern:
(56) a. nuclear physic ist
b. transformatIonal grammar ian
No theory of word formation which assumes an isomorphism between
lexical structure and lexical semantics could account for such cases.1
A second example of a regular word formation process in which
lexical structure and lexical semantics seem not to be isomorphic comes
from Pesetsky (1979). Consider the following paradigms:
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(57) a. dugit' 'to strangle'
b. dusitel' 'strangler'
c. dusitel'nij 'suffocating' (of a room, etc.)
d. dulitel'skij 'of a strangler'
(58) a. mufit' 'to torture'
b. muhtel' 'torturer'
c. mucitel'nij 'excruciating, agonizing'
d. mucitel'skij 'of a torturer'
According to Pesetsky, the forms in (57, 58c-d) are all derived with the
forms (57, 58b) as bases. The forms in (57, 58d) are perfectly
compositional, and therefore present no difficulties. The forms in (57,
58c), however, have the peculiarity that their meaning consists of the
meaning of the root (57, 58a) plus the meaning of the last suffix, whose
underlying form is in, regardless of what affixes intervene. Thus, the
meaning of the agentive suffix (57, 58b) is "wiped out" by the presence
of -In. Clearly, this is not merely semantic idiosyncrasy: according
to Pesetsky -Yn has this effect with whatever suffixes intervene between
it and the root. Rather, this seems to be another case where semantic
structure and syntactic structure are systematically non-isomorphic. No
semantic rule for deriving the meaning of these forms could be written
within Aronoff's framework. Such a rule might easily be formulated,
however, if we separate rules of lexical semantics from rules of lexical
structure.
A third argument for separating rules of lexical semantics from
rules of lexical structure comes from compounds like paleface, redcap
and blackboard. Such compounds have idiosyncratic meanings' a paleface
is not someone whose face is pasty, but rather a whiteman in The lingo
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of Hollywood Westerns. A redcap is a porter in a train station.
Presumably, within Aronoff's theory, these forms would not be put
together by productive compounding rules. Instead, like semantically
noncompositional derived words (e.g., transmission), they would simply
be given separate lexical entries with separate semantic representations.
The implication again would be that they are structurally as well as
semantically noncompositional. This sort of analysis clearly misses a
generalization, however. That is, if these compounds were formed as a
part of our productive lexical structure component, we would have an
explanation for the fact that they are all nouns, and not adjectives or
verbs:
(59) N
A N
pale face
red cap
black board
If these compounds were formed by the regular process of lexical
insertion into unlabeled tree structures, Feature Percolation
Convention IV would label the trees as in (59). We would therefore
predict the category membership of such forms. The fact that
compounds can be semantically noncompositional and at the same time
structurally regular again argues for the autonomy of lexical semantics.
The autonomy of lexical semantics is, in fact, implied by a theory
of word formation which chooses a lexical structure subcomponent over a
system of word formation rules. Obviously, since a theory which
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subsumes a lexical structure system does away with Aronovian word
formation rules entirely, semantic representations cannot be put
together via these WFRs. Semantic interpretation therefore requires a
separate set of devices within such a theory. So far, we have argued
that part of the lexical entries for terminal elements in the permanent
lexicon is their semantic representation. Lexical terminals are
inserted into structural trees which are labeled according to our
Feature Percolation Conventions. The meanings of these terminal
elements must then be put together in some way.
We might start out, as an initial hypothesis, with a set of Katz
and Fodor type (1964) projection rules. Such semantic rules work up a
lexical tree from smaller constituents to larger constituents
amalgamating semantic representations. This proposal, in fact, has a
certain advantage over Aronoff's sort of semantic interpretation; that
is, it gives us a way of dealing with selectional deviance in derived
words without ruling out such words entirely. Within Aronoff's
framework, words like rekill and unkill (reversative un) could not be
generated at all. re and un could only attach to verbs involving a
change of state, and kill is not such a verb. But rekill and unkill
sound far less deviant than words like *unpeace and *refusity. The
former violate semantic restrictions. The latter involve violations
of subcategorization: uni (negative) attaches only to adjectives, un
(reversative) to verbs, and i~tyj only to adjectives. The theory using
lexical structure and semantic projection rules accounts for the
difference in deviance in the following way. unpeace and refusity
cannot be generated at all, since it would violate subcategorization
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restrictions on un and ity to insert them into trees containing peace
and refuse. rekill and unkill will be generated however. When our
semantic projection rules come to amalgamate the meanings of the
individual morphemes, they will register some deviance as a result of
a conflict in some semantic feature specification of affix and stem.
In this way, we can more naturally account for the difference in
'grammaticality' between the two sorts of case.
Once we have postulated an autonomous set of semantic projection
rules for compositional lexical semantics, it is not a major step to
postulate other autonomous semantic rules to account for non-
compositional lexical semantics. For cases like transmission, paleface,
redcap, etc. we can postulate a series of semantic rules which map an
idiosyncratic meaning onto a sequence of morphemes. The effect of this
proposal is that words can be structurally compositional (i.e., possess
the expected internal structure) while at the same time being
semantically noncomplex. One ramification of this proposal is that
compounds like paleface and redcp are predicted to be nouns. A
second ramification is that the semantic interpretation of these forms
is now analogous to that of idioms and verb-particle constructions. It
is often said that phrases like kick the bucket and call up have
lexicalized meanings; the meaning of the whole -phrase is not the sum
of the meanings of its parts. Yet idioms and particle verbs exhibit
structural similarities to phrasal constituents which do have
compositional meanings. In terms of morphology, for example,
inflection appears on the outside of the verb, just as it would if the
phrases had compositional meanings -- i.e., kicked the bucket, calls up.
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These properties are easily accounted for in a framework where lexical
semantics is autonomous from word formation. Rules of semantic
interpretation similar to the ones needed for transmission, paleface,
etc., map idiosyncratic meanings onto the sequences kick the bucket and
call up. Structurally, however, these are still phrases, just as
paleface is a normal compound. Within an Aronovian WFR framework, the
observation that idioms and verb-particle combinations have lexicalized
meanings in the same way that some derived words and compounds do can
only be taken to mean that these phrases have individual lexical entries
with their own semantic representations, just as transmission and
paleface would. But this is an untenable position: once we list
phrases in the lexicon, we imply that they lack internal structure. We
would then predict wrongly that inflection occurs on the outside of
these phrasal "words": *kick the bucketed, *callup. Within an
Aronovian morphology we would thus be forced to conclude that the
semantics of idioms and verb-particle combinations must be treated
differently from that of words and compounds with idiosyncratic
meanings, despite the a priori similarity of the cases.
Within a theory of lexical semantics which contains autonomous
projection rules and mapping rules of the sort needed for semantically
idiosyncratic words and phrases, it no longer seems strange that there
should exist a need for semantic rules that refer to structural non-
constituents (e.g., the transformational grammarian cases), or semantic
rules that wipe out the meanings of certain lexical constituents in the
presence of a certain affix (Pesetsky's Russian example). What a
theory of lexical semantics should look like, what sorts of rules are
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needed, and what sorts of constraints must be placed on rules of
lexical semantics are questions which must be answered if we accept
the autonomy of lexical semantics, but they are questions which I
cannot answer here. In any case, we must accept tnat lexical semantics
is in principle autonomous from the structural aspects of generative
morphology, which will be the main concern throughout the rest of this
thesis.
2. Latin Verb Paradigms
The verbal system of Latin provides fertile grounds for a study
which takes as its goal the integration of inflectional mrphol.ogy and
derivational morphology into a single system of word formation. Latin
has abundant inflectional stem allomorphy and abundant inflectional
affixation as well. Latin also possesses a well-developed system of
derivational word formation, allowing for comparisons between
inflectional and derivational processes. This section will therefore
be largely descriptive. I will illustrate the sorts of verbal stem
allomorphy found in Latin and set up the classes needed for the verbs.
It will be argued that Latin does not have five monolithic conjugations,
as traditional grammars have always claimed. I will also propose
lexical entries for the inflectional affixes of the indicative
paradigms, and show how complex verb forms are built up using the
lexical structure system motivated above. Finally, I will propose a
structure for Latin prefix verbs, and present an argument in favor of
this structure.
A number of theoretical points will emerge from this description,
however. To foreshadow my results, I will argue that inflection and
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derivation are not in principle different sorts of word formation:
exactly the same devices which are needed to form complex derived words
are also needed to form complex inflected forms such as amsbamus,
first person plural indicative imperfect of 'love' and amaveram, first
person singular pluperfect of 'love'. If inflection and derivation
were different sorts of word formation, one would not expect this to
be the case. Second, I will argue that we need no special
representation of inflectional 'paradigm' within this system; i.e.,
the notion of paradigm has no theoretical status here, and will be
dispensed with. Finally, parts of the analysis presented below will
suggest a redefinition of the notion of morphological productivity.
2.1. Latin Phonology
Any description of the morphology of Latin presupposes that we
have first determined which phenomena in Latin are truly morphological,
and which are to be accounted for by phonological rules. For the
purposes of this thesis, it will be sufficient to discuss a number of
vowel deletion, vowel mutation, and vowel length rules which obscure
morphological regularities in both the verbal and the nominal paradigms.
Consider first the paradigms in (60):
(60) a. am6 mone5 capib audi5 leg5
amis monis capis audis legis
amat monet capit audit legit
amimus monimus capimus audimus legimus
amatis monstis capitis auditis legitis
amant monent capiunt audiunt legunt
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b. amib5 montba capiam audiam legam
amibis monsbis capigs audies legis
amsbit monibit capiet audiet leget
amabimus monibimus capihmus audi~mus legimus
amibitis monibitis capistis audistis legstis
amabunt monsbunt capient audient legent
(60a) are the present indicative paradigms for the five traditional
Latin conjugations, and (60b) the future indicative paradigms. These
conjugations have traditionally been distinguished on the basis of a
characteristic vowel which shows up before other inflectional endings:
these vowels, hereafter referred to as theme vowels, are for the first
four verbs, left to right, E, 5, i, and i. The nature of the theme
vowel in verbs like lego will be the subject of much of the discussion
below. Besides a verb stem with theme vowel, these paradigms illustrate
the person/number inflections and the future morphemes, which are
traditionally said to have the following forms:
(61) a. P/N Endings
sg. 1 -5/-M pl. 1 -mus
2 -s 2 -tis
3 -t 3 -nt/-unt
b. Future
-bi- (for i_ and s_ verbs)
-s- (for verbs like capi5, audi6, and legS)
A number of minor phonological rules delete and shorten vowels. First,
I assume a rule which deletes i before 3 (this will be refined below);
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this accounts for the difference between am5 (from amA+J) and mone5,
capi5, and audi_. Two more rules alter the length of vowels in verb
forms.12
(62) a. V -- > [-lg] / V
b V -ig]/+cons
-str -strid
(62a) shortens a vowel when it precedes another vowel: audI+unt ->
audiunt, mon+b -- > mone5. (62b) shortens an unstressed vowel before
non-strident consonants: ama+nt -- > amant, ama+t -- amat, but
am&+s -- amss. The theme vowel in amsmus remains long because it is
stressed.
With these minor rules out of the way, we can begin to attack the
question of what the theme vowel is for verbs like leg5. Superficially,
leg5 seems to have the same theme vowel as capi5, at least in the 2,3
person singular, and 1,2 person plural: gi, capis; legit, capit;
legimus, capimus; legitis, capitis. But legB lacks a theme vowel in 1
singular present and 3 plural present, and throughout its future
paradigm. That is, legb, and verbs like it, lack theme vowels before
all vowel initial inflections:
(63) capi -o leg_ -o
capi -unt leg_ -unt
capi -e-... leg_ -e-...
Redenbarger (1976) argues that verbs like leg are unlike verbs like
am5, moneb, capi&, and audih in that they are athematic; leg5 lacks an
underlying theme vowel corresponding to the i,_,i, and i theme vowels
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of these other verbs, Redenbarger claims that the partial similarity
between the conjugations of capi5 and legU is to be attributed to the
following phonological rule:
(64) 0 - i / C +C
(64) inserts the segment i when a stem ending in a consonant is
followed by a consonant initial affix. The rule epenthesizes i in
second and third person singular contexts, for example, but not in
first person singular or third person plural:
(65) leg+s -- legis
leg+t -> legit
leg+ -- leg5
leg+unt -- legunt
Redenbarger suggests that (64) also accounts for the future paradigms
with bi:
(66) amab amibimus
amabis amabitis
anibit aniabunt
Here, too i occurs before consonant initial affixes (-s, -t, -mus,
-tis) but not before vowel initial affixes (-5, -unt). If the
underlying form of this future affix is b, rule (66) will operate to
insert _i in the proper environments.
There are a number of reasons for considering this analysis
incorrect, however. First, rule (64) fails to give the correct output
for the nominative singular of the noun dux. Since this form has the
underlying representation duc+s, Redenbarger's rule predicts the form
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ducis for the nominative singular; he is forced to postulate a minor
rule deleting the epenthetic i in just this environment.
Even with such a minor rule added to the grammar, there is
evidence that Redenbarger's analysis does not work. Consider the
following forms:
(67) dic+t+6 'to reiterate' from dicb
dic+tit+5 'to say frequently' from dic&
ag+men 'something driven or moved' from a
muinus+culum 'a little gift' diminutive affix -culum
All of the forms in (67) are words derived with consonant initial
suffixes.. Since the stems in question are consonant final as well,
Redenbarger's rule predicts the forms *dicitD, *dicititD, *agimen, and
munusiculum. The correct forms all lack the epenthetic i.
This evidence might seem to suggest, in fact, that the
generalization concerning the theme vowel in verbs like leg5 is not a
phonological generalization at all, but rather is a morphological
generalization idiosyncratic to this particular class of verbs. For
example, it might be suggested that verbs like l are not athematic
at all, but rather that they have a theme vowel i specified by
morpholexical rule, just as verbs like amb have the theme vowel i
specified by morpholexical rule (see below, section 2.2.1.). The theme
vowel for leg5 would have to appear in a more limited context than the
other theme vowels:
(68) a. Xrv, Xi
b. X r Xi / _ [+cons]
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The morpholexical rule defining the class of verbs to which capii
belongs is illustrated in (68a): this simply states that a verb stem
is related to another verb stem with theme vowel i. (68b) would have
to be the morpholexical rule defining the class of verbs like leg5:
again, this states that a verb stem is related to another verb stem
with theme vowel i but that the i stem only occurs before [+cons]
segments. This latter sort of information, however, is information
that we would not normally want to express in a morpholexical rule.
All morpholexical rules needed for Latin are context free. We might
therefore want to rule out the use of phonological contexts on
morpholexical relations as in (68b) on general theoretical grounds.
Another alternative for stating the facts about leg5 verbs would
be to build into the subcategorization frames for all vowel initial
inflectional suffixes that they take the verb stem without the theme
vowel only for verbs belonging to the le& class (i.e., they take the
verb stem with theme vowel for aa, mone5, audi5, etc.):
(69) - $/]root (for leg6 verbs)
]TV - (elsewhere)
Below, I will propose a way of stating that an affix attaches to a
verb stem with theme vowel or to a verb stem without theme vowel. Even
with the informal notation used above, it is obvious that stating the
generalization about the theme vowel in leg5 verbs in the
subeategorization frames of inflectional affixes leads to a great deal
of complication in those subcategorization frames. We need to use
disjunctive ordering of subcategorization frames, and we must also
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mention the specific verb class in question in the subcategorization
frame. In addition to building information about legS verbs into the
subcategorization frames of -~o, we would have to build the same
information into the frames for -unt, -Z (future), and -4bs (imperfect).
But nowhere would we state the generalization that it is only vowel
initial affixes that have this property. In fact, under either of the
morphological alternatives available to us within this theory, the
mechanics of the morphology becomes hopelessly complicated in trying to
state what seems to be a rather straightforward generalization: the
theme vowel in legS verbs, whatever it is, appears before consonant
initial suffixes and is absent before vowel initial suffixes.
Having ruled out a phonological epenthesis analysis and a
morphological analysis, I would like to suggest that there is actually
a fairly simple phonological explanation for the distribution of the
theme vowel in leg verbs. Suppose that verbs like legS have a theme
vowel which is present in all environments in morphological structure,
* *
e.g., lg+5, legV+unt. This theme vowel is underlyingly distinct from
the i of capi5, or any of the other theme vowels, for that matter.
There exists in the phonology, however, a rule which deletes this theme
vowel when it appears before vowels. At some point after this vowel
*
deletion rule operates, V is converted to i where it is not deleted,
thus merging with the theme vowel of capiS verbs. In order to specify
the exact nature of these phonological rules, however, we must first
*
determine what the proper features of V are.
A certain amount of evidence can be brought to bear on this
question. As can be seen in the paradigms in (60), verbs like legS
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pattern with verbs like capi5 and audi5 in two ways. First, all three
verb classes take the -unt variant of the third person plural marker,
whereas the verb classes including am5 and mone3 take a variant of this
suffix with the shape -nt. Second, the am5 and mone5 classes form
future stems with the affix bi,13 whereas leg5, capi6 and audi3 take the
affix s to form the future. Notice that the theme vowels for am6 and
mone5 are both [-hi] vowels, whereas those for capi5 and audi5 are [+hi].
*
If we assume that the theme vowel V of leg5 verbs is also [+hi], then we
can easily state the distribution of the third person plural and future
affixes:
(70) a. 
-unt / [+hi]]TV 
-
-nt / [-hiIITV 
-
b. bi- / [-hi]]TV
-e- / [+hi]],y_[4hlITV-
As in (69) above, TV is an informal notation for specifying that the
af fix attaches to the form of the verb stem with the theme vowel.
We have now seen some reason to believe that the theme vowel of
leg5 is [+hi]. This vowel cannot, however, be either i or i, since
these vowels do not delete before vowel initial suffixes. At this
point, I would like to make a somewhat speculative suggestion as to the
*
rest of the feature composition of V, and to state the rules which
*
delete it or merge it with i. Suppose that V is actually the glide y_,
i.e., a segment which is [+hi, -cons, -syl, -bk]. The theme marker x_
would delete before vowels, and become [+syl] elsewhere:
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(71) -syl[ / CV
-cons [sy]/C
Derivations for first person singular legB and second person singular
legis are illustrated in (72):
(72) legy+J legy+s
0 --
-- i
leg5 legis
The glide deletion rule will delete theme marker z, leaving in tact the
vowels of all the other verb classes. Where a glide remains, between
consonants, it will be vocalized.
Notice that if we assume that the future marker bi actually has
the underlying form by analogous to verbs like legy, we can account for
the appearance and non-appearance of i before various P/N endings in
the future paradigms. So (71) will produce amabunt, and amab5 from
aM3by+unt, amaby+o, but amibis from amaby+s_.
Rule (71) can be refined to account for another sort of
alternation which seems to pervade both the verbal and the nominal
paradigms. Consider the nominal paradigms below:
(73) sg. N stella amicus turris manus princeps
G stellae amici turris mantis principis
D stellae amicS turrd manul principi
A stellam amicum turrim manum principem
Ab stell& amic3 turrl manil principe
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pl. N stellae amic turris manis principes
G stellarum amicorum turrium manuum principum
D stellis amicis turribus manibus principibus
A stellas amic5s turris mans princips
Ab stellis amicis turribus manibus principibus
We can first make a number of preliminary observations about the
noun paradigms in (73). There seem to be two obvious super-classes
into which Latin nouns fall: stella and amicus use the genitive
_14
singular i, the nominative plural i, the genitive plural -rum, and
the dative and ablative plural -is, whereas turris, manus and princeps
have genitive singular -s, nominative plural -s, genitive plural -um,
and dative and ablative plurals -ibus. Other endings appear across all
five noun classes:
(74) sg. N -s (masc) pl. N -i/-s
G -!/-s G -rum (+length)/ -um
D _-.15 D -Is/-ibus
A -m A -s (+length)
Ab (length) Ab -Is/-ibus
Latin nouns clearly have theme vowels in exactly the same way that Latin
verbs do. The vowel a appears before most case endings in the paradigm
of stella, as does i. in turris, and u in manus. The theme vowel in
amicus and princeps will be the subject of the discussion immediately
below. Some of the case endings, however, clearly attach to the noun
stem without the theme vowel (i.e., to the root in the sense defined in
section 1). Dative and ablative endings -Is/-ibus never appear with a
preceding theme vowel, for example.
Once we have sorted out the nominal paradigms thus far, we cannot
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fail to notice two things. First, some case forms of amicus and
princeps lack theme vowels where other forms show them: amici (Gsg,
Npl) vs. stellae; principi (Dag), principum (Gpl) vs. manul, manuum.
Note that all of the case forms in question are characterized by vowel
initial suffixes -I, -um. Before consonant initial case endings, (or
in the Ablative singular, whose morphological manifestation is
lengthening of the theme vowel) nouns in these classes do show theme
16 t
vowels: amicus, amIcum, amic5rum, amIc5s; princepis, principem,
principis, prIncipe. The second point that is obvious is that just the
noun classes which lack theme vowels before vowel initial suffixes also
show a great deal of variation in the character of their theme vowel.
For amicus, where the theme vowel does show up, it sometimes appears as
o, and sometimes as u. For princeps, the theme vowel sometimes shows up
as i, sometimes as e. Both of these observations can be explained by
slightly extending the rules I have already postulated for deriving verbs
like leg.
Suppose that the theme vowel for amicus and nouns like it is the
glide w (the high back glide), and the theme vowel for princeps and nouns
like it is the glide x (theme vowel is obviously being used in an
extended sense here, since w and y are not vowels). Rule (71), as it is
stated above will delete this segment before vowel initial suffixes, and
convert it to a vowel befco-e a consonant or word finally. We must amend
(71), however, to lower this vowel in certain environments. The
paradigms in (73) indicate that the mid variant of the theme vowel in
amleus and princeps most often shows up in open syllables: amic5,
amic5rum, principe. The high variant most often shows up in closed
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syllables: amicus, amicum, principis. We might therefore alter (71)
to simultaneously vocalize and lower the theme markers y and w in this
envirnnment:
(75)
[zsl] 0/C V
91/ c v
(76) illustrates some derivations:
(76) amtcw+s amlcw+I amIcw+rum prIncipy+s principy+um
u 0 a i 0 (75)
amicus amIc amic5rum principis principum
This analysis, of course, predicts that vowel lowering should be found
in open syllables in the verb paradigms as well, and in fact it is: the
infinitive legere, and the imperative singular l regularly show the
mid variant of the theme vowel, as do forms of the passive of lez5, e.g.,
leseris.
This account of Latin phonology is at best speculative. Obviously,
there are a number of problems in deriving the proper length on forms
in the noun paradigms, given the inflectional endings in (74): the
theme vowels in mantis and priincips (Nom. P1.) are long, whereas that
in turris is short, and Abl.Sg. pnincipe has a short theme vowel, rather
than a long one, as in all other ablative singulars. Worse than this,
there are numerous forms in the noun and verb paradigms where a theme
vowel in an open syllable remains high (legimus, legitis) , and where a
theme vowel in a closed syllable lowers (amic5s, princips, princiem).
I have no acceptable explanation for these forms; the best we could do
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here is to introduce a rule feature triggering the lowering rule in
forms where its environment is not met or suppressing this rule where
its environment is met, but it fails to occur.17
I should point out, however, that although this analysis leaves a
great deal to be explained, it is at least preferable in a number of
ways to other analyses which have been suggested. Redenbarger's (1976)
analysis has already been dealt with above. The only other possibility
for analyzing this data that I am aware of was suggested to me by
Morris Halle, and entails the following assumptions.18 The mystery
theme vowels in the nominal and verbal paradigms are e and 6, rather
than the glides y and w. Rather than a rule which deletes glides
prevocalically, and vocalizes them otherwise, lowering them as well word
finally and in open syllables, we would have a rule like (77), which
deletes e and 8 prevocalically, and raises them in closed syllables:
(77) -hi ] (0/ ___
-lo
-lg
-str [+hi) / closedsyllable
We must assume that only unstressed 9 and o are subject to (77), since
short stressed e does not raise, e.g., infectum, acceptum, etc. This
analysis would give derivations such as those in (78):
(78) Nsg. Gag. Apl. Gag. Apl.
amlc5+s amico+i amlc5+s prIncipe"+s princip&+s
u 0 --- i --- (77)
amicus amicd amlcos principis principis
Although this analysis consistently gives correct derivations in the
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accusative plural for nouns with the mystery theme vowel, where the
earlier analysis did not (i.e., my analysis predicted *amicus,
principis), there prove to be nearly the same number of intractable
cases in this analysis, as in the earlier. For example, (77) gives us
accusative singular *jrJncipim, rather than the correct principem, and
also fails to apply in the first and second person indicative plural
verbs, giving us *legemus, *legetis, rather than legimus, legitis.
Moreover, the raising rule in (77) cannot explain the vowel alternation
in the infinitive, imperative sg. and passive forms of verbs like capi5
(i.e., capere, cape3 caperis, etc.) any better than the earlier analysis
could (cf. fn. 17). In addition to requiring nearly as many ad hoc rule
features for otherwise intractable examples like principem and legitis,
this solution also carries with it the following unattractive consequence.
Since the neutralized theme vowels here are underlyingly mid rather than
high, as in the earlier analysis, we no longer have a natural way of
stating the subcategorization of the third person plural allomorphs -nt
and -unt, and the future allomorphs -Z- and -bi (under this analysis
underlyingly be). -nt and bi would have the subcategorization frame in
(70a') and -unt and -9- that in (70b'):
(70a') -nt -[hAiI
-bi) +lgjar
(70b') -n t} /{+hil
(70b') must be stated as a disjunction of environments: these affixes
attach either to theme vowel stems ending with a high vowel or to theme
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vowel stems ending with a short vowel. Given the apparent state of
affairs that neither of the two available analyses is far superior to
the other with respect to the number of intractable cases, the fact
that the subcategorization frames in (70') are much less natural than
those in (70) provides at least a weak argument in favor of my earlier
analysis. I will therefore accept that analysis in what remains of this
chapter as the basis on which an analysis of the morphology of the Latin
verb paradigms may be built.
2.2. Morphology of the Latin Verbs
Figure 1 illustrates a representative sample of the indicative
verb paradigms in Latin.
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INDIC.
PRES .
IMPF .
FUT .
am
amhis
amat
amamus
amitis
amant
ambam
amabis
amibat
amgbimus
amibitis
amibant
amib5
amiabis
amibit
amibimus
amibitis
amibunt
amivi
amivistl
amvit
amivimus
amlvistis
amivgrunt
amaveram
amiverAs
amivera t
amiverimus
amiverd tis
amiverant
amlver5
amAveris
amiverit
amiverimus
amveritis
anaverint
crepS
crepi'bam
crepibB
I
iuvl
iivistl
iiivit
iGvimus
ilivist is
iiivrunt
iveram
itverls
iGvera t
inverimus
ilveritis
iflverant
invero
iiveris
iiverit
ilverimus
inveritis
itverint
FIGURE 1.
iuvo
I
iuvibam
iuvib5
I
crepul
crepuisti
crepuit
crepuimus
crepuistie
crepuirun t
crepueram
crepuersf
crepuera t
crepuerimus
crepueritis
crepuerant
crepuer6
crepueris
crepuerit
crepuerimus
crepueritis
crepuerint
PERF.
PLU-
PERF.
FUT .-
PERF.
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INDIC. mone5
PRES. monds
monet
monemus
mongtis
monent
IMPF. monebam
monibis
monebat
monsbsmus
monebatis
monsbant
FUT. monib5
monibis
monibit
monsbimus
monebitis
monsbunt
PERF. monui
monuisti
monuit
monuimus
monuitis
monul runt
PLU- monueram
PERF. monueris
monuerat
monuerimus
monuerAtis
monuerant
FUT.- monuer3
PERF. monueris
monuerit
monuerimus
monueritis
monuerint
dele5
I-
delibam
delsb5
delevi
delivistl
delivit
delevimus
delsvistis
delvirunt
delEveram
deliveras
deleverat
del'verimus
deliveritis
deliverant
deleverb
delverib
deliverit
deliverimus
delveritis
deliverint
augeU
I
pende5I,
augibam pendlbam
augsb I
I
auxi
auxisti
auxit
auximus
auxistis
auxerunt
auxeram
auxergs
auxerat
auxersfmus
auxeritis
auxerant
auxerb
auxeris
auxerit
auxerimus
auxeritis
auxerint
pendib5
pependi
pependisti
pependit
pependimus
pependistis
pependsrunt
pependeram
pepender's
pependerat
pependerimus
pependeritis
pependerant
pepender3
pependeris
pependerit
pependerimus
pependeritis
pependerint
sedeo
sedebam
sedebo
sidi
sedis tI
s~dit
sidimus
sidistis
ssdirunt
sideram
saderis
siderat
sederimus
s~dergtis
sEderant
sgder5
sideris
siderit
siderimus
sederitis
siderint
FIGURE 1 (cont'd.)
INDIC. alS
PRES. alis
alit
alimus
alitis
alunt
IMPF. alibam
alabis
alsbat
alibimus
alsbitis
alibant
FUT. alam
ales
alit
alimus
aletis
alent
PERF. alui
aluisti
aluit
aluimus
.aluistis
aluerunt
PLU- alueram
PERF. alueris
aluerat
aluerimus
alueritis
aluerant
FUT.- aluerii
PERF. alueris
aluerit
aluerimus
alueritis
aluerint
dic3
I
dicgbam
dicam
dixi
dixisti
dixit
diximus
dixistis
dixirunt
dixeram
dixeris
dixerat
dixersmus
dixerstis
dixerant
dixer5
dixeris
dixerit
dixerimus
dixeritis
dixerint
ped5
pedibam
pedam
sI
pepedi
pepedisti
pepedit
pepedimus
pepedistis
pepederunt
pepederam
pepederls
pepederat
pepedersmus
pepederitis
pepederant
pepeder5
pepederis
pepederit
pepederimus
pepederitis
pepederint
le f5 '
legibam
I
legam
1a
legi
ligist1i
1hgit
1sgimus
legistis
legirunt
ligeram
ligeris
lgerat
ligerchmus
liger&tis
ligerant
liger5
ligeris
ligerit
ligerimus
ligeritis
Tegerint
FIGURE 1 (cont'd.)
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ago
agsbam
I
agam
egi
egisti
egit
egimus
egistis
egirunt
egeram
ege: is
egerat
egerimus
egeritis
egerant
egero
egeris
egerit
egerimus
egeritis
egerint
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INDIC.
PRES .
speci5
specilbam
cupio
cup is
cup it
cupimus
cupitis
cupiunt
cupisbam
cupiib&s
cupisba t
cupiabsmus
cupiibatis
cupiibant
cupiam
cup ies
cupiet
cupiemus
cupietis
cupi ent
cupivi
cupivisti
cupivit
cupivimus
cupivistis
cupiverunt
cup iveram
cupiver~s
cupiverat
cupiverffmus
cupiverstis
cupiverant
cupiver5
cupiveris
cupiverit
cupiverimus
cupiveritis
cupiverint
spexi
spexisti
spexit
speximus
spexistis
spexrunt
spexeram
spexeris
spexerat
spexeramus
spexeratis
spexerant
spexer5
spexeris
spexerit
spexerimus
spexeritis
spexerint
fug i3
fugisbam
fugiam
flgi
fGgistI
filgit
flgimus
figistis
figgrun t
f igeram
f iger~s
figera t
ftigerimus
figerAtis
figerant
ftgero
figeris
figerit
fligerimus
-figeritis
figerint
FIGURE 1 (cont'd.)
spec iam
IHPF .
FUT .
PERF.
PLU-
PERF.
FUT.-
PERF.
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INDIC. capi5
PRES.
IMPF. capiebam
FUT. capiaxm
PERF. cepi.
cepisti
cepit
cep imus
cepistis
cepsrunt
PLU- ceperam
PERF. cepers
ceperat
ceperamus
ceperatis
ceperant
FUT .- ceper5
PERF. ceperis
ceperit
ceperimus
ceperitis
ceperint
audiS
audis
audit
audimus
auditis
audiunt
audisbam
audiibas
audisbat
audiibsmus
audiebitis
audiibant
audiam
audies
audist
audiemus
audistis
audient
aud ivi
audivist 5
audivit
audivimus
audivistis
audivirunt
audiveram
audiveras
audiverat
audiverimus
audiverstis
audIverant
audiver5
audiveris
audiverit
audiverimus
audiveritis
audiverint
amici5
amiciebam
I
amiciam
I-
amicui
amicuisti
amicuit
amicuimus
amicuistis
amicusrunt
amicueram
amicueris
amicuerat
amicueamus
amicueratis
amicuerant
amicuer5
amicueris
amicuerit
amicuerimus
amicueritis
amicuerint
sancib
. sanciebam
sanciam
I'
sanxi
sanxisti
sanxit
sanximus
sanxis tis
sanxerunt
sanxeram
sanxeras
sanxerat
sanxerimus
sanxeratis
sanxerant
sanxero
sanxeris
sanxerit
sanxerimus
sanxeritis
sanxerint
venio
veniebam
I/
veniamI.
vinI
venistl
venit
vgnimus
vanis tis
vingrunt
vineram
vineris
vEnerat
venerdmus
vineritis
v~nerant
vanero
veneris
venerit
venerimus
veneritis
venerint
FIGURE 1 (cont'd.)
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The purpose of this section is to illustrate the mechanics of the
morphological theory proposed above. I will present here a fragment of
the permanent lexicon of Latin. This fragment, together with the theory
of lexical structure worked out above should be substantial enough to
generate the indicative paradigms of Latin illustrated in Figure 1.
Later, in 2.3., it will be extended to the subjunctive and passive non-
periphrastic paradigms as well. Latin verbs will be divided into a
number of morpholexical classes on the basis of their idiosyncratic
stem variants, and morpholexical rules will be proposed. I will argue
that the Latin verb system does not consist of five monolithic
conjugations, as traditional grammars assume, but instead that
membership in classes forming theme vowel stems and past stems are
largely independent: it is unpredictable from the theme vowel stem of
a Latin verb which class the past of that verb will fall into. I will
also give lexical entries for the various productive inflectional
affixes of Latin, including the future, imperfect, and person/number
endings. A system of binary valued features distinguishing various stem
variants will be proposed. Such a system is crucial to the statement of
subcategorization frames for both inflectional and derivational affixes.
In fact, I will argue that the similarities between the lexical entries
needed for inflectional affixes and those needed for derivational
affixes suggests that it is correct to assume inflection and derivation
to be in principle the same sort of word formation. Two points of
theoretical interest will arise from this discussion of the permanent
lexicon of Latin. First, the use of diacritic features to refer to
cross-cutting groups of lexical terminals which is needed to state
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subcategorization in Latin morphology suggests a way of expressing the
extent of morphological productivity for a given affix: the notion of
productivity to be developed here is slightly different from that used
in Aronoff (1976) or Allen (1978). Second, constraints placed on our
theory of morphology allow us to choose between two possible analyses
of Latin prefix-stem verbs.
2.2.1. Morpholexical Classes
It should be quite obvious from looking at the verb paradigms
in Figure 1 and from glancing through any Latin dictionary or grammar
that the stem used in forming the non-perfect indicative verb forms is
not predictable on any independent phonological or semantic grounds.
It is purely arbitrary that the verb root am forms its present stem
with the theme vowel N, or that dico takes the theme vowel we have
designated y. Given that the non-perfect stems (hereafter referred to
as the theme vowel stems) are idiosyncratic to particular verb roots,
they must be listed in the permanent lexicon along with the
corresponding verb roots; (79) below contains the morpholexical rules
needed for the five theme vowel classes in Latin, as well as examples
of ordered pairs belonging to those classes.
(79) a. Xrv0XE
b. XArJXg
c. X rs Xy
d. Xrv Xi
t(cup, cupi), (spec, speci), (fug, rugi),...I
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e. XCNJXi
1(aud, audi), (amic, amic), (sanc, sanci),6.0.
The morpholexical rules in (79a-e) indicate that a root is related to a
stem which contains the root plus a theme vowel.
This much is perfectly straightforward. Everyone with some
knowledge of Latin, howver, knows that Latin verb forms often have more
than one stem form: in many cases, the perfect tenses are built on a
different stem than the non-perfect tenses (e.g., dic5 'r dixi). The
form of this stem, and indeed that a separate stem exists at all is
information which must be memorized, as every student who has wrestled
with the principal parts of the Latin verbs knows. So iuv6, sede5, leg5,
fugi5, and veni5 form their perfect tenses on stems which consist of the
verb root with a lengthened vowel (iuv, s&d, leg, ftig, ven), whereas
auge6, dic, conspici3 and sanci5 have perfect stems consisting of root
plus an s extension (aux, dix, conspix, sanx). pendeb, peda and a
number of other verbs have reduplicative perfect stems. Since this
information is idiosyncratic to particular verbs, perfect stems must be
listed and morpholexical rules formulated to define permissible classes.
It is in the formulating of perfect stem classes that my analysis
begins to diverge from traditional grammars of Latin. Latin verbs are
traditionally divided into five monolithic conjugations on the basis of
their theme vowel stems. One would expect that each conjugation should
have its particular way of forming a perfect stem different from other
conjugations, as well as a characteristic way of forming the theme vowel
stem. School grammars of Latin, however, always fail to note that the
separate perfect stems, in whatever conjugation they are found, are of
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only five types: idiosyncratic perfect stems are either sigmatic (i.e.,
consist of a root 2lus an s extension), reduplicative (gtependi, spopondl),
vowel length stems (itv, vin, etc.), vowel change stems (afR5 egi), or
stems identical to the verb root which directly take person/number
endings. The vowel length type of perfect occurs across all five theme
vowel classes, and the other four in more than one theme vowel class.
There seems to be no correlation at all between the theme vowel taken by
a particular root and the form of its perfect stem, if it has one.
Rather, the various stems of a Latin verb seem, to a large extent, to be
independent of one another. Theoretical parsimony therefore suggests
that we do not divide Latin verbs into five monolithic conjugations.
Here, I will assume no dependency between a root's membership in a theme
vowel stem class and its membership in a perfect stem class; membership
in one of the perfect stem forming classes is arbitrary, and in no way
contingent upon membership in a theme vowel class.19 (80) illustrates
the perfect stem classes for Latin:
(80) a. Sigmatic X NV Xs
t(dic, dics), (aug, augs), (spec, specs),...l
b. Vowel Length C0VC0  C0  V C0
I(iuv, iv), (sed, sid), (leg, lg),..25
c. Vowel Change CVC C0  [Vj Co
~(ag, eg), (cap, cep), (fac, fec),...t
d. Reduplication C CVC2
39 3
1 234"'/ 12 [-1o12 L-li 4
L-h 20
f(pend, pepend), (ped, peped), (spond, spopond),..42
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e. Perfect Stem - Root X ri X
j(ru, ru), (bib, bib),...
(80) illustrates well the claim made above that morpholexical rules can
mimic other sorts of productive word formation rules. The morpholexical
rules in (79a-e) and (80a) mimic affixation in that the listed stems
differ only in the presence of some segment at the periphery of one that
is absent in the other. (80b-d) resemble string dependent morphological
rules in that the righthand member of the ordered pair differs
segmentally from the other member of the pair in some way that is
dependent on the analysis of the first member of the pair. None of the
morpholexical rules in (80) can be considered productive morphological
rulec, however, since it is arbitrary whether a given lexical item will
"undergo" these rules. Instead, they define classes of listed stems.
The morpholexical classes illustrated in (79) and (80) capture a
large part of the stem allomorphy in the Latin verb paradigms. However,
certain revisions and refinements will certainly be necessary. For
example, some verb roots (all belonging to the y theme vowel class) have
extra stems exhibiting an infixed n: again, the presence of a nasal
infix stem is purely idiosyncratic to a given verb, i.e., unpredictable
on any independent phonological, semantic or morphological grounds:
(81) lists the traditional principal parts of some of these verbs, i.e.,
the present, perfect and participle stems:
(81) a. fing6, finxd, fictus 'fashion'
pingb, pinxl, pictus 'paint'
stringb, strinxi, strictus 'bind'
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b. panga, pepigi, pictus 'fasten'
tangb, tetigi, tictus 'touch'
fund5, ftdi, ffsus 'pour'
In (81a), the nasal infixed stem is the basis of the present stem and
the perfect stem, the stem without the nasal segment the basis of the
participle form. In (81b) only the present stem has the nasal infixed
form. Clearly, the presence of a nasal iunfix is as arbitrary as the
choice of a particular theme :owel for a given veib root, and indicates
that two distinct stems must be listed for nasal infixing verbs. We
might therefore elaborate the permanent lexicon of Latin in the
following way: suppose there exists a morpholexical class such as that
illustrated in (82):
(82) CVC V CVnC
J(fig, fing), (pig, ping), (pag, pang), (fud, fund),...J
Either of the forms in the ordered pairs in (82) can belong, in turn,
to the lexical classes delimited in (79) and (80). So the verb fund5
will have a root and stem belonging to the nasal infix class in (82).
The nasal stem will then belong, with a related theme vowel stem to
class (79c), and the non-nasal stem with a vowel length stem to class
(80b):
(83) Lexical stems of fundS:
Nasal Infix C VC 'V C VnC (fud, fund)
o o o 0
Theme Vowel Xi NXy (fund, fundy)
Vowel Length C VC r.u C +lg C (fud, fid)
00 0 0
Morpholexical rules (79), (80) and (82) therefore define a network of
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relatedness among the unpredictable stem allomorphs of Latin verbs.
Of course, the theory being developed here predicts that any stem
variant which is listed in the permanent lexicon should be available
for further word formation. In general, this seems to be true:
a. derivation on
am+or
ag+men
figira
pagina
b. derivation on
vitibundus
certimen
c. derivation on
fingibilis
fundit3
root:
'love'
'something moved'
'form, shape'
'written page or leaf'
theme vowel s tem:
'avoiding'
'contest'
nasal infix stem:
'imaginary seeming'
'hurl, sling at'
Roots, theme vowel stems, and stems with or without nasal infixes appear
in derived nouns, adjectives and verbs. It is not clear, however,
whether or not an idiosyncratic perfect stem can be the base for further
derivation. (85) contains a number of possible examples.
(85) sid5 'cause to sit' from sedeB 'sit' whose perfect stem is aid
consid6 'to wholly still' from considE 'sit down, settle', whose
perfect stem is consid.
ligS 'send as ambassador' from lepi 'read out, elect', whose
perfect stem is lii.
Such examples, if indeed they are real examples of derivation from
perfect stems, are rare. I have been unable to find derived words using
(84)
(am6)
(ag5)
(fing8)
(pang5)
(vitB)
(certo)
(fing5)
(fund5)
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sigmatic, reduplicative or vowel change perfects as bases. If it proves
to be the case that perfect stems in Latin do not undergo further
derivation, this must be considered an accidental gap in the present
framework, on the same order as the failure of past stems (sat1 ran) in
English to undergo further derivation.
2.2.2. Inflectional Affixes
So far, we have discussed only morpholexical stem variants in
Latin. In order to show that all Latin verb paradigms can be generated
with the simple machinery of our permanent lexicon and lexical structure
subcomponents, we must now propose lexical entries for the tense,
aspect and person/number morphemes from which those paradigms are built.
Lexical entries, as indicated in section 1.1.1., consist of
phonological representation, semantic representation, category and
subcategorization information, diacritics, and in general, of all
information which is idiosyncratic to a particular lexical terminal.
(86) illustrates some of the information present in the lexical entries
for Latin inflectional affixes:
(86) a. Person/Number Endings I
-5,- m +V [1 pers, -pl, 0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut] (lsg)
-s +V [2 pers, -p1, 0 perf, 0 pros, 0 fut] (2sg)
-t +V [3 pers, -p1, 0 perf, '0 pros, 0 fut] (3sg)
-mus +V [1 poe, +pl, 0 perf, 0 pros, 0 fut] (1pi)
-tie +V [2 poe, +pi, 0 podf, 0 pros, 0 fut] (2p1)
-nt/-uint +V [3 pers, +p1, 0 port, 0 pros, 0 fut] (3p1)
b. Person/Number Endings
-i +V [1 pers,
-ist' +v [2 pers,
-it +V [3 pers,
-imus +V [1 pers,
-istis +V [2 pers,
-irunt +V [3 pers,
I
-pip
-p1,
-pip
+pl,0
+pl,
+pl,
0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut]
0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut]
0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut]
0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut]
0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut]
0 perf, 0 pres, 0 fut]
c. Other
-ibi
-by
-e
-era
-eri
Inflectional Affixes
+V [0 pers, Opl,
+V [0 pers, Opl,
+V [0 pers, Opl,
+V [0 pers, Opl,
+V [0 pers, Opl,
-perf, Opres, Of ut]
Operf, Opres, +fut]
Operf, Opres, +fut]
Operf, -pres, Ofut]
Operf, Opres, +fut]
imperfect
future
tuture
past
future
Nothing particularly crucial to the workings of the morphology hinges on
the choice of features here. In fact, it is at least plausible that
features such as [+tpres] or [+future] should be part of the semantic
representation of these morphemes, rather than part of their syntactic
feature matrices. Some representation of the aspect, tense, person,
and number content of inflectional morphemes is necessary, however, and
the lexical entries in (86) will suffice for now.
These lexical entries lack one crucial piece of information as they
are formulated in (86), namely, the subcategorization of the inflectional
affixes. At the grossest level of observation, all of the morphemes
attach to verbs and form verbs, but subcategorization frames of the sort
]VJIVare clearly inadequate: such frames by themselves would imply
that affixes in (86) could attach to verb stems and to each other in any
order at all. The paradigms in Figure 1, of course, show that
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(1g)
(2sg)
(3sg)
(ipI)
(2pL)
( 3 pl)
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inflectional affixes appear in a more or less rigid order, imperfect,
future, or perfect occurring closest to the verb stem, past occurring
to the right of the perfect, person/number endings at the rightmost
periphery. Moreover, inflectional affixes characteristically choose
to attach to only one of the listed stem forms: the imperfect sbi
attaches to the theme vowel stem, as do the future affixes j y_ and E.
erta attaches to the perfects in v (cf. below) and to the idiosyncratic
perfect stems already discussed. Indications are, then, that
subcategorization frames for Latin verbs must be able to differentiate
roots, theme vowel stems and perfect stems, and to refer to each of
these separately.
Suppose that individual lexical stems in Latin have as part of
their lexical entries a small number of diacritic features which allow
us to make reference to particular stem types, regardless of the
morpholexical class a given stem belongs to. Such a system of diacritic
features is illustrated in (87):
(87) [T T
am
crep crepa
iuv iuva iuv
mon mone
aug auge augs
al aly
dic dicy dics
cap capi cep
aud audi
The features [+Ti], [+D] provide an arbitrary way of referring to roots,
theme vowel stems and perfect stems independent of their lexical class
membership. Any other set of features would do just as well. The use
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of two binary valued features instead of, for example, simple
designations like "theme vowel stem" or "perfect stem" does have some
advantages, however. First, it predicts that some morpheme should
subcategorize certain pairs from among the three possible stems, for
example, the root and theme vowel stems, but not the root and perfect
stems. We will see below that subcategorization frames of the
predicted sort are needed for both inflectional and derivational
affixes. Second, the use of these features can be extended slightly to
allow us to refer to affixes themselves, Clearly, some inflectional
affixes will need to subcategorize a subset of the other inflectional
affixes, as well as one or another of the stems, although no
inflectional affix has a "theme vowel stem" or a "perfect stem". So,
for example, the P/N I affixes attach either to theme vowel stems, or
to affixes like ibi, by, U, etc. If theme vowel stems and the relevant
inflectional affixes share the feature [+T], the subcategorization
frame of the P/N I affixes can be somewhat simplified.
Given the system of diacritic features proposed here, the
subcategorization frames for Latin inflectional affixes relevant to the
indicative paradigms are quite straightforward:
(88) a. Ebi (IMPERFECT) / ]+T__-]
by (FUTURE) / [-hi]]+T__]
+T
+D
E (FUJTURE) / [+hi]]+T__]
ers (PAST) / ]+T__]T
-D
eri (FUTURE) / ]+T_]+T
-D
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b. P/N I
-31-mr -mus
-s 
-tis / ] +T 
_
t -nt/-untj
c. P/N II
-i -imus
-isti 
-istis / ] +T_]
-it -erunt -D
A number of comments about the subcategorization frames in (88) are
relevant at this point. First, the three morphemes labeled FUTURE are
distinguished as follows: by attaches only to theme vowel stems with
non-high theme vowels, i.e., those belonging to the a and _ classes,
i to theme vowel stems with high vowels, i.e., to stems of thei, and
± classes. eri attaches only to [-D] morphemes, namely the perfect
stems. The P/N I endings in (88b) attach to theme vowel stems or to
the inflectional affixes in (88a). However, a certain amount of
complication is needed to state the difference in subcategorization
between the first person singular morphemes -5 and -m. In general, -5
attaches to morphemes ending in high vowels, -m to morphemes ending in
non-high vowels. - however, attaches to all [%]stems, regardless
of the quality of the theme vowel. The only way of stating these facts
seems to be by using angle notation and conditions within
sub categorization frames:
(89) 
-5 / <i+hi bl KDa
Condition: ,va --9 b.
-m / [-hi]]+T
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Since this solution makes use of highly powerful devices it is not
particularly attractive. Until a better statement of the distribution
of these morphemes is available, however, I will use (89) to state the
facts. As mentioned in 2.1., the distinction between the third person
singular morphemes -unt and -nt hinges on vowel height again:
(90) -unt / [+hi]] +T _
+D
-nt / [-hi]] +T __
+D
The P/N II endings attach to perfect stems.
One characteristic of this subcategorization system that is
significant is that person/number endings do not themselves bear the
diacritic features [+T] or [+D]. This ensures that P/N endings are
always the outermost inflections in a word. Since all of the affixes
in (88) subcategorize morphemes with some value of the features [+T]
and [+D], they are prevented on internal grounds from occurring outside
P/N endings. The fact that P/N endings are always outermost required a
special lexical structure rule within Selkirk's (1978) system of
morphology (cf. (14) above). Within the morphological framework being
developed here, no peculiarities must be ascribed to the lexical
structure component in order to generate inflectional affixes in the
proper order.
Before I go on to discuss the perfect morpheme v, which I have
not yet mentioned, I will only point out one more property of these
subcategorization frames. That is, although the subcategorization
frames ensure that the inflectional affixes will occur in the correct
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order when they occur, nothing ensures that any of the affixes will
occur at all. Thus, nothing requires that a P/N ending be inserted
r+TTM%into a tree into which the Ii stem ama has been inserted, nor that
anything will be attached to a root mon which has been inserted into a
tree. The morphology of Latin proposed here thus has the property that
it overgenerates, i.e., generates forms which are in some sense
morphologically incomplete. This characteristic is not necessarily a
problem, however. Any reasonable account of the syntax of Latin will
require some sort of agreement mechanism to check that subject and verb
have the same features of person and number. Whatever mechanism is
used (e.g., an agreement filter (Rivas (1977)), this mechanism will
surely rule out sentences in which the verb lacks a P/N marker: that
is, if a P/N marker is missing from a verb, agreement criteria will
fail to be met, and the sentence in which such a form occurs will be
marked ungrammatical.
The only inflectional affix needed for generating the indicative
paradigms of Latin which we have not yet discussed is the perfect
morpheme v. According to traditional grammars of Latin, verbs which
do not have idiosyncratic sigmatic, reduplicative, or other perfect
stems form a "regular" perfect by adding a morpheme which sometimes
has the shape vE and sometimes has the shape u. This implies that the
vE morpheme is predictable in a way that the other perfect stems are not.
It is not at all clear, however, that vE is an affix with an independent
lexical entry like bxz or ib&. Consider the first person singular
perfect forms in (91):
that the only way to state the subcategorization of an independent
(91) amAvi (amire) 153
crepui (crepare)
delevi (delare)
monul (monare)
aluI (alere)
Upivi (cupere)
audivf (audIre)
amicui (amicire)
The first thing which appears in examining these forms is that u and v
are in complementary distribution. v occurs intervocalically, u after
a consonant. We can therefore say that the underlying form of the
morpheme is v and that u is derived by the phonological rule in (92):
(92) [-cons] --> [+syl] / [+consJ
((92) assumes that the morpheme spelled v is phonetically the glide w,
and u the corresponding vowel.) Notice that this generalization is
independent of the morphological analysis we choose for the v morpheme:
the phonological rule in (92) will operate on underlying strings like
monv or crepv, regardless of whether these stems are listed, or formed
by concatenation in the lexical structure component.
What is crucial about the examples in (91), however, is that it
is not predictable on the basis of phonological form, theme vowel class
or anything else, whether the regular past morpheme will attach to the
root or to the theme vowel stem of a given verb. (91) shows verbs from
all five theme vowel classes. Three of the five have v perfects based
on both the root (crepul A./ crep; monul rv mon; amicul to amic), and on
- 21
the theme vowel stem (amivi "s/ amA; delivi a.' deli; audivi -s audi)
(the xi and i. theme vowel classes have few x perfects). It would seem
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v morpheme, given these facts, would be to mark either the root or theme
vowel stem of particular verbs which lack other perfect stems with yet
another diacritic feature; v would then have the subcategorization
frame in (93), where [+P] is the special feature for 'regular' perfects:
(93) V / ]1+P -- D
The fact that we must introduce a feature like [+P], however suggests
that v is not an affix like by or ebs, but instead that past stems with
v are listed, just as sigmatic, reduplicative, vowel change and vowel
length perfect stems are listed. This is the analysis which will be
accepted here. Latin therefore has another perfect ([ ) stem class,
which is represented in (94):
(94) X r/1Xv
f(ami, amfv), (deli, deliv), (mon, monv), (al, alv),...}
Either the root or the theme vowel stem can be related to the perfect
stem by the morpholexical rule in (94):
The same sort of case can be made for the necessity of listing the
participle stems in Latin. Whereas superficially it might seem that
participles can be formed by affixing an independently listed t
morpheme to one of the other stems, it again proves to be impossible to
predict which stem t will attach to. Consider the forms in (95):
(95) a. amitus (amire)
deletus (delsre)
audlitus (audire)
peditus (pedere)
ponitus (ponere)
b. sectus (secire)
auctus (augare)
lectus (legere)
captus (capere)
ventus (venire)
Examples in (95a) have t attached to the theme vowel stem. Those in
(95b) have t attached directly to the root. Both ii are found for
verbs belonging to each of the five theme vowel clabbes. Consider
further the examples in (96):
(96) haesus (haerEre)
iussus (iubgre)
mulsus (mulgdre)
mansus (mangre)
pressus (premere)
cessus (cedere)
sessus (sedore)
The participles lack the t affix entirely, and it is clear that there
can be no phonological alternation between t and s in these forms to
account for the surface absence of t. We find a participle cursus, but
we also find rt as an acceptable cluster in another participle repertus.
Similarly, fall6 has the participle falsus, but lt occurs in indultus,
the participle of indulge5. Other near minimal pairs are haesus,
participle of haere6, vs. haustus, participle of hauri6, and mansus,
participle of mane5 vs . ventus participle of veni6. Many of the verbs
whose participles fall into the class illustrated in (96) also have
sigmatic perfects (e.g., haesi, iussl, mulsi), but others do not:
(97) sedeo sedi sessus
pel 15 pepuli pulsus
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Again, to maintain the claim that t is an independent affix, we would
have to mark roots or theme vowel stems with a diacritic which t would
be subcategorized to take. Nor could this diacritic be the same one as
that needed for the v morpheme, were we to try to maintain that both
were independent affixes: v and t choose different stems in dmicb,
emicul, Cmicitus. And besides this new diacritic, we would still have
to find some way of representing the idiosyncratic participle stems in
(96).
Again, the alternative to proliferating ad hoc diacritics is to
list the participle stem of each verb. This move will prove to have
interesting consequences, as we will see below.
Suppose that Latin has two morpholexical classes for participle
stems, as illustrated in (98):
(98) a. X N Xt
?(am&, am&t), (audi, audit), (sec, sect), (aug, augt),...J
b. Xrto Xs
2(haer, haes), (mulg, muls), (sed, sess),...j
Again, either the root or the theme vowel stem is related to the
participle stem by the morpholexical rules in (98). Participle stems
[-T]in general can be designated with the feature matrix -D : this is
the last possible combination of the two features we began with.
Of course, the listing of the participial stem brings with it the
prediction that this stem is available for further word formation.
This, in fact, proves to be the case:
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cantor
victor
tonsor
petitor
'singer'
'conqueror'
'barber'
'candidate'
canere
vincere
tondere
petere
pple.
pple.
pple.
pple.
cantus
victus
tonsus
petitus
The Latin agentive affix -or attaches regularly to the participle stem.
The use of the feature -D to designate this class of stems makes
a further prediction about word formation possibilities in Latin as well.
The participle suem shares with the root in Latin the feature [-T]. This
predicts that there might be some word formation process which refers to
these two sorts of stems but not the other two, for example, an affix
which subcategorizes all and only [-T] stems. Such examples are not hard
to find.
(100) a. -io~
legi5
regio
vociti6
m5ltib
'a collecting'
'a direction'
a calling'
'a toiling'
legere
regere
vocire
m5lirl
root
root
pple
pple
leg
reg
vocitus
mblitus
b. -ivus
recidivus
captivus
c. -ilis
agilis
habilis
altilis
'restored'
'captive'
'active'
'handy'
'fattened'
recidere root
capere pple
agere
habgre
aler'.
root
root
pple
Allen and Greenough (1975) list these three affixes as having two
allomorphs, one with t, and one without. All three attach to verb
(99)
recid
captus
ag
hab
altus
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stems, however, and when the t appears, it always appears on verbs with
participle sLems in t. Clearly, our morphology is simplified by saying
that the affixes have only a single forn -- -i5,-Ivus, and -ilis,
respectively, and that they are subcategorized to attach to [-T] stems.
These examples therefore provide striking confirmation of the prediction
made above.
Implicit in the discussion of -i5, -ivus, and -ilis above is the
claim that derivational affixation shares an important property with
inflectional affixation in Latin, namely that derivational affixes must
refer to the diacritic features [+T, +D] in their subcategorization
frames in exactly the same way that inflectional affixes do. Consider
the examples in (101):
(101) a. -or
timor 'fear' timere
amor 'love' amare
b.-ax
pgnix 'pugnacious' pignare
audix 'bold' audire
c. -men
agmen 'line of march' agere
regimen 'rule' regere
cert5.men 'contest' certire
The abstract noun forming suffix -or (to be distinguished from the
agentive suffix -or) attaches only to verb roots, i.e., to [+i
forms. -ix, an abstract adjective forming suffix, attaches
exclusively to roots as well. -men forms abstract nouns from verbs,
but it attaches to either roots or theme vowel stems -- i.e., to [+D]
forms. Note that this is another example where the cross-classifying
system of diacritic features predicts patterns of word formation which
actually do exist. (102) summarizes the subcategorization information
for the derivational affixes mentioned so far.
(102) 
-or (agentive) ]-T N
-D
-or (abstract) ]-T N
+D
-15 }-T 
-- N
-men 1+D -- IN
-ivus ]-T - A
-ilis T -- A
-ax ]-T A
+D
The fact that derivational affixes require precisely the same machinery
for stating their subcategorization restrictions as inflectional
affixes do actually provides strong evidence that the two sorts of word
formation are not distinct processes. It is not a priori necessary
that this should be the case. In fact, if inflection and derivation
were different types of word formation as has been argued both in
traditional grammars and in generative grammar, we would expect them
to make use of very different sorts of mechanisms; the convergence of
subcategorization properties that we do find in Latin would remain
accidental. Within the theory of morphology being developed here,
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however, such convergence is expected.
The fragment of the permanent lexicon I have elaborated above,
together with the general lexical structure component developed in
section 1. is sufficient to generate all of the indicative verb
paradigms in Figure 1, as well as some of the derived nouns and
adjectives of Latin. To summarize this section, I have included a
number of derivations below. Although not shown here, aspect, tense,
and person/number information percolate as usual along with the
category and diacritic features I have illustrated here.
(103) PRESENT
ani ]+T'
+D
-
-s
-t
I
IMPERFECT v
[+T)
1% 22
amc]+T &bi]+ 
-m ]
+D-s
-t
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FUTURE
PLUPERFECT
FUTURE PERFECT
V
[+T 2
(7T3
amav]+T er] 
-m ]
-D 
-V
-t
V
[+T
aiav]+T eri]+T -I
-D 
-s
-t
[+T)
ama]+T bi]+ 25
+D O-s
-t
amiv ]+T -i
-D 
-isti
PERFECT
ve
-D1
t mT
tim]-T or
+DN
N
(-TJ
agj-T mn
+DN
(104)
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N
-WD
cant]-T or IN
- N
N
[ -TJ7%
leg] -T i
+DN
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N
cert&]+T men ]
+DN
2.3. More Latin Paradigms
The analysis proposed above for the indicative paradigms of Latin
can easily be extended to cover the rest of the non-periphrastic
paradigms of Latin. For the sake of thoroughness, I will do this here,
before going on to discuss the Latin prefix verbs and the question of
morphological productivity. Figure 2 contains the subjunctive forms of
the Latin verbs, and Figure 3 the non-periphrastic passive forms:
FIGURE 2
SUBJ
Pres: amem
am~s
amet
amdmus
ametis
ament
Impf: amirem
amards
amiret
amiremus
amirtis
amirent
Perf: amiverim
amaveris
amiveri-t
amsverimus
amsveritis
amaverint
Plupf: amavissem
amavissgs
anisvisset
amavissimus
amivissitis
amivissent
moneam
moneas
moneat
monesmus
moneitis
moneant
monerem
monergs
monsret
mondremus
monerstis
monirent
monuerim
monueris
monuerit
monuerimus
monueritis
monuerint
monuissem
monuissgs
monuisset
monuis simus
monuissitis
monuissent
tegam
tegas
tegat
tegamus
tegitis
tegant
tegerem
tegeris
tegeret
tegerimus
tegerdtis
tegerent
t exe rim
tixeris
taxerit
texerimus
tixeritis
tixerint
t~xissem
tixisss
t~xisset
tixiss Emus
taxissEtis
tixissent
capiam
capiss
capia t
capiimus
capiitis
capiant
caperem
caperis
caperet
caperimus
caperetis
caperent
c~perim
ceperis
ceperit
c~perimus
cperitis
cperint
cupissim
cFpissas
cepisset
c~pissimus
cepissEtis
cipissent
audiam
audils
audiat
audismus
audiitis
audiant
audirem
audires
audiret
audirimus
audIrstis
audirent
audiver im
audiveris
audiverit
audiverimus
audiveritis
audiverint
audivissem
audivissEs
audIvisset
audiviss mus
audivissitis
audivissent
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PASSIVE NON-PERIPHRASTIC
Pres: amor
amiris
amntur
amatur
amamini
amantur
Impf: amibar
amabiris
amibitur
amabimur
amibimini
amabantur
Fut: amibor
amaberis
amibitur
amibimur
amabimini
amabuntur
moneor
monEris
mon-etur
monemur
monemini
monentur
monsbar
monibdris
monibgtur
monibamur
monabamini
monibantur
monibor
monsberis
monibitur
monsbimur
monib imini
monibuntur
tegor
tegeris
tegitur
tegimur
tegemini
teguntur
tegibar
tegEbaris
teg~b"atur
tegibsmur
tegabamini
tegsbantur
tegar
tegsris
tegetur
teg~mur
tegimini
tegentur
capior
caperis
capitur
capimur
capimini
capiuntur
capiEbar
capiebaris
capiebitur
cap isbmur
capisbmini
capisbantur
capiar
capisris
capistur
capismur_
capismini
capientur
audior
audiris
audi tur
audimur
audimini
audiuntur
audiebar
audisbaris
audiEbatur
audiebimur
audiebamini
audiibantur
audiar
audiaris
audietur
audismur
audismini
audientur
The subjunctive paradigms are quite straightforward, given the array of
lexical classes and the feature system for distinguishing allomorphs
which was motivated above for the indicative paradigms. All we need to
add, to derive the paradigms in Figure 2 are lexical entries for the
following affixes:
(105) a. Subjunctive Present:
b. Subjunctive Impf.:
c. Subjunctive Perf.:
d. Subjunctive Past:
/ +10]]+T__]T
+D
/ [-lo]]+T I+T
+D
-re / ]+T ]
+D
-eri / ]+T _
-D
-issJ / ]+T__]
-D
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The subjunctive present affixes -e and -_ are in complementary
distribution, _ attaching to theme vowel stems with theme vowel R and
'_ attaching to theme vowel stems elsewhere. This analysis presupposes
a phonological deletion rule (106), deleting theme vowel 5 before
subjunctive ~e:
+syl
-hi
(106) 3 -- 0 / -lo[+lg J
This rule, in fact, is meant to collapse the deletion of a before
subjunctive Z and also the deletion of theme vowel "A before first
person singular Z_ discussed in section 2.1. Subjunctive imperfect re
attaches to theme vowel stems, and the subjunctive perfect and past
affixes eri and isse attach to perfect stems, i.e., those with the
feature array _ . All subjunctive affixes form [+T] constituents,
which means that the P/N I endings in (88b) attach to them.
For the passive paradigms in Figure 3, we need only add to our
inventory of affixes a third set of P/N endings:
(107) P/N III (Passive)
Sing. 1 -or / ([-syl]l>b+T Condition: va -- b
t-r / ] _
2 -ris
3 -tur /
+T<+-
P1. 1 -mur (+
2 -mint)
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3 j-ntur / [-hi]]+T(+D)
-untur / [+hi]]+T _
(+D)
Again, these P/N markers attach to the theme vowel stems or to [+T]
affixes (including the subjunctive affixes in (105) to form subjunctive
passive forms). Like -nt and -unt, the passive third person plural
endings -ntur and -untur are distinguished on the basis of the height
of the theme vowel they attach to. -ntur attaches to ', s[, and -untur
to the high theme vowels including y. The statement of subcategorization
on the first person singular P/N III endings -or and -r is approximately
as problematic as that of the first person indicative endings -5 and -m.
-or attaches to all T stems, and in addition, to the future markerL+DJ
-bhy. The rather baroque subcategorization frame in (107) is meant to
state this fact: if the bracket to which -or attaches is not [+D], the
theme marker must be [-syl], i.e., y.
Subjunctive forms like caperem, tegerem and passive forms like
caperis, tegeris also suggest a phonological rule which lowers
[+hi, -lg] theme markers before r:
(108) +-hir
-lg] -> [-ig] / - r
capi+reem --+ caperem
capi+ris --- caperis
Such a phonological rule would also lower i in the infinitive forms of
the verb capere, tegere (cf. fa. 1)
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2.4. Latin Prefix Verbs
The system of lexical structure developed in this chapter and the
fragment of the Latin permanent lexicon proposed in 2.2. and 2.3.
provide a skeleton on which to build a more refined analysis of the
Latin verbal system. So far, I have discussed only the paradigms of
underived verbs in Latin, i.e., verbs whose /TD stems are
unanalyzable morphemes. Latin, however, also possesses an extensive
system of derived verbs consisting of prefixes like I, ad, re, de, in,
prae, ab, etc. and otherwise freely occurring verb stems. Examples of
such verbs are listed in (109):
(109) ablegb circumag' extrah5 pered
abrogb circumeo invenii praee5
abstrah5 cohaeri5 ineb praeiaceo
accurr524  conced5 interveni5 sube&
adhaere6 deams interiace5 subiaceU
adiace& dicd5 obiaceU subiaci6
antecapiU distrah5 obe6 superiaciU
anteced6 dispar5 peragU transeo
Prefix verbs such as these will prove to be of some theoretical interest
in light of some recent work on Russian prefix verbs by Pesetsky (1979).
First, however, it is necessary to provide some argument that
prefixing is a productive morphological process in Latin. It is at
least conceivable that all of the prefix verbs in (109) and others like
them have their own lexical entries, and that they really lack any sort
of internal structure. Perhaps the most compelling argument that this
is not the case, however, is that prefixed verb stems by and large
belong to the same morpholexical classes as their corresponding
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unprefixed stem forms. Whatever stem classes a given verb belongs to
for forming its theme vowel stem, perfect stem and participle stem,
the verb plus any prefix will belong to the same classes:
(110) amB, amare, amavi, amlitum deam5, deamare, deamavi,
deamstum
audib, audire, audivi, exaudi5, exaudire, exaudivi,
auditum exauditum
scrib5, scribere, scripsi, praescrib5, praescribere,
scriptum praescripsl, praescriptum
tene'3, tenire, tenui, obtinC6, obtinere, obtinui,
tentum obtentum
The alternative to having prefixing as a productive morphological
process would be to list each prefix verb separately. am5 and deam5,
faci5, confici6, and effici6 would each have a separate lexical entry,
and would be unrelated by any word formation process. But if each of
these verbs were li.ted separately, it would be an accidental fact that
the array of stem forms for any given verb and its corresponding
prefixed forms largely are identical: we would expect to find arbitrary
variations in these stem forms. If ab, ad, ex, de, etc., are prefixes,
however, and verb stems have only a single lexical entry with a single
array of verb stems, we would predict the facts illustrated in (110).
There would be no possibility of generating prefix verbs with different
stems from their non-prefix forms.
If Latin prefix verbs are put together in the lexical structure
subcomponent, we must determine what the internal structure of those
verbs is. A number of a priori logical possibilities are illustrated
in (111):
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(ill) a.
pfx stem af af
b.
pfx stem af af
C.
pfx stem af af
One reason that this question is especially interesting is the
following. Russian has a large number of verbs which are like those in
(109) in that they consist of productively attached prefixes and stems.
Pesetsky (1979) has argued, on the basis of phonological evidence in
Russian that the internal structure of prefix verbs in Russian must be
that in (lllc): [pfx [[[stem] at] at]]. If prefixes are affixed to
the outside of verb stems to which inflectional affixes have already
been attached, the phonological rules of Yer-Lowering and Yer-Deletion
will apply to give the proper surface forms (cf. Pesetsky 1979). I
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will argue here that this structure certainly cannot be the correct
one for Latin prefix verbs. In Latin, these verbs must have the
structure in (lla); the prefix must be attached most closely to the
verb stem, and inflections added only to the outside of the prefix-
stem constituent. In order to make this argument, we must consider a
particular subclass of prefix verbs in Latin, those in which the stem
vowel in prefixed forms is different from the stem vowel in non-
prefixed forms.
Although in the majority of prefixed verbs, the verb stem in the
prefixed and non-prefixed forms is identical, this is not always the
case. Consider the forms in (112):
(112) a. ar6 exar6, inar6, perar5, subar6
amb deam6, redam&
nat5 adnat5, enat5, innat6, praenat5
b. facio adfici5, confici5, deficid, effici&, infici6
tene5 contine&, ditineb, distine5, obtineT>
scandW ascendo, conscend6, discend6, escend6
Verbs formed by a prefix plus aro, am5, or nate always maintain the stem
vowel a. Prefix verbs on facia, tene5, scand6 and a number of other
verbs (e.g., ag5, rapi5, caedU, cad6, capi5, laed5, sedei5,...)
consistently show raising of the stem vowel in the prefixed forms. It
is not predictable on any independent grounds, however, either which
verbs will show stem vowel raising in prefixed forms or what vowel the
stem vowel will be raised to, if it is raised . f aci6 has the s tem
vowel i in prefixed forms (confici5, infici6), scand6 the stem vowel
e (ascend6, conscend5). Verbs with the stem vowel e in non-prefixed
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forms sometimes show raising in prefixed forms (tene5, obtine5), and
sometimes maintain the same stem vowel in all forms, prefixed and non-
prefixed alike (venia, adveni5). No general phonological rule could
produce these alternations: verbs would have to be individually
marked for whether or not they undergo raising, and worse, for the
vowel they raise to. That is, raising is an entirely lexically
governed process. Within the framework being developed here, this
sort of information must be expressed by listing. Both the non-raised
verb stem and the raised verb stem will be listed segmentally in the
permanent lexicon. Morpholexical rules such as those in (113) will
express the regularities that do exist:
(113) a. CVC 1V C ic
1 (fac, fic), (ten, tin),...j
b. C VC ' C eC
00 00
t(scand, scend), (sparg, sperg),...4
As usual, membership in morpholexical classes like (113a) or (113b) is
arbitrary. Verbs like ar5, am_, and nat-6 belong to neither class.
Listing both the raised and non-raised forms of the verb stems
has an advantage beyond merely expressing the fact that the raised stem
is arbitrary and idiosyncratic; each Latin verb stem belongs to either
class (113a), class (113b) or to neither of them. This predicts that
no verb will have a raised stem in e in some prefixed verbs, and a
raisea stem in i in other prefixed verbs. This prediction is, in fact,
correct. Latin verbs, if they have a raised stem at all, have only one
raised stem.
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If both the raised stem and the non-raised stems are represented
in the permanent lexicon, we must somehow also represent the
information that the raised stem occurs only in prefixed forms, and
cannot be a freely occurring form: *ficiS, *scend5. This information
must be represented regardless of the internal structure we ascribe to
prefix verbs. We will see that the choice of internal structure for
prefix verbs makes a great deal of difference in the way we state this
information: if we choose structure (lla), the distribution of raised
stems can be stated straightforwardly, but if (111c) is chosen, no such
straightforward solution is available.
Suppose that prefix verbs in Latin have the internal structure of
(lla). The verbs derived from faciJ would have the structure in (114):
(114)
con fici 0
ex
prae
If this is the internal structure of confici'b, etc., we can say that
the raised stem fic differs from its freely occurring counterpart fac
in having a subcategorization frame, which is illustrated in (115):
(115) tic / [X [
That is, tic and other raised stems will have subcategorization frames
that state that they can only be inserted into a tree with a non-null
left constituent, i.e., a prefix. The variable X is used to represent
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the fact that any such left constituent will do: fic and raised stems
are thus represented as bound morphemes corresponding to the non-raised
free morphemes.
Notice that we have no trouble in getting inflectional affixes to
attach properly to our prefix-stem constituent given the feature
percolation mechanisms already developed in this chapter. Since the
verbal prefixes con, ad, ex, etc. have no specifications of their own
for the features [D , these features will automatically percolate
to the branching node dominating the prefix and stem:
(116) V[+T
+DJ
[con [fici]+T ] 5]
+D
The +T] specification will be available for the P/N endings, andI+DJ
their subcategorization will therefore be satisfied. The derivation
of Latin prefix verbs thus goes smoothly if we choose structure (111a).
Consider what we would have to do to derive these verbs with
structure (111c), the structure Pesetsky has advocated for Russian
prefix verbs. Some relevant forms are shown in (117):
(117) a.
[con [[fici] 5]]
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b.
[con [[[fici] ibs] mus]]
Inflectional tense, aspect, and P/N endings attach directly to the stem,
and the prefix attaches to the already inflected constituent. Given
these structures, we still have to state the fact that fic is not a
freely occurring morpheme. However, the stem and prefix, since they
are no longer bound to each other, are separated by an unpredictable
number of brackets, two in (117a) and three in (117b). The number of
intervening brackets depends on the depth of inflection of the verb. I
know of no way of writing this fact into a subcategorization frame for
fic and other raised stems. In fact, to write even two brackets into a
subcategorization frame -- i.e., fic / [X [[ __ -- would be a violation
of the Adjacency Condition, which I argued in section I was a condition
on subcategorization frames. Such a condition would automatically rule
out this frame.
The result we are left with here is that only one of the logically
possible structures for Latin prefix verbs allows us to derive the
prefix verbs with raised stems. If we are to state the
subcategorization on raised stems, prefixes must attach directly to
stems before inflectional affixes are added. The framework developed
here thus highly constrains the number of possible analyses for this
set of facts in Latin.
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3. Morphological Productivity
The question of how relative morphological productivity is to be
expressed in a grammar is a complex one, and one that has been much
discussed in the current literature. It is also an issue that has
become entangled with another issue, that of how our lexicon is to
distinguish possible well-formed words from actual well-formed words:
our way of computing productivity must differ depending on whether we
are judging productivity within a set of actual words or productivity
within all possible words. In this section, I would like, first, to
disentangle these two issues, to argue that a lexicon need only provide
for the generation of possible words (i.e., need have no independent
representation of actual words), and given this conclusion, that our
theory of word formation already provides us with an index of
productivity.
Morphological frameworks such as Halle (1973), Aronoff (1976),
and Allen (1978) to a large extent agree that although the main
function of a morphology is to enumerate all and only possible words,
the lexicon must also contain a list or dictionary containing all of
the actually occurring words of the language. Aronoff's version
entails that word formation rules apply to form new words. New words
are listed in a speaker's "actual word list", and can be analyzed by
the same rules which generated them to begin with:
One important peculiarity of the conception of the rules of
word formation I am outlining is that I do not view these rules
as applying every time the speaker of a language speaks. They
are rules for making up new words which may be added to the
speaker's lexicon. We can think of them as once-only rules.
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Ore motivation f-or this sort of a lexicon is that the listing of
already coined words provides a place for semantic drift to occur:
once words are listed as actual words, they can begin to take on
meanings which are not generable via the usual set of word formation
rules. So, for example, in an Aronovian sort of a morphology, the
word transmission would first be coined by the word formation rules
of English, and assigned a transparent or compositional meaning, as in
the transmission of the message. Once coined, this word would be
listed as actual, and then would be free to adopt a new meaning -- as
in the transmission of a car. The actual words of a language are
therefore not merely a subset of the words generable by the word
formation rules, but include words with meanings not directly generable.
Given this conception of the lexicon, it is not immediately obvious
whether we muat try to gauge the productivity of a word formation rule
with respect to the words actually existing, i.e., listed, or with
respect to the words that could potentially be derived by the word
formation rules. As Aronoff points out, a first approximation to a
definition of productivity might easily be based on the set of actual
words: one word formation rule might be said to be more productive
than another if the list of words formed by one is longer than the
list of words formed by the other. However, this method of computing
productivity is at best quite misleading. For example, the affix -ity
attaches to [+Lat] adjectives to form nouns: reality, legality,
rapidity, *weirdity, *fastity. On some intuitive level, it is less
productive than the affix -ness which also attaches to adjectives to
form nouns (weirdness, rapidness), but doesn't have the [+Lat]
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restriction. However, if we count entries in a backwards dictionary
(i.e., actual words), we find that -ity has a huge number of listings
where it is affixed to adjectives derived with -able (approximately
2200 forms in Lehnert (1971)). If we define the productivity of -ity
as the number of actual words containing -ity, the productivity of -4jty
is skewed upward each time we find a suffix to which -i frequently
attaches. Yet we would surely not want to count -ity as a very
productive suffix because it attaches to 2200+ forms in -able. It is
only the fact that -able is itself fairly productive, and that -ty
can attach to any form with -able that is conveyed by counting
individual items in -abilit.
Another plausible way of viewing morphological productivity might
be the following: the productivity of an affix might be the number of
forms that could potentially be derived with that suffix -- i.e., we
are now judging productivity with respect to possible words rather
than actual words. One way of computing potential productivity is to
compute the size of the class to which a given affix can attach. That
is, if affix X can attach to all nouns and all verbs to form
adjectives, it will be considered more productive than a second suffix
Y which can only attach to [+Lat] nouns to form adjectives. This
formulation of productivity is also problematic within Aronoff's
framework: within a theory which contains a represerntation of actual
words, we are forced to ask why forms derived with rather productive
af fixes sometimes don't exist. For example, the affix -ity in English
attaches to (+Lat] adjectives to form nouns. -_ity attaches in some
cases to adjectives in -ouis -- curiousity, scrupulosity -- indicating
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that -ous must be considered a [+Lat] affix. But many of the potential
words in -ousity do not seem to be actual words in English:
*ridiculosity, *hideosity, *gloriousity. Aronoff seems to take this
fact to mean that -4tsy must therefore be considered less productive.
The net result of this is that it is not clear that any mechanical
method of computing productivity can be formulated.
At this point, I would like to step back from the Aronovian
framework, to make explicit an assumption that has remained tacit in
my framework so far, namely that there exists no representation at all
of actual words in the lexicon (except insofar as unanalyzable stems
like dog and run are also actual words), and to show how this assumption
allows us to maintain a simple and straightforward way of computing
productivity. Remember that the chief reason for including a list of
actual words within Aronoff's framework was to provide a locus for
representing semantic idiosyncrasy. Since word formation rules in
Aronoff's sense built up semantic representations along with structure
(cf. 1.4.), the rules which coined words could not produce a form like
transmission 'part of a car'. Such a word was first coined
productively, then listed, and therefore open to semantic drift;
semantic drift could only take place on listed items. Coined words
had to be listed as actual words to allow the production of
semantically non-compositional forms. Within my framework, I have
argued that lexical semantic interpretation must be the function of a
separate component: we must have semantic projection rules building
compositional meanings, special rules mapping idiosyncratic meanings
onto otherwise regularly derived forms like transmission, and a variety
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of other semantic rules which ignore lexical structure entirely. There
is no need to have a list of actual words within a theory assuming an
autonomous lexical semantics.
In fact, there is something to be gained by having no
representation of actual words in the lexicon: once we have eliminated
this list, it is possible to maintain a definition of productivity
based solely on possible words. The productivity of an affix is simply
a function of the size of the class it attaches to. The fact that a
given speaker does not use the form ridiculosity has nothing to do with
the productivity of -ity, or in fact with the well-formedness of the
word, but rather might be a function of the speaker's educational
background, or the fact that ridiculousness is heard frequently, or
some other factor not to be accounted for in the morphological
component.
It is easy to see, given this conception of productivity, that
the sort of subcategorization frames developed in this chapter give
us an immediate way of computing the relative size of the class of
items to which a given morpheme attaches, and therefore its
productivity. Category features (+N, +V, etc.) divide the permanent
lexicon into classes. Diacritic features such as [+LatinateJ, [+T],
[+D], etc., divide the permanent lexicon into still smaller subclasses.
The (+Latinate] adjectives are a subset of the adjective category class
for any speaker of English, regardless of how many items actually
belong to the adjective class for that speaker. The (+T] verb stems
in Latin represent a larger subset of the verb stems than do the +D J
stems:* any affix subcategorisingonly [+] stems will have astem: an affx sbc t~oriing l  +Dj tm ilhv
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productivity that is automatically smaller than an affix which
subcategorizes [+T] stems. The subcategorization frame in the
lexical entry of an affix will therefore contain an index of the
potential productivity of that affix.
This sort of index of productivity is especially useful in that
it gives us some insight into the case mentioned above, namely the
productivity of -ity with -able, and what this case says about the
prodqctivity of -ity in general. Within my framework, -ity has the
subcategorization frame in (118):
(118) 
-ity / 'A 
- N
+Lat
The affix -able will have its own lexical entry, and among its
diacritic features, it will have the specification [+Lat]. Its
productivity will be determined by its own subcategorization frame.
What is crucial however, is that -able is just one more item, no
different than [+Lat] stems like real, rapid, and rigid. Its
contribution to the total productivity of -4fl is the same as the
contribution of each of these stems, i.e., one, regardless of its
own productivity.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 2
1. At this point, we are ignoring the representation of stem
allomorphy in lexical entries. In 1.2., this subject will be fully
discussed, and lexical entries amended according to the results of
this discussion.
2. By these definitions, morphemes like cran- and rasp- (cranberry,
raspberry) are to be counted as bound morphemes or affixes. The fact
that they have no isolable semantic representation poses no problem
within the theory developed here, since it is possible for a morpheme
to have a lexical entry which lacks a semantic representation entirely.
The case of words like cranberry and raspberry will be treated in the
same way as transmission (part of a car), and other words with
lexicalized meanings (cf. section 1.4. on Lexical Semantics).
3. The umlauted classes will be revised slightly in Chapter 4.
4. Thus, unlike transformational rules or phrase structure rules,
morpholexical rules allow only a derivational depth of one -- i.e.,
there can be no "intermediate" structure mediating between two lexical
terminals related by a morpholexical rule. This places a very strong
constraint on the sort of relations among items in the permanent
lexicon permitted by this theory (this was pointed out to me by Joan
Bresnan): that is, there can be no lexical class such that this class
is defined by two morpholexical rules X and Y, where X must be ordered
with respect to Y. Morpholexical rules must be unordered.
5. This rule has been simplified to a certain extent. In addition to
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pairs of stems like mord and momord, spond and spopond, Latin has
pairs of stems like cad and cecid, ta (tanga) and tetig. These
latter pairs suggest that the morpholexical rule in (8) must be
refined to relate stems which differ both in the repetition of a
portion of the first syllable and in the height of their vowels.
6. tangb obviously has three stems instead of two. In addition to
the stems tag and tang related by the morpholexical rule in (8), there
is another stem tetig related to taj by some version of the
morpholexical rule for reduplicative past steme.
7. The 'arbitrariness' criterion is of crucial importance in
determining whether or not a relationship is to be treated as
morpholexical or not. For example, in English it is arbitrary that
a small number of verb stems like g ring, etc., form past stems
by lowering their stem vowel (sang, rang), and a small number of other
verb stems by other ablaut processes (bring a% brought) (cf. Halle 1978
for details of these processes). Since it is not predictable on any
independent semantic or phonological grounds that any given verb stem
should have a particular ablauted past stem (or should have an ablauted
past stem at all), this relationship must be represented within the
theory developed here as a morpholexical one; i.e., I(sing, sang),
(ring, rang),...A belong to a lexical class defined by a morpholexical
rule. Both stems are listed. If it had been the case that every verb
in English formed its past stem by lowering the stem vowel, however,
this would no longer be a morpholexical relationship. We would have
no reason to list past stems in the permanent lexicon. Instead, past
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stems could be derived by a productive string dependent morphological
rule (cf. section 1.3., and Chapter 4 on the nature of string dependent
rules).
8. I am assuming that the feature matrix assigned to each lexical
category is a language particular matter. Obviously, the sort of
feature matrix necessary for expressing morphological distinctions
among Latin verbs would be inappropriate for English verbs: for
example, English verbs distinguish between 3-sg. and non-3-sg. in the
present, but there are no P/N distinctions elsewhere. One way of
expressing the relative poverty of morphological distinctions in
English might be to assume a feature matrix containing only three non-
category features for verbs: [+V, cUP/N, /APres, WbPst]:
laugh +V '; -s +V ; -d +V
-P/N +P/N -P/N
0Pres +Pres -Pres
L-Pst. --PstJ_+Pst
[+P/N] is to be interpreted as third person sg., [-P/N] as non-3-sg.,
[0 Pres] indicates that the verb is inherently unmarked for tense, which
is to be interpreted in the following way: the non-tense marked form of
the verb is compatible with any non-past syntactic context (e.g.,
infinitive, future, present, modal contexts, etc.).
9. Vietnamese has righthand compounds as well as lefthand compounds.
The former are either direct loans from Chinese, or, presumably,
compounds formed on analogy to Chinese compounds.
10. A sort of redundancy relation in the permanent lexicon will be
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discussed extensively in Chapter 3.
11. Williams (1979) introduces a new notion of relatedness to account
for examples like these: "...two words can be related if one can he
gotten from the other by varying one of its heads" (p. 25). So
transformational grammarian is related to transformational grammar not
because the latter constitutes a structural subconstituent of the
former, but because the latter can be obtained from the fonner by
suppressing its head -- i.e., -ian.
12. The rules in (64) are essentially adopted from Redenbarger (1976).
My analysis of Latin phonology departs from Redenbarger's at this point.
Specific differences will be discussed below.
13. I will argue below that the underlying form of this suffix is
slightly different.
14. Spelled ae instead of ai in the 5 declension.
15. i never appears in the dative singular of amicus (we find amic5
instead). I have no explanation for this fact. I should point out,
however, that no account of Latin phonology to date has offered an
explanation for this fact.
16. The nominative singular ending idiosyncratically attaches to the
root form in the class to which princeps belongs.
17. Even messier is the fact that the theme vowel i is lowered in the
infinitive and imperative singular of verbs like capi6 (capere, cape) .
I have no explanatory way of accounting for this fact.
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18. The general idea here was suggested by Halle (it recapitulates a
historical stage in the development of Latin as well), but the
particular form of the rule in (77) is my own interpretation of Halle's
suggestion.
19. To the extent that correlations exist between theme vowel class
and perfect stem class, they can be treated in the same way as
correlations between lexical class membership for nouns and gender in
German, i.e., by redundancy rule.
20. The way I have formulated the morpholexical rule relating roots
and reduplicative perfects in Latin will allow us to relate cad (cad6)
to its perfect stem cecid, as well as ped and spond to their perfect
stems peped and spopond. The righthand side of ithe morpholexical rule
is to be interpreted more or less as a template requiring identity of
the numbered consonants, but allowing vowels which have the possibility
of differing with respect to height in the two stems. The second vowel
must be [-lo] (its specification for the feature [hi] is not indicated),
whereas the first vowel in the reduplicative stem must be mid.
21. Again, to the extent that certain theme vowel classes favor the use
of one class or the other, we can use a redundancy rule to express the
generalizations that do exist.
22. A phonological rule not discussed above will delete i in Eb& when
it follows i. That the form of the imperfect affix is Eb-a and not b&
is supported by forms like capisbam or audisbam. In monsbam (underlying
mond+eba+m), we would assume degemination.
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23. A rule something like this was also proposed in Redenbarger (1976).
24. Latin also has a number of phonological assimilation rules, the
exact nature of which are not crucial to the present discussion. These
assimilation rules obscure the underlying forms of some of these
prefixes.
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CHAPTER 3: MORPHOLOGICAL CONVERSION
The model of morphology developed in the first two chapters of
this thesis allows us to integrate inflection and derivation into a
single, unified system of word formation, but it has further
consequences as well. In this chapter, I will try to show that
accepting such a model forces us to abandon an analysis in which
morphological conversion rules -- the rules which relate, for example,
paint (N) to paint (V) in English or Ruf (N) 'call' to rufen (V) 'call'
(where -en is inflectional) in German, are rules of zero affixation
(i.e., rules of word formation in which the affix attached is
phonologically null). My strategy here will be to show that the so-
called 0 affix does not, in fact, behave like an overt derivational
affix. I will argue further that no directional rule of word formation
(a rule, for example, which would change the category of a word without
adding bracketing or null phonological material), can account for the
facts of morphological conversion tn English or German; all directional
rules will be subject to the same criticisms that the zero-affixation
analysis is open to. I will argue instead that morphological
conversion should be expressed as a redundancy relation in the
permanent lexicon. Individual items like paint (N) and paint (V) will
have separate lexical entries, and the permanent lexicon will contain
a redundancy relation stating that such phonologically and semantically
related pairs are highly valued in the grammar of English. In.
addition, I will try to argue that morphological conversion is another
area of word formation in which lexical structure and lexical
semantics are not isomorphic: whereas the "syntax" of conversion is
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non-directional, the semantics of conversion may be governed by
directional rules. In addition to considerably simplifying our
lexicon, the analysis to be proposed here will also make predictions
about morpholcgical conversion on complex derived words. The analysis
will also lead us to a reanalysis of forms for which Aronoff (1976)
proposed rules of root and suffix allomorphy and truncation.
1. Against Zero-Affixation
It seems to be a more or less iron-clad assumption of both
traditional and current work on morphology (cf. Allen 1978), that
morphological conversion, the relating of two lexical items which are
phonologically identical and semantically related, but which differ
only in category, is a process of zero-af fixation. One reason for
such an assumption is that derivational suffixes characteristically
change category: e.g., -ness attaches to adjectives to form nouns.
If morphological conversion is analyzed as suffixation of a
phonologically null morpheme, the concomitant category change is then
explained. Another reason for the persistence of the zero affixation
analysis might also be simply that generative morphology, in its few
years of existence, has been heavily biased towards English. English
morphology is largely affixational; the need for morphological rule
types distinct from affixation does not emerge clearly from the study
of English alone. We have seen that other types of morphological
rules are necessary, however -- namely, morpholexical rules for
languages with inflectional paradigms and string dependent
morphological rules for processes like reduplication. In light of
such refinements to the theory of morphology, it is worth reconsidering
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the status of conversion as a morphological process.
In fact, languages like German which have complex inflectional
classes provide us with a cogent argument against analyzing conversion
as zero affixation. A typical example of morphological conversion in
German is the large number of nominalizations directly taken from the
various stems of the strong verbs:
(1) der
der
der
Der
der
das
das
der
Riss
S tich
Drang
Fund
Ruf
Grab
Band
Band
'tear' from PERF/PPLE of reiss (en) , riss, (ge) riss(en)
'prick, from 2-3 SG. INDIC of stech(en)
puncture'
'pressure' from PERF of dring(en), drang, (ge)drung(en)
'find' from PPLE of find(en), fand, (ge)fund(en)
'call' from PRES/?PLI' of ruf(en), rief, (ge)ruf(en)
'grave' from PRES/PPLE of grab(en), grub, (ge)grab(en)
'ribbon' from PERF of bind(en), band, (ge)bund(en)
1. 'tie'
2. 'binding, volume'
The parenthesized morphemes in the verb forms of (1) are inflectional
affixes for the infinitive and the participle which we can assume to be
added as part of lexical structure. We may also assume that the strong
verbs of German can be analyzed into a number of lexical classes within
the category class V. These lexical classes are defined, as usual, by
morpholexical rules which will specify the nature of the vowels in each
stem. I will not provide such an analysis here, but instead, assume
that such an analysis would be analogous to the one given for the strong
verbs of Old English in Chapter 1. Notice also that the presence of
nouns derived from all parts of the strong verbs, including the 2-3
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sg. indicative stem, again supports the hypothesis that stem variants
are listed as separate segmental items in the permanent lexicon.
Suppose now that the nouns in (1) are to be derived from the
verbal stem variants by means of a rule of zero-affixation. As
described in Chapter 2, all derivational suffixes are to be listed in
the permanent lexicon as members of some lexical class. For example,
the nominalizing suffixes -heit and -keit are listed as members of the
same lexical class as the nouns Staat and Spur; all of these have plural
stems in -en (-keiten, -heiten, Staaten, and Spuren). Every noun derived
with -keit and -heit will form its plural in the same way. We must
assume, then, that the zero affix which forms nouns from strong verb
stems is also represented in the permanent lexicon as a member of some
lexical class -- that is, all of the nouns in (1) must have plural stems,
and since they are derived by affixation of -0, they must adopt their
mode of pluralizing from this affix. What we find when we look at the
plurals of the nouns in (1), however, is the following: unlike nouns
formed with -heit, -keit or other overt derivational suffixes, nouns
formed with 0 do not fall into a single lexical class:
(2) a. rufen --- + der Ruf ^s die Rufe
finden - der Fund r/ die Funde
binden --- der Band r't  die Bande 'tie, bond'
b. klingen -> der Klang r's die Klunge
binden -* der Band r'- die Blinde 'volume, binding'
c. graben -4 das Grab rs die Graber
binden -3 das Band r/ die Bander 'ribbon, tie'
The nouns in (2a) belong to the same lexical class as noun stems like
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Hund and Sommer (the -e in the plural is inflectional, and is deleted
after unstressed e + sonorant, cf. Chapter 1). Those in (2b) belong
to the same lexical class as the nouns Bach and Vater. Those in (2c)
belong to the same class as Mann and Geist. We cannot postulate a
single zero affix analogous to suffixes like -heit and -keit, then,
since nouns formed on 0 fall into at least three different classes.
If we want to maintain that morphological conversion is zero
affixation, we must postulate a minimum of three different zero
affixes, each listed as a member of a different lexical class (call
them 0, o0 k)'
The complications to the analysis don't stop at this point,
however. Not only must we postulate three distinct 0 affixes to
account for the differences in plural stems among 0-derived nouns, but
we must also mark each verbal stem variant which can undergo 0
affixation for the particular 0 affix it will take. Thus, Ruf, Fund,
and Band1 will be marked to take 01, Klang and Band2 to take 0i, and
Grab and Band3 to take 0k. This is an especially undesirable
consequence: lexical entries for affixes regularly subcategorize the
type of stem to which they attach, but stems do not normally specify
that they must take a particular affix.2 Stems, or free morphemes,
were distinguished from affixes, or bound morphemes in that the former
systematically lacked subcategorization frames. To allow verb stems
to subcategorize the particular 0 affix they take would therefore lead
to an undesirable. weakening of our theory.
Moreover, the three nominal 0 affixes will not suffice to account
for all of the conversion phenomena in German. German also has what
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seem to be denominal verbs:
(3) Pflug 'plow' AV pflUgen 'plow'
Land 'land' WV landen 'land'
FruhstUck 'breakfast' A/ frUhatUcken 'breakfast'
If the nouns in (3) form the bases for the corresponding verbs, then
we need to postulate yet another 0 affix belonging to the category V.
German also has a morphological conversion rule relating adjectives to
verbs (grUn 'green', grUnen 'make green' -- I will discuss this rule
at greater length below), so one more 0 verbal affix would be required.
This multiplication of 0 affixes cannot be discounted as a freak
accident in German; an exactly analogous argument can be made for Old
English as well, on the basis of the weak verbs. The weak verbs are
traditionally divided into two classes which exhibit different patterns
of vowel deletion before inflectional affixes (cf. Keyser 1979, and
Kiparsky and O'Neil 1976, for discussion of the phonology of these
verbs. For the purposes of the argument here, we need only refer to
underlying representations). These two classes are distinguished by
their choice of theme vowel:
(4) WEAK I dim+i+endings frem+i+endings ner+i+endings
'judge' 'profit' 'save'
WEAK II 1Zc+a+endings luf+a+endings
'look' 'love'
The theme vowel a of class II is fronted and raised to i when it
precedes another vowel (lufian). Within the morpholexical theory of
inflection, weak verbs would therefore be divided into two lexical
classes with the following morpholexical rules and sets of stem
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variants:
(5) CLASS I: morpholexical rule X/ Xi
f(dam, d5mi), (frem, fremi), (ner, neri),...
CLASS II: morpholexical rule X N/ Xa
{(1Tc, I'ca), (luf, lufa),... }
According to the handbooks (cf. Wright 1925), many of these weak
verbs are actually formed from nouns, adjectives and parts of strong
verbs. For the sake of this argument, we will confine ourselves to
those that derive from nouns. If lufian and dEman, for example, derive
from nouns, there are no underlying verbal stems luf and dEm, as listed
in (5). Instead, the nouns djm 'judgment' and lufu 'love' (the -u is
the nominative singular inflection) have undergone conversion to
become verbal stems. Still assuming the zero-affixation analysis of
conversion, we must postulate a conversion rule which takes dam, lufu,
and nouns like them, and attaches a verbalizing 0 affix to them. It
is this affix that belongs to the lexical classes in (5). And
obviously, just as in the case of German noun-verb conversion, a single
0 affix will not suffice. One 0 affix will have to belong to class I,
and a second to class II. The nouns which form class I weak verbs (e.g.,
dm, Jr) will have to be marked to take 0, and those which form
class II weak verbs (lufu, lof) marked to take 0 5. Thus, in Old
English, as well as German, the conversion-as-zero-affixation analysis
results in both a multiplication of 0 affixes and an unmotivated marking
of stems for the affixes they subeategorize.
There is yet another reason for arguing against the zero-at fixation
analysis. It was argued in Chapter 2 that part of the lexical entry for
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a lexical terminal should be a frame or argument structure into which
that item can be inserted in the syntax. Since suffixes have separate
lexical entries just as roots and stems do, they would be expected to
appear with such insertion frames as well. For example, the
verbalizing suffix -ize in English uniformly forms transitive verbs,
i.e., verbs with two NP argument positions: demoralize, industrialize,
standardize, etc.3 The verbalizing suffix -ieren in German is
analogous: duplizieren 'duplicate', komplizieren 'complicate',
explizieren 'explicate', etc., are all transitive. -ieren might
therefore be listed within its lexical class with an insertion frame
having two argument positions (like the verb stem eat NP (NP)). If
0 is an af fix listed in the permanent lexicon, we would expect it to be
analogous to-ize and -ieren, and to have an insertion frame into which
all 0 derived verbs would be inserted. However, this seems not to be
the case. In both German and English, there are 0 derived verbs which
require different insertion frames:
(6) a. pflUgen NPNP
fruhstUcken NP
b. condition NP NP
culture NP NP
orbit NP NP
prejudice NP__NP
gesture NP__
feud NP__
figure NP__
The insertion frames in (6) are rudimentary at best, but they illustrate
the essence of the problem. German pflUgen and frUhstUcken are both
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verbs derived from nouns by 0 affixation, yet the former is transitive
and the latter intransitive. The English verbs in (6b) are also
derived from nouns by 0 af fixation (cf. Allen 1978 for the argument
to this effect), and as with the German verbs, half are transitive and
half intransitive. Thus, unlike normal verbal suffixes, -ize and
-ieren, 0 cannot be listed in the permanent lexicon with a single
insertion frame. At best, to maintain the standard form of lexical
entries argued f or in Chapter 2, we would have to multiply our 0
affixes yet again, having one transitive 0 and another incransitive 0,
and concomitant subcategorization features on the nouns which undergo
each 0 affixation rule. But clearly, this multiplication of 0 affixes
has been pushed to the point of absurdity. All of the evidence in this
section actually points towards an analysis in which conversion rules
are formally distinct from affixation rules.
2. Against Any Directional Rule of Conversion
One way of doing conversion which is formally distinct from zero-
affixation immediately suggests itself. Consider the rules in (7):
(7) N - V
V > N
Such rules do not add any af fixes, phonologically null or otherwise,
nor do they add bracketing to the derived structure of a word. Instead,
they merely change the category label on a bracket, changing a noun to
a verb or a verb to a noun. In this section, 1 would like to argue
that rules of the form (7), and indeed any rule which directionally
changes one category to another, are subject to exactly the same
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proliferation problem to which the zero affixation analysis was subject.
That is, I will argue that the multiplication problem of the zero
affixation analysis is not specifically a property of the zero affix,
but a property of directional analyses in general.
As argued in Chapter 2, certain information must bi; available about
each word generated by our morphology, whether derived or non-derived.
This information includes such idiosyncratic properties as category,
lexical class, and insertion frame. For underived (monomorphemic)
words, such information is available in the lexical entry for that word.
For words derived with derivational affixes, the necessary information
is provided in the lexical entry for the affix, and is transmitted to
the whole derived word by means of our feature percolation mechanisms.
Words derived by the rules in (7) must also have information about
lexical class membership and insertion frame specified (the rules, as
scated above, only specify category). Since these derived words have
no lexical entries, the information needed can only be written into the
rules themselves.
Once we admit the need for specifying lexical class membership
and insertion frames as part of the conversion rules, we can see why
this analysis is subject to the same proliferation problem as the
zero- atfixetion analysis. If nouns derived by the V -- +- N rule must be
specified for their plural forming class in German, we need at least
three different V -4 N rules, one for each lexical class into wehich
nouns fall: V -- > N would produce the nouns in (2a) , V -+ N nouns
in (2b), and V -+- Nk nouns in (2c). And, of course, we would also
have to mark verb stems for the particular V -- > N rule they undergo.
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Similarly, if verbs derived by the N -> V rule must be specified for the
sort of insertion frame they will have, and if there exist denominal verbs
like those in (6) which are both transitive and intransitive, then we will
need at least two N - V rules, one specifying that the derived verbs
take two arguments, and another specifying that the derived verbs take a
single argument. Again, lexical marking of noun stems would be needed in
order to express which of the N -- V rules they may undergo.
The point to be made here is not that the zero-affixation analysis
and the general directional conversion analysis are impossible. Both can
be made, with a certain amount of complication, to account for the
observable facts. These analyses are undesirable, however, on the grounds
that they force us to weaken the theoretical constraints on our morphology.
Within a well-constrained morphology, affixes have certain clearly defined
properties: like individual stem morphemes, they belong to a unique
lexical class and impose a unique argument structure on their outputs.
The zero-affixation analysis requires us to allow an affix (0) which does
not exhibit these properties. Similarly, within a well-constrained
morphology, lexical idiosyncracy is confined to lexical entries in the
permanent lexicon; information as to lexical class membership, gender,
category, etc., which is unpredictable on independent grounds, is
expressed there. The directional analysis requires us to express lexical
idiosyncracy not only in lexical entries but also as a part of
morphological rules.
An optimal analysis of the German and English facts described above
should allow none of these theoretical dilutions. That is, an analysis
which both accounts for these facts, and allows us to maintain constraints
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on the statement of lexical idiosyncrasy and the properties of affixal
morphemes should be a more highly valued analysis.
3. Conversion as a Redundancy Rule in the Permanent Lexicon
Suppose that conversion, instead of being an affixation process, or
some other sort of directional process, is a redundancy rule within the
permanent lexicon. Conversion would be defined as a relation R such that
lexical terminals X and Y satisfy R if and only if they differ only with
respect to their category class membership. X and Y would thus have to
be phonologically identical and semantically related, where the notion of
'semantic relatedness' will be explored more fully below. Conversion
processes are thus entirely distinct from affixation: we can view N-V
conversion, for example, as a statement in the permanent lexicon to the
effect that, all other things being equal, it is less costly in a grammar
of language L for lexical terminals to form both nouns and verbs than for
these terminals to belong to only one of those categories. Put another
way, such an N-V redundancy rule says that the grammar of L values highly
multiple use of existing lexizal items, but values less highly the
creation of a new item for a single use. In detail, the proposal entails
the following:
a) Separate lexical entries for e.g., Band (N) and band (V), each
specified individually as to their lexical class and category membership:
(8) Category Class: V
Lexical Class: 1
n f(bind, band, bund),...1I
Semantic rep.
insertion frame,...L etc. I
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Category Class: N
Lexical Class: i (Band),...1
semantic rep.
insertion frame
etc. J
Lexical Class: J- 1(Band, Blind) ,...}
semantic rep.
insertion frame
L etc.J
k I(Band, BlInder),...}
semantic rep. 1
insertion f rame
etc.
b) A relation R=N &-t V (or whatever formalism we want to use for
expressing redundancy relations), which relates pairs of lexical items
like (Band band) which differ only in category. Pairs of lexical
terminals related by R will be called conversion pairs. Each member of
a conversion pair will be called the conversion mate of the other.
Notice that conversion rules like R can now be stated in a maximally
general fashion. First, lexical items belonging to conversion pairs are
simply listed as members of lexical classes, as are lexical items not
belonging to conversion pairs. Since one member is not formed from the
other by an af fixation rule, there is no need to specify what lexical
class items formed by a given 0 belong to, and no need to subcategorize
stems for the 0 they take. The multiplication of 0 affixes (or of
directional rules) and the need to subcategorize stems vanishes, greatly
simplifying our permaent lexicon. Second, since members of conversion
pairs have separate entries, rather than all being derived by a 0 af fix,
or a directional rule, there is no reason to expect them to have
identical insertion frames.* Each verb belonging to a conversion pair
specifies its insertion frame separately, whereas all verbs derived with
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-ize must have the insertion frame of this suffix (i.e., the insertion
frame is stated for -ize, and not for its individual outputs).
The zero affixation and redundancy analysis differ in anothcr
important respect, which we have not yet discussed. That is, the
affixation analysis claims that one member of every conversion pair
is derived from the other, and therefore that one member of each pair
must be underlying or basic. The redundancy analysts claims, to the
contrary, that neither member of a conversion pair is derived from the
other; both members are basic and have entries in the permanent lexicon.
The affixation analysis thus differs from the redundancy analysis in
that it must provide criteria for every conversion pair for determining
the basic and non-basic members of the pair. The redundancy rule
analysis requires no such criteria. Since the two theories make
different claims, it is worth looking at possible arguments for deriving
one member of a conversion pair from another.
One such argument, and, in fact, the only argument in the
literature -.that I know of, is due to Margaret Allen. Allen argues that
some members of English N-V conversion pairs will take -ive, which
attaches to verbs, and others will take -al, which attaches to nouns.
According to Allen, no conversion pair member takes both:
(9) a. conditionNV conditional *conditionive
gestureNV gestural *gesturive
feudN,V feudal *feudive
cultureN,V cultural *culturive
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b. respectNV *respectal respective
supportN,V *supportal supportive
affectNV *affectal affective
exhaustNV *exhaustal exhaustive
Both -ive and -al are Level I affixes within Allen's framework (i.e.,
they are non-stress neutral affixes). The behavior of items like those
in (9) can be explained, Allen argues, if (i) conversion is zero-
affixation, (ii) if zero affixation is level ordered after Level I, and
if (iii) the noun members of the conversion pairs in (9a) are
underlying, and the verb members of the pairs in (9b) are underlying.
Thus, of the forms in (9a), only the nouns will be available to Level I
affixes, and only -al, which attaches to nouns, will be able to affix
to them. The verbs are formed after Level I, at which point they are
no longer accessible to the Level I affix -ive. Exactly the opposite
situation holds for the items in (9b). Here, the verbs are underlying
and are available at Level I for -ive to attach. The nouns are formed
after Level I, and are therefore outside the scope of Level I affixes.
In contrast, if both members of the pairs in (9) are listed
individually in the permanent lexicon, there is no immediate reason
for the apparent complementary distribution of -al and -ive. Williams
(classnotes) has proposed an alternative explanation for Allen's facts,
however. He points out that -live attaches primarily to a stem with a
diacritic [+Latinate]. Thus, it will attach to permit (permissive),
conduct (conductive), transmit (tranamissive), repel (repulsive),
effect (effective), and many of the other Latinate prefix-stem
combinations. It will not attach to non-Latinate verbs such as feud
and throw. In addition (something to my knowledge not pointed out by
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Williams), -ive attaches very productively to verbs in -ate:
contemplative, representative. In fact, the only true non-Latinate
verbs with -ive only take -ive with an intervening -ate: talkative
(*talkive), formative (*formive). This fact suggests that -ate is
actually a [+Latinate] element as well (cf. below for a discussion of
the status of forms in -ate). Williams points out, furthermore, that
-al only occasionally attaches to Latinate stems, and then, only with
an intervening segment: conceptual, contractual (contractive),
ineffectual (ineffective). Williams' point, then, is that independently
needed restrictions on these suffixes explain their distribution
without appeal to Allen's level ordering argument.
Moreover, even if Allen's criterion for distinguishing the
underlying members of the pairs in (9) were correct, it would not be
sufficient to determine the underlying member of every conversion pair.
Many lexical items which belong to conversion pairs take neither -al
nor -ive:
(10) clawN,V *clawal *clawive
paintN,V *paintal *paintive
throwNV *throwal *throwive
chairNV *chairal *chairive
singN,V *singal *singive
The advocate of zero affixation would therefore have to come up with
another criterion for picking out the underlying form for conversion
pairs such as these.
As far as I know, the only other argument that has ever been
offered for determining the underlying member of a conversion pair
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comes from the feeling that speakers of English and German have that
one member is semantically more or less basic than its conversion
mate. Marchand's (1969) classification of zero-affixation cases, for
example, is completely based on semantic criteria: denominal verbs are
classified into groups on the basis of what argument position the
corresponding noun occupies in the interpretation of the verb:
The noun is the object of the verb in calve, for instance, the
object complement in cash 'convert into cash', the subject
complement in corner 'put in a corner', butter 'coat with
butter',...
I will not try to argue against the semantic directionality of
conversion here. In fact, I believe it to be the case that native
speakers have clear intuitions about the semantic relationships between
members of conversion pairs. Instead, I will claim that an analysis of
the semantics of conversion is, in principle, independent of our
syntactic analysis of conversion, and in particular that the semantic
analysis can involve directionality without arguing in any way against
the non-directionality of the syntactic analysis. If this is true,
then there are no cogent arguments against my claim that neither member
of a conversion pair is structurally more basic than its mate.
4. The Semantics of Conversion
In Chapter 2, 1 argued that the semantics of word formation need
not be isomorphic with the structural or 'syntactic' aspects of word
formation; there, I gave a number of examples where semantic rules
partially or totally ignore the structure of a complex word. For the
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issue at hand, this means that the analysis of the structural aspects
of morphological conversion need not be paralleled by the semantic
analysis: the two are in principle independent. Notice further that
all of the arguments I have given so far for the non-directionality of
conversion have been structural sorts of arguments. A non-directional
redundancy rule for conversion allowed us to state facts about lexical
class membership and insertion frames in the simplest possible manner.
At this point, I would like to suggest that both the feeling that native
speakers have that one member of a given conversion pair is more basic
than the other, and the intuition that underlies Marchand's
classification of denominal verbs are to be explained by directional
semantic rules relating one member of a conversion pair to the other.
At the beginning of this chapter, it was assumed that we must
require some degree of semantic relatedness between items said to be
members of the same conversion pair. For example, we would probably
not want to say that the noun bank 'edge of a river' is related to the
verb bank 'perform transactions at a financial institution' via
conversion. We might, however, want to say that the noun chair and
the verb chair are semantically related, at least in some metaphorical
sense, and we would clearly want to say that such pairs as coughN and
coughp and painty, and clawN and claw are related. The notion
of 'semantic relatedness' can now be more fully explained. Suppose
that lexical terminals which belong to conversion pairs have lexical
entries which are like those of other lexical terminals in all respects,
.axcept that one member of a conversion pair may lack a semantic
representation (or have one which is significantly underdetermined). In
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the case of N-V conversion, either the noun or the verb can be
underdetermined semantically. The missing semantic representations
might then be filled in or fleshed out by directional semantic rules
of the following sort: 4
(11) a. N -> V Semantic Rule:
Given a semantically specified noun X, and a related, but
semantically underspecified verb Y, X must serve as an
argument in the interpretation of Y.
e.g., clawN - claw 'scratch with claws'
paintN - paintV 'cover with paint'
b. V--N Semantic Rule:
Given a semantically specified verb Y and a related, but
semantically unspecified noun X, X is interpreted as "an
instance of Y-ing".
e.g., throw -> throwN 'an instance of throwing'
clapV -- clapN 'an instance of clapping'
My analysis, in some sense, claims that members of conversion pairs can
be structurally equal, while at the same time one member of
semantically derivative of the other. Rule (lla), in fact, embodies
Marchand's observation that a semantically denominal verb incorporates
its related noun into its interpretation either as object, object of
some preposition, object complement, subject complement, etc. For the
case of bank described above, bak'side of a river' andbak
'perform transactions at a financial institution' are not a conversion
pair; although they could be related by the structural N &-4 V
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conversion redundancy rule, they have totally distinct semantic
representations and therefore could not be related by either (lla) or
(llb).
One interesting concomitant of this proposal is that it is at
least theoretically possible for both rules (lla) and (11b) to operate
in a single conversion pair to produce a fairly complex pattern of
semantic interrelatedness. Consider, for example, the noun table and
the verb table. Intuitively, in this case, the verb is semantically
derivative of the noun: rule (lla) would give us a semantic reading
for table something like "put something on a table (and forget about
it)". There is no reason, however, for excluding the possibility that
rule (llb) then derives another nominal meaning from the already derived
verbal meaning: a tableN might then be interpreted as 'an instance of
tabling' (picture a context in which Congressmen on some committee are
sorting through legislation; one might say "This one is a definite
table".). Rules such as (lla) and (11b) thus allow us to derive
extended senses of members of conversion pairs without actually deriving
new (structural) words.
5. The Scope of Conversion
Assuming morphological conversion to be a redundancy rule in the
permanent lexicon makes further claims as well. If , in German and
English, we postulate a N i-+ V redundancy relation for N-V conversion
pairs, we actually predict that any of the sorts of lexical terminal
which can belong to the category classes N and V could conceivably be
a member of a conversion pair. In this section, I will survey a
number of different sorts of lexical terminals; in light of the fact
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that it is usually assumed that only monomorphemic stems are related
by conversion (cf. Marchand 1969), the data to be presented here should
be of some theoretical interest.
We have abundant examples from both English and German of roots
and stems being related to other roots and stems via conversion. Thus,
English has hundreds of monomorphemic pairs like paint, paint; chair
:INV -N
chair . In fact, nearly every monomorphemic noun has a correspondingV
verb form. Since this is the most obvious case of conversion, no more
need be said about it here.
Less obvious are the large number of pairs in English of the form
permitN, permit; cnductN. conduct, etc. Although these pairs are
clearly semantically related, they are phonolgically distinct in that
the nouns are stressed on the initial syllable and the verbs on the
final syllable. Within the SPE framework, such pairs were related by
a morphological process of zero affixation, or at least by a process
which took the verbs as underlying and derived the nouns by adding a
set of noun brackets. Such an analysis was necessary in order to get
the proper stress on the noun: Chomsky and Halle observed that all
forms like permit , conductV, tormentV have final stress. The
corresponding nouns have stress shifted to the initial syllable, but
retain secondary stress on the final syllable: the final vowel in
tormentN is unreduced (cf. an analogous underived noun torrent). SPE
handled these stress facts with the use of the phonological cycle:
(12) [[torment]V]N
1 Cycle I
1 2 Cycle 2
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If the nouns were derived directionally from the verbs, the secondary
stress on the final syllable of the nouns could be attributed to a
subordinated primary stress introduced during the previous verb cycle.
Clearly, if the only way of accounting for stress placement in
pairs like permit, py it, is via a phonological cycle, this would
cause problems for the analysis of morphological conversion proposed
above. We could not at the same time maintain Lhat conversion .s non-
directional, and that pairs like permitN, permit are related by
conversion, and still express the stress relations in these pairs. In
other words, we would be forced either to claim that pairs like permit
-N
and permit were not conversion pairs, or that the non-directional
analysis of conversion was In general incorrect.
Liberman and Prince (1977), however, have proposed an alternative
analysis of English stress, which does not force a cyclic account of
the stress facts in permit cases, and hence does not require a
directional analysis. Their system incorporates a segmental stress
assigning rule, the ESR, which attaches a [+stress] feature to certain
syllables; this rule, whose precise workings are irrelevant to the
present argument, scans a string from right to left creating a pattern
of [+stress] and [-stress] syllables. One of the conditions on
Liberman and Prince's ESR is that it cannot leave the entire stem of a
word unstressed. This is relevant to permit cases in that in some
sense the final syllable miti constitutes the entire stem in both the
noun and the verb. The ESR, as formulated by Liberman and Prince, will
also attach, by general principles, the feature [+stress] to the first
syllables of these forms:
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(13) permitN permitV
The real innovation in Liberman and Prince's stress system, however, is
the following: the relative prominence of the [-stress] syllables in a
word is determinedi by the metrical structure for that word. A unique
tree structure is built for each word, and nodes of trees labeled
either S (strong) or W (weak) on the basis of the Lexical Category
Prominence Rule (LCPR), which in its most general form says that of two
sister nodes [N1 , N2 ] , N2 is S iff it branches. A general condition
on the labeling of tree structure is that a [-stress] syllable cannot
be immediately dominated by S. For the case under discussion here,
another clause of the LCPR is relevant, however: Liberman and Prince's
condition D states that in the configuration [N, N2 ] where NI and
N2 are sister nodes of a tree, N2 is strong if oc = V and N2 dominates
a stem. The forms in (13) have the following trees:
(14) a. b.
permitN permitV
For (14b), Liberman and Prince's condition D is relevant: the second
syllable of the verb gets as S label, since it totally exhausts the
stem:
(15)
w S
per mit
Condition D is not relevant for (14a), however, since this form is a
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noun. Instead, the LCPR labels nodes according to its most general
clause: since N2 does not branch in (14a), N1 is labeled S:
(16)
S
per mitN
The primary stressed syllable in a word is the [+stress] syllable
dominated exclusively by S nodes; this gives initial stress in (16),
and final stress in (15). No [+stress] syllable will undergo vowel
reduction, however, thus accounting for the unreduced second vowei in
forms like permit and torment
Crucial to my conversion analysis is the fact that Liberman and
Prince's stress system can account for the stress patterns in pairs
like permitN and tormentNV without deriving one form from the other.
For the purposes of the lexicon, then, such forms can have individual
lexical entries. The noun and the corresponding verb will be
phonologically identical in their underlying representations, stress
being added as a part of the productive phonology. Since these forms
will be phonologically identical, and semantically related in one of
the ways discussed above, they will be related by our N (-4 V redundancy
rule in the same way that monomorphemic items like paintNV, etc., are.
The redundancy rule hypothesis also makes the following prediction:
since suffixes are lexical terminals listed as members of the N and V
category classes, they should exhibit the conversion relation as well,
i.e., in some language with this relation, there should be a noun
forming suffix K and a phonologically identical (and semantically
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related) verb forming suffix X' which are related by the rule. Such
conversion pairs of suffixes apparently do exist. Consider the
following data from German:
(17) Deckel 'cover' deckeln 'cover with a lid'
Hebel 'lever' hebeln 'move with a lever'
Schlussel 'key, code' schlUsseln 'encode, encipher'
Flugel 'wing, vane' flflgeln 'furnish witn wings'
The nominal suf fix -el has a verbal conversion mate -el (the -n is
inflectional, and does not appear in the lexical representation of the
verbs). For every noun in -el, there is a corresponding verbal form.
Thus, there is no reason why the N (-4 V conversion rule should not
relate the nominal -el and the verbal -el suffixes, just as it relates
nominal and verbal stems.
German has yet a better example of conversion pairs of suffixes.
Note, first of all, that German requires a redundancy rule relating
adjectives to verbs, as well as one relating nouns to verbs:
(18) grUn 'green' grunen 'to make green'
karg 'stingy' kargen 'to be stingy'
starr 'stiff, staring' starren 'to stiffen, stare'
The first member of each pair is a simple adjective, and the second, a
verb. If we postulate an A *--+ V redundancy relation for German, we
also predict that there might exist phonologically and semantically
related adjective and verb forming suf fixes. Such a pair does, in
fact occur:
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(19) Ungstig
krufftig
einig
gewlrtig
nttig
ntchtig
fertig
tttig
mlssig
steinig
'afraid'
'strong'
'united'
expectant'
'necessary'
'dark, gloom-'
'ready, prepared'
'active'
'moderate'
'stony'
ngstigen
krftigen
einigen
gewflrtigen
nitigen
nfchtigen
fertigen
t1tigen
mss igen
steinigen
'fI ighten'
strengthen'
t'nitte'
expecct
'necessiLate'
'spend the night
'make, prepare'
e f fect
'moderate'
SStone'
Thus, we have an adjective forming -1g suffix and a verb forming -ig
suffix. Each -Ig is listed independently in the permanent lexicon as
a member of its own category class, but the two are related by the
independently needed A (-- V conversion relation.
Notice that the redundancy analysis also makes predictions about
the 'productivity' of conversion processes. For any given non-complex
noun or adjective, i.e., an item which is listed individually in the
per.anent lexicon, there may or may not exist a verb which is
phonologically identical. For example, any particular monomorphemic
noun in English may or may not belong to a conversion pair: chair
does, but peace does not (i.e., there is no verb peace). It is not
predictable from the lexical entry of a given affix whether a
corresponding verb will exist, or vice versa. Similarly, it is not
predictable from the lexical entry of a given affix whether or not it
will belong to a conversion pair. -ize in English is a verbalizing
suffix which does not have a conversion mate. But if a nominal or
adjectival suffix like -el or -Ag in German does have a verbal
conversion mate, it ought to be predictable that every complex word
2] 3
formed from these suf fixes should have a conversion mate. ThiP is the
case because words derived with these suf fixes are the output of tih
lexical structure component, and are not listed individually in the
permanent lexicon. If we require identity of subcategorization for
suffixes which belong to conversion pairs, each suffix will have the
same potential outputs, and therefore each output in one category class
should have a corresponding conversion mate in the other category class.
We should therefore never find a case where a suffix X has a conversion
mate X' in some category class, but where not all of the outputs of X
have conversion mates with the suffix X'. As a concrete example, we
should not expect to find adjectives Y-ig in German such that no
corresponding verbs Y-igen are possible. As a matter of fact, such
seems to be the case for the two examples of suffix conversion
illustrated here. All German nouns in -el seem to have corresponding
verbs in -el, all adjectives in -I& corresponding verbs in -A-&.
However, English seems immediately to offer a number of counter-
examples to this claim. Consider the following forms with the suffixes
-eer and -ate.
(20) a. -eer with conversIon pairs:
sloganeerN sloganeery
mountaineerN mountaineery
engineer8  engineerV
pineN pioneer,
electioneer8  electioneery
Profiteer8  profiteery
volunteer8 volunteery
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b. -eer without conversion
*commandeerN
buccaneerN
*domineerN
auctioneerN
commandeerv
*buccaneerv
domineerv
*auctioneerv
(21) a. -ate with conversion 5
associateN
affiliateN
initiateN
deviateN
flagellateN
estimateN
syndicateN
delegateN
segregateAN
associateV
affiliate V
initiateV
deviateV
flagellate 
,
estimateV
syndicateV
delegateV
segregateV
B. -ate without conversion
*appreciateN
*extricateN
*lubricateN
*locateN
*suffocateN
*educateN
*obfuscateN
*demarcateN
*invalidate N
appreciateV
extricate 
V
lubricateV
locateV
suffocateV
educateV
obfuscateV
demarcateV
invalidateV
These two suf fixes seem to go counter to the claim made above, namely
that conversion is an all or nothing affair for suffixes (i.e., if a
suffix is related to another suffix by conversion, all of its outputs
should belong to conversion pairs, and if it does not undergo conversion,
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none of its outputs should belong to conversion pairs) . With -cer and
-ate, conversion pairs exist sporadically and idiosyncratically. The
items in (20a) and (21a) seem to be perfectly natural as both nouns and
verbs. The (b) items are possible as one or the other, but not both.
The redundancy analysis of conversion at first glance seems not to
account for these facts.
i .tice that -ate and -eer differ from well-behaved suffixes like
-ize and -I& in another respect, however. It was argued in Chapter 2
that all lexical entries, roots, stems and affixes alike, come with
insertion frames or argument structures indicating the context into
which they can be inserted in a syntactic tree. Thus -ize and -1j are
verb forming suffixes which have insertion frames just as unanalyzable
verb stems do:
(22) a. throw NP NP
b. -ize NP (NP)
c. -ig NP NP
In the case of -ize and -4j, the claim is that all verbs with these
suffixes must have the same insertion frame; the insertion frame is
represented only once for the suffix, and not individually for each
verb in -ize or -ig, since they do not have entries in the permanent
lexicon. This seems to be a correct prediction: verbs like
industrialize, demoralize, standardize, eulogize, etc. in English (cf.,
fn. 3), and angstigen, tiltigen, fertigen, etc. in German all seem to
have two argument positions. We might therefore expect all of the
verbs formed on -eer and -ate to share the same argument s tructure, if
-eer and -ate are suffixes listed in the permanent lexicon. But this
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is not the case; specifically, both suffixes form both transitive and
intransitive verbs:
(23) a. deviate NP (PP)
defecate NP
duplicate NP_
obfuscate NP NP
b. mountaineer NP
domineer NP
engineer NP NP
volunteer NP NP
The affixes -eer and -ate therefore seem to show a convergence of at
least two properties which differentiate them from -ize and German -ig.
(i) they show idiosyncratic conversion, and (ii) they do not impose
uniform insertion frames on their outputs. Also suggestive is that
complex words in -ate and -eer seem to be much less compositional in
meaning than complex words in -ize and -Ig. Both Xize and Xigen
usually mean something transparently like "make something X". In
contrast, -ate and -eer do not seem to have a transparent meaning which
they add to their bases.
All of these properties can be explained simply, however, if we
say that -ate and -eer are not suffixes listed in the lexicon at all,
but rather that all words ending in -a3c6 and -eer are listed
individually. Thus, delegate, deviate, obfuscate, suffocate,
mountaineer, engineer, domineer, etc. all have separate entries. If
each item is listed separately, each has its own insertion frame.
There is therefore no more necessity for deviate and obfuscate to have
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the same frame. Similarly, if each fonn in -ate and -eer is listed
separately, each item is independent of all others with respect to its
conversion properties. There is no more reason to expect both deviate
and suffocate to have conversion mates than there is to expect chair
and peace to have conversion mates. Finally, since individual lexical
entries have individual semantic representations, there is no reason
to attach a fixed meaning to -eer and -ate, and no reason to believe
these suffixes to make a set addition to the semantic representations
of their bases. The fact that items in -eer and -ate are less
consistently compositional in meaning than items in -ize and -ig is
thus explained. By claiming that -ate and -eer are not really suffixes
in English, we can maintain the claim that suffixes impose uniform
insertion frames on their outputs, and that the outputs of suffixes
which belong to conversion pairs will uniformly have conversion mates.
6. Diversion on Root and Suffix Allomorphy and Truncation Rules
It may have occurred to the reader that there is an immediate
problem with the analysis of forms in -ate presented above. That is,
although listing the -ate forms individually allows us to explain
their insertion frames, idiosyncratic conversion properties, and
semantic representations, it claims, in effect, that these are
unanalyzable forms. In a framework in which -ate is an affix, forms
like explicate and stimulate are related to forms like explicable,
stimulable, and stimulant by virtue of the fact that the affixes -ate,
-ant and -able share the same set of bases. But if the -ate forms are
unanalyzable, it seems that we have no way of expressing relatedness
between forms in -ate and forms in -ant and -able. In this section,
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I will show that the framework sketched in Chapter 2 actually does
provide us with a way of relating these forms. In order to see this,
however, we will first have to make a digression, and discuss what
seems to be an unrelated issue in generative morphology, namely,
whether or not we should allow rules of truncation and allomorphy in
our theory, as was argued in Aronoff (1976).
Aronoff (1976) takes the position that in a generative morphology
both the input and the output of word formation rules must be words.
Thus, to produce a form nominee, -ee cannot attach to a stem nomin,
since nomin is not a word. Instead, -ee, which takes as input verbs
(e.g., payee), takes the full word nominate as its base. A further
rule of adjusttment truncates the morpheme -ate in the presence of the
morpheme -ee. Aronoff postulates two sorts of adjustment rules formally
distinct from WFRs to maintain his claim that generative morphology is
word based: truncation rules like the one for -ee and allomorphy rules.
The functioning of such rules is illustrated by Aronoff's analysis of
the suffix -ion.
Aronoff claims that the English suffix -ion has a number of
different allomorphs:
(24) realize realiz ation
commune commun ion
resume resump tion
repeat repet ition
resolve resol ution
-ation attaches freely both to words like realize and represent and to
words in -ate like educate and lubricate. A rule of truncation similar
to that for -ee deletes the first -at in the presence of ation for
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these latter verbs (educat+ation -> education). Latinate roots which
end in noncoronals take -tion: resume -- resump+tion; deduce --
deduc+tion; absorb -t absorg+tion, etc. Latinate roots ending in
coronals take -ion: rebel -t rebell+ion; commune -> commun+ion,
decide -- decis+ion. Aronoff postulates a rule of allomorphy to
account for the distribution of the -tion and -ion variants (1976:104):
(25) +ion f+cor
+Ation -- L+tion) / X -corJ
where Xccor is one of a set of specified Latinate roots.
Aronoff also argues that there exist a set of allomorphy rules to
account for the difference in root between, for example, invert and
inversion, adhere and adhesion, permit and permission, decide and
decision, etc. That is, some Latinate roots undergo an allomorphy rule
in the presence of -ion (the exact form of these need not concern us
here). Thus, Aronoff postulates adjustment rules to alter the shape o
both roots and affixes.
The affix -ive, in addition, exhibits allomorphy identical to that
of -ion. Words which take the -ation allomorph in Aronoff's analysis
also take -ative.
(26) form formation formative
declare declaration declarative
represent representation representative
Forms in -ate which take -ation and subsequently undergo truncation of
the first -at would presumably take -ative as well:
(27) evaporate evaporation evaporative
duplicate duplication duplicative
the actually occurring verb form nominate, and therefore without
Aronoff's truncaticn rules. Moreover, this theory already provides the
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Finally, Latinate stems ending in noncoronals which take -tion also
take -tive. Latinate stems ending in coronals take -ive as well as
-ion:
(28) a. deduce deduction deductive
describe description descriptive
b. decide decision decisive
digest digestion digestive
These facts can be expressed within Aronoff's system by collapsing the
allomorphy and truncation rules for -ion and -ive in the following way:
(29) -ation
a. truncation at -> 0 / ative
b. allomorphy At ion +ion) +coriive) I+iveJ 4
+tion 
-cor
+tive
where X acor is one of a set of specified
Latinate roots
One way in which the theory being developed here differs from
Aronoff's is that it is not a word based theory; no restriction is
placed on word formation such that words can only be derived from other
words. Clearly, much of the analysis of Latin presented in Chapter 2
depended upon the assumption that words (e.g., amicus, monebam) could
be derived from morphemes which were not themselves occurring words
(e.g., am, mon). It is therefore possible within this theory to derive
a word like nominee directly from a stem nomin without the mediation of
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mechanisms needed for representing allomorphy without requiring the
postulation of the distinct class of allomorphy rules that Aronoff
needs. At this point, I would therefore like to propose a reanalysis
(-ion
of the -ive facts of English within the limits of my theory, to
show how facts necessitating allomorphy and truncation rules a la
Aronoff will be dealt with here, and to discuss how this renalaysis
bears upon the problem with forms in -ate raised above.
Suppose we say that the affixes -ion, -ive, -ant, -able, etc. in
English all have invariable forms, and that all allomorphy is confined
to stems. Given the organization of the lexicon argued for above, we
already have an independently motivated way of representing stem
allomorphy: assume that English contains lexical classes just as
German and Latin do. These classes differ from those in real
inflecting languages like German or Latin only in that they are
completely closed, possibly consisting of a single entry, and not
exhaustive of all stems in the category class V (i.e., in German or
Latin, every verb belongs to some class). They are petrified classes,
as it were. These lexical classes will be defined, as always, by
morpholexical rules:
(30) Class a: Xduce "s Xduct
( (produce, product), (conduce, conduct), (induce,
induct), (reduce, reduct),. ..J
Class b: Xscribe ri Xcript
K~prescribe, prescript), (inscribe, inscript),
(describe, descript),...}1
Class c: Xmit r'- Xmis
L(permit, permis), (commit, commis), (transmit,
transmis),...A
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Similarly, we must postulate a lexical class for those items which
Aronoff claimed to take the allomorph -ation:
(31) Class d: Xr1\ Xate
l(form, formate), (represent, representate),
(procrastin, procrastinate), (evapor, evaporate),...1
Notice that this class subsumes both verbs which in Aronoff's system
simply took ation (form, represent), and those that took ation with
subsequent truncation of ate (procrastinate, evaporate).
One more obvious point must be dealt with before we begin to
explore the ramifications of this proposal: clearly, one member of
each ordered pair in lexical classes a-d above is not an independently
occurring lexical item. As it stands, however, we have no restrictions
built into our lexical entries which would block items such as permis,
formate, and evapor from occurring unaccompanied by any affix. I would
like to suggest that such restrictions can be stated quite straight-
forwardly, in fact, in the same way that we stated that Latin stem
variants like cip and fic (from capio and facio) are not freely
occurring morphemes (cf. Chapter 2). For the Latin cases, I introduced
a subcategorization frame which stated that the stems cip, fic, etc.
occur only if preceded by a prefix:
(32) cip) / X[_
The non-occurring stems in classes a-i can be treated in a similar
fashion by giving them subcategorization frames which require a
following suffix:
(33) produce
prescript
permis I ___ j X
formate
evapor
(33) states that verb stems like product, prescript, etc., are, in
effect, bound morphemes.
Treating allomorphy as membership in lexical classes in English
has several desirable results. First, we need only state that -ive
and -ion attach to the non-root member of each ordered pair, where
root is defined as in Chapter 2. -ant and -able attach to the root
morpheme in each pair. This information will be stated as part of the
subcategorization frame of these suffixes. All of these mechani'sms --
lexical classes, morpholexical rules, and subcategorization -- have
already been shown to be independently necessary devices in a morphology.
The formation of words in -ion and -ive therefore receives a much
simpler analysis within the framework developed here. Rules of
allomorphy and truncation can be dispensed with.
Second, we now have a way of relating forms in -ate to
corresponding derived words in -ant and -able, exactly the issue that
was raised at the beginning of this section. Verbs in -ate are
unanalyzable, and are listed individually in the permanent lexicon, but
they belong to a lexical class which is defined by the morpholexical
rule X tx' Xate. Thus, every individual form Xate is related by
morpholexical rule to the corresponding X which is the base fcr
af fixation of -ant and -able.
Third, the analysis presented here makes further predictions which
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seem to be borne out by the data. Notice that it claims the foijowing:
forms like deduce, produce, reduce, and prescribe, inscribe, and
describe are all listed individually, as members of lexical classem (a)
and (b) in (30). That is, this analysis claims that the so-called
Latinate prefix+stem verbs are not derived from productive preifIxes dI,
con pre, re, etc. which attach to morphemes duct, scribe, and mit.
Listing these forms as members of lexical classes, rather than deriving
them in lexical structure accounts for both their relatedness, and the
well-known observation that the Latinate roots duct, scribe, etc. have
no easily isolable meaning. As an individual livting , each form has its
own semantic representation. There is no need for these individual
semantic representations to ascribe any fixed meaning to duct, scribe,
and mit; they need only represent the meaning of the word as a whole.
Claiming that root allomorphs fall into lexical classes such as
those in (30)-(31) also makes a prediction about morphological
conversion. Since the two allomorphs of each verb are listed as
members of ordered pairs, they have equal status with respect to word
formation processes. We might therefore expect that each member of an
ordered pair belonging to such a lexical class could have a nominal
conversion mate. And since each pair is independent of all other pairs,
we might expect them to differ from one another in their conversion
properties. Thus, we find as nouns both produce and product. We find
also conduct and transcript, but not conduce or transcribe. Neither
induce nor induct, inscribe nor inscript~ have nominal conversion mates.
Just as predicted, both members of the ordered pairs in (30) can belong
to a convarsion pair or either member alone, or neither.
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The morpholexical rule approach therefore allows is to dispense
with rules of alloniorphy and truncation, to state relatedness between
forms in -ate and forms in -ant and -able, and finally to make proper
predictions about semantic compositionality and conversion properties.
7. Zero-Affixation: Possible Real Cases
To recapitulate the analysis up to this point, I have argued hIat
phenomena in English and German which have been described as zero-
affixation cannot be so analyzed, nor can they be accounted for by any
sort of directional morphological rules, at least insofar as their
"syntax" or structural aspects art concerned (semantically, it was
argued, they may be directional). This argument was based on the fact
that the so-called zero affix does not exhibit the properties which
are characteristic of overt derivational affixes, and presumably of
any directional rules; the so-called zero affix in English and German
did not fix its output in a single lexical class, nor did it impose a
uniform argument structure on its output, as we would have expected a
typical derivational affix to do. Suppose it were the case, however,
that we were to find phonologically identical and semantically related
pairs (XN' V or (YA VPY) such that all XNs or all YAs behaved as
though they were derived by affixation, all \s or Y belonging to a
single uniform lexical class, for example, and having identical
argument structures. In such a case, there would be nothing to be
gained from a non-directional redundancy analysis: in fact, such cases
would be better derived by zero-affixation, or some other sort of
directional rule. The point is not that the zero-affixation analysis
is a priori undesirable, but rather that an analysis which makes use of
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zero-affixation should not be allowed in a well-constrained morphology
unless we attribute to the zero affix all and only those properties
which we attribute to phonologically non-null affixes.
In fact, there do seem to be phenomena readily apparent in natural
languages which are analogous to our hypothetical example above, and
which therefore might be counted as genuine cases of zero affixation.
For example, supine forms in Latin seem to be zero-derived from
participle stems in Latin:
(34) participle supine
sede6 sessum sessum
admone6 admonitum admonitum
flagit5 flagitatum flagitatum
nub6 nuptum nuptum
queror questum questum
perd6 perditum perditum
In each case, the supine stem (the supine is an abstract deverbal noun)
is identtcal in form to the participle stem, and in each case, the
deverbal noun belongs to the 4th declension. Particularly important
is the fact that whatever the allomorphy exhibited by the participial
stem, the peculiarities of the participial stem are preserved in the
supine stem (cf. Chapter 2 for a discussion of the allomorphy exhibited
by participles in Latin). Both the allomorphy facts and the fact that
all supines in Latin are fourth declension nouns can be explained by
claiming that there exists a zero affix belonging to the same class as
underived 4th declensior nouns, which attaches to participle stems.
Notice that if the supine and the past participle had separate lexical
entries and were related by a N 4- V redundancy rule rather than the
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noun being directionally derived from the verb, we would have no
explanation for the allomorphy facts: if supine and participle have
independent entries there is no reason that we shculd not find
examples such as those in (35), rather than the ones we do find in (34):
(35) participle supine
sede5 sessum sCditum
nub5 nuptum nubitum
admoneb admonitum admontum
That is, there should be no apparent connection between the allomorphy
in the participle and the allomorphy in the supine. Deriving the noun
from the verb in this case allows us to express the uniformity of these
forms; the allomorphy of the participle is handled as suggested in
Chapter 2, and need only be stated once.
There is a phenomenon in English which is analogous to the Latin
facts discussed above, and which therefore would also seem to require
a zero affixation analysis. A number of recent works (Freidin (1975),
Siegel (1974), Wasow (1977), Allen (1978), Lieber (1979)) have drawn
attention to the fact that modern English has both verbal and
adjectival passive participles. Examples (36) illustrate participles
which are clearly adjectival, and (37) participles which are clearly
verbal:
(36) a. Antarctica is uninhabited
b. Joe seemed very annoyed with Sylvia
c. Harry wanted me to finish the opened box of PuppyChow
before starting the unopened one.
(37) a. John was considered a fool.
b. John was given a book
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Participles such as those in (36a,c) occur with negative un-: un-
normally attaches only to adjectives. Participles can occur as
complements to verbs like seem, become, act, and can occur preceded by
the degree modifier very (36b); again, these are characteristics shared
with lexical adjectives. Finally, participles appear in prenominal.
position as in (36c) exactly as adjectives do. In contrast, the
participles of the verbs consider and give in (37) must be considered
verbal participles, since they occur in a position in which lexical
adjectives normally could not occur: *John was obvious a fool, *John
was sure a book. Adjectives do not otherwise occur in English phrase
structure immediately followed by a noun phrase. Therefore, unless we
accept an otherwise unnecessary extension of English phrase structure
rules to allow adjectival participles to be generated with a following
NP, we must accept that considered and given in (37) are verbal
participles. Notice, finally, that we also want verbs like consider
and give to have adjectival as well as verbal participles to account
for phrases such as those in (38):
(38) a. an unconsidered action
b. a recently given talk
That is, we want verbs like consider and give to have both adjectival
and verbal participles, just as we would want other verbs (e.g.,
inhabit, annoy and pen~) to have both.
Two different analyses are conceivable for the participles in
English. One analysis would claim that English participles should be
treated in the same way that pairs like jpalpnt, Painty are, namely by
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our non-directional conversion analysis. An alternative analysis would
claim that English participles are like the Latin supine, and therefore
should be treated with a rule of zero-affixation. Initially, it would
seem that English provides us with little evidence for or against
either analysis: unlike German or Latin, English has no need for
lexical classes determining the ways in which nouns and adjectives are
inflected. For example, we have no evidence that participial adjectives
belong to either the same or different lexical classes, since there are
no lexical classes at all for adjectives in English. The evidence that
we do have for deciding between the two analyses is rather indirect, and
requires fleshing out both analyses more fully.
The non-directional analysis entails the following: minimally, an
affix forming verbal participles has a lexical entry as part of the
category class V, and an affix forming adjectival participles has a
separate lexical entry in category class A. The adjectival and verbal
affixes would be related by an A (-+ V redundancy relation for
conversion. In practice, however, a single affix related by A -- V
will not suffice, as the data in (39) indicate:
(39) V: sing participleAV: sung
fight fought
write written
give given
consider considered
inhabit inhabited
Some verbs (consider, inhabit) form participles by adding -ed to the
verb stem. Within the analysis in question, there would be a lexical
entry for -ed and an independent one for -e, the two being related
-A
formal identity is both predicted and explained. Notice that the zero
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by A -4V. Other verbs form participles by adding -en (write, give);
this means that we need another pair of participle forming suffixes
-enA and -e . Finally, a number of verbs in English (e.g., sing,
fight) form participles by means of vocalic ablaut. However thia is
to be handled in English, our solution requires that the ablauted forms
(sung, fought) have lexical entries as both adjectives and verbs, the
pairs again being related by A---t V.
This analysis has an obvious flaw, however: if the adjectival
participles and the verbal participles are derived from independent
adjectival and verbal suffixes, there is no explanation in this system
for the fact that the verbal and adjectival forms are always identical.6
If the participle forming suffixes have independent entries, we might
expect to find numerous cases where a verb, e.g., write, has a verbal
participle written but an adjectival participle writed, or vice versa.
Alternatively, we would have to build an ad hoc constraint into our
system to the effect that whatever means a verb used to form its verbal
participle, it also uses to form its adjectival participle.
Such ad hoc constraints can be dispensed with, however, if we
accept for English participles an analysis analogous to that proposed
above for the Latin supine. Within such an analysis, verbal participles
would be derived as other members of the verbal paradigm are derived
(cf. discussion of Latin verb paradigms in Chapter 2, and German verb
paradigms in Chapter 4). Adjectival participles would then be derived
from the verbal participles via zero affixation. If adjectival
participles are directionally derived from verbal participles, their
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affixation analysis also explained the allomorphy facts in the case
of the Latin supine forms. What is lacking, in the case of the English
participle is the additional evidence we had from lexical class
membership in Latin. However, in the absence of contradictory evidence,
I will assume that the zero affixation analysis is optimal for the
English participles as well.
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CHAPTER 3: FOOTNOTES
1. What constitutes 'semantic relatedness' will be explored below.
2. As argued in Chapter 2, Latin stems like fac and sap (faci6, capi5)
have stem variants fic and cip which occur in all prefixed verb forms,
but do not occur unprefixed. These stems must have a subcategorization
frame which specifies that they must occur with a prefix, but with any
prefix. This case is therefore different from the German case here,
where a particular stem would have to subcategorize a particular 0
affix.
3. There are a handful of -ize verbs which are intransitive (agonize)
or which take that S complements (theorize). These must be listed
rather than derived productively with -ize. What my claim about the
argument structure of -ize amounts to is that all possible forms coined
with -ize will be transitive:
e.g. They venutianized the Martians.
*They venutianized that John was a Martian.
4. Cf. Aronoff (1979) "Contextuals" for an account of conversion which
assumes semantic interpretation of conversion pairs something like that
assumed here, within a theory in which conversion is structurally a
directional rule. Cf. also Clark and Clark (1979) for a detailed
semantic analysis of conversion pairs .
5. Nouns and verbs in -ate are phonologically distinct in that the
final vowel is reduced in nouns (- at), but unreduced in verbs .
Presumably, these can be treated on analogy to the permit cases
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discussed abov.: nouns and verbs will be phonologically identical in
their lexical entry forms, but the stress rules and concomitant vowel
reduction processes will operate differently depending on the category
of the -ate form.
6. As far as I know, the only two cases where the adjectival and
verbal participles may differ in form are the following: burnt vs.
burned, proven vs. proved.
statement as a transformational rule, has other properties which
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CHAPTER 4: STRING DEPENDENT WORD FORMATION AND LEXICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Thus far, I have limited attention to processes of word formation
which are appropriate to two levels of generative morphology, namely
the permanent lexicon and he lexical structure component. The formal
mechanisms of these two subcomponents allow us to account for stem
allomorphy, affixational morphology, and morphological conversion in a
simple and highly constrained fashion. Such mechanisms, however, do
not by themselves characterize all sorts of word formation: early in
Chapter 2, I mentioned such string dependent morphological rules as
reduplication and umlaut, and stipulated that the model of morphology
to be developed here would contain a third subcomponent powerful enough
to allow the statement of such rules. The purpose of this chapter is
to provide arguments that this third subcomponent is in fact necessary,
to explore the properties of the rules it will allow, and to show that
these properties follow from the organization of the lexicon already
motivated.
I will concentrate primarily on two distinct non-affixational
morphological processes: reduplication in Tagalog and umlaut in German.
Carrier (1979) has claimed that reduplication in Tagalog must be stated
as a transformational word formation rule. I will argue that this
analysis is necessary, although with a number of modifications, and that
McCarthy's (1979) recent proposal to prohibit transformational power in
the lexicon cannot be correct. However, the addition of transformational
power to the lexicon will not prove to be a completely undesirable and
unmotivated move. Reduplication, in addition to requiring formal
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distinguish it from the word formation processes discussed in Chapters
1-3. Reduplication in Tagalog is a pervasive process in that a single
formal rule characterizes a large number of seemingly distinct word
formation processes; the corollary of this property is that no single
semantic representation cani be attributed to the reduplication rule
itself. Rules of reduplication in Tagalog are often triggered by
affixes, and in fact, never change the category of a lexical item
unless triggered by an affix. Moreover, as Carrier argues, af fixation
must always precede reduplication. Finally, although Tagalog
reduplication rules must refer to lexical structure in their structural
descriptions, they do not themselves build lexical stricture. What is
rather interesting about this cluster of properties is that it is also
found in a word formation rule which is superficially very much unlike
reduplication in Tagalog, namely umlaut in German. First, I will
propose an analysis of umlaut, and argue for a morphological umlaut
rule which cannot be subsumed in either the permanent lexicon or the
lexical structure component, although its statement does not require
transformational power. What umlaut in German will turn out to have in
common with reduplication in Tagalog is simply that both must be stated
as string dependent morphological rules. It will be argued that the
cluster of properties which the two rules share in fact follows from
already motivated constraints on the permanent lexicon and lexical
structure subcomponents, together with the string dependent nature of
these rules. That is, although it is necessary to allow the increased
power of transformational rules within the morphological framework
proposed here, it will be possible to place strong constraints on such
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rules. If lexical transformations and all string dependent rules are
required to have a certain clearly defined set of properties, it will
be possible to rule out many conceivable sorts of lexical
transformations.
1. On Restricting the Power of Word Formation Rules
McCarthy (1979) argues that morphological processes which seem to
involve repetition or reduplication of consonants and/or vowels in
Semitic can be accounted for using formal mechanisms which do not
require transformational power. Since McCarthy's sort of formal
morphology represents the only proposal I know of to date for non-
transformational rules of reduplication, I will provide first a brief
summary of his proposal, and the general constraint on word formation
which he draws from his analysis. I will then attempt to show that
McCarthy's constraint is certainly too strong with respect to rules of
reduplication in Tagalog, and is perhaps even too strong for certain
cases in Semitic.
McCarthy's analysis of Semitic morphology makes use of the
principles of autosegmental phonology which allow reference within
phonological theory to levels of phonological representation or tiers
other than the surface segmental representation of a string. Every
unit represented on one level must be associated with at least one
unit on another level, and lines of association may not cross.
McCarthy extends autosegmental theory to allow morphemes, entities
presumably having some semantic representation and dominated by a node
labelled A, to constitute separate autosegmental tiers and to be
associated with what he calls a prosodic template, or "the level on
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which gross distribution of consonants and vowels is stated" (p. 232).
The word in Semitic therefore consists of what McCarthy calls a
consonantal melody -- e.g., ktb 'write', -- and a vocalic melody --
e.g., a 'perfective active' -- which are mapped into a highly
constrained set of prosodic templates. Each template represents a
conjugation, or 'binyan' in the terminology of Hebrew grammarians; in
each binyan, the meaning of the verbal stem, or its argument structure
is modified in some way. For example, an Arabic first binyan verb katab
means simply 'write'. The second binyan verb formed from the same root
ktb is kattab which means 'cause to write'. The templates in (1)
abbreviate all and only the occurring prosodic templates needed for
Arabic (McCarthy p. 246):
(1) a. CV((CV)[+seg])CVC
b. CCV([+seg])CVC
The mapping between consonantal roots, vocalic roots and the templates
shown in (1) is straightforward when the number of consonants and
vowels in each morpheme is equivalent to the number of consonants and
vowels in the template. This is the case at least for the consonants
in (2):
(2) /At
/1>CMC/VC
The cases which are most interesting for our purposes here, however,
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are those in which, for example, there are more consonantal slots in
the template than there are consonants in the root. In the ninth and
eleventh binyanim, McCarthy provides the prosodic templates in (3):
(3) a. IX CCVCVC
b. XI CCVVCVC
McCarthy argues that in the most general case consonants are associated
with slots in a template from left to right. In order to produce an
autosegmentally well-formed structure, a rightmost consonant will
associate with more than one slot in the template if there are fewer
consonants than consonantal slots.1 Lines of association may therefore
spread to form a one-to-many mapping between a morpheme and a prosodic
template:
(4) a. IX C C V C V C
ktb > ktabab
b. XI C C V V C V C
ktb - ktaabab
The result of this spreading of lines of association is what appears to
be reduplication within the segmental string: the final C of an Arabic
triliteral root, and the final vowel of the vocalic melody will be
repeated by these autosegmental processes to create a morphologically
complex form.
According to McCarthy, reduplication must be allowed to occur in
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another way as well: in some cases, an entire root morpheme can be
repeated, and the doubled root then associated with the prosodic
template in the normal way. For example, Hebrew has a number of
biliteral roots, e.g., -&1 'roll', which occurs in one binyan as gilgel
'to roll (trans.)'. The appropriate template is CVCCVC, and the form
is represented autosegmentally as in (5):
(5) C V C C V C
gl gl
[root][root]
[root]
\l
What is reduplicated here is the biliteral root, rather than a single
segment of the root, McCarthy also provides arguments that syllables
can be reduplicated: a syllable constitutes a discrete metrical
constituent which can be mapped into a two-syllable representation,
which is in turn mapped normally onto a prosodic template. McCarthy
gives as an example of this sort of reduplication the following case,
where the consonant melody is sJgr:
(6) C V C VC C VC (= saharhar)
A A-
C V C V C (first binyan form)
shy
0
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In other words, reduplication in McCarthy's framework is a byproduct of
independently motivated principles of association of autosegmental tiers.
Associations can occur directly between consonant and vowel melodies and
the prosodic templates, or between different layers of metrical structure,
including the layers at which morphemes (/j9 or syllables (c') are
represented.
On the basis of this autosegmental analysis of Semitic, McCarthy
proposes a strong constraint on word formation rules in general:
.(7) Morphological Transformation Prohibition (NIP):
All morphological rules are of the form A -- B/X, where
A, B and X are (possibly null) strings of elements. That
is, morphological rules must be context-sensitive rewrite
rules, and no richer rule type is permitted in the morphology
(p. 357-8),
Such a restriction on morphological theory is a priori rather desirable.
Unconstrained, morphological transformations have the power to form words
by permuting the first and last consonant of a string, reversing the
order of segments, or deleting every other segment, possibilities which
presumably never occur in natural languages. McCarthy's prohibition
automatically rules out such possible but non-occurring operations. But
ruling out transformational power in the lexicon also rules out the sort
of statement for reduplication rules we are most familiar with.
Apparently, our alternative within McCarthy's framework is to reanalyze
all rules of reduplication using autosegmental means.
Consider what this would mean for a language with reduplication
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rules such as those in Tagalog, however. Carrier's first approximation
2
to the statement of the three reduplication rules is illustrated in (8):
(8) a. Rl [ e CV
stem 2
1,2 -> 1 -lg, 1, 2
e.g. (um)-lakad -- pag-la-likad
'(ST)-walk' 'walking' (gerund)
b. RA [ C Vstem 2
1,2 -- 1 +lg 1 2
e.g. mag-linis -> mag-li -linis
'ST-clean' 'ST-will clean'
c. R2 [ C V C0V (C+) X
1, 2 3 4 - 1 +lg 3 1 2 3 4
e . g. mag-linis -~ mag-linis-linis
'ST-clean' 'ST-clean a little'
R1 Reduplication copies the first consonant and vowel of the stem, making
the copy vowel short. RA is similar to Rl, except that the copy vowel is
invariably long. R2 copies the first syllable of a word, and at least
part of the second syllable. (If the second syllable ends with a C,
that C is copied only if it is stem final or part of a suffix; in
trisyllabic stems, a syllable final C is not copied by R2.)
It is not clear that the sort of reduplication facts which Carrier
discusses can be easily fit into an autosegmental mold. Consider what
we would have to do to analyze Tagalog reduplication in the way that
McCarthy analyzes most of the reduplication facts of Semitic. As a
first approximation, let us say that Tagalog, like Semitic, has a set
of prosodic templates, or permissible arrays of consonants and vowels
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onto which morphemes would be mapped. Tagalog might then have a template
such as that in (9), allowing long sequences of open and closed syllables:
(9) .[ V (C)]*
The asterisk in (9) indicates that any number of CVC0 sequences can be
repeated to form Tagalog prosodic templates. Morphemes, such as the
verb stem sulat 'write' would be mapped onto templates in the same way
that morphemes are mapped onto templates in Semitic:
(10) K
sulat
// I \\
C V C V C
Presumably, to form a reduplicated form of this verb stem, we would
first associate the stem sulat with a reduplicative template, i.e.,
one with one more CV than the stem (for Rl and RA):
(11) /C
sulat
C V C V C V C
Since reduplication seems to copy a sequence of consonants and vowels
on the lefthand side of the word in Tagalog, we might start out by
assuming that consonants and vowels in a morpheme are associated with
slots in a template from right to left, rather than the left to right
association needed for Semitic. This would give us the partial
association in (12):
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(12) /.
sulat
C V C V C V C
Following this, we must assume McCarthy's principle of spreading
association lines takes over to fill in the slots in the template which
are unassociated at this point:
(13)
ulat
C V C V C
*I A
However, ai (13) illustrates, the normal process of spreading would
always result in a crossing of association lines, a state of affairs
which is automatically ruled out by general principles of autosegmental
theory. That is, assuming a root like sulat to be a morpheme or A'
constituent in McCarthy's sense, makes it impossible to characterize
reduplication in Tagalog as an automatic spreading of 'autosegmental
association lines.
Since the normal means of accomplishing reduplication within
McCarthy's frameowrk, the spreading of association lines, is closed to
us, we must attempt to recast reduplication in Tagalog as a doubling of
some metrical constituent (i.e., treat Tagalog in the same way that
McCarthy treated the giljel and saharljar cases in Semitic). It is
clear, first of all, that reduplication in Tagalog cannot be stated as
doubling of a syllable.' For R1 and BA, the first CV of a stem is copied
whether or not it is a syllable. For example, R1 applies to a stem with
a closed first syllable, kandilah 'candle', to give the form
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rpg&kay-kandIlah 'candle vendor'. The first CV of this form does not
even constitute a sub-constituent of the first syllable kan: k is the
syllabic onset. a is the syllabic nucleus, which, according to most
theories of the syllable (Halle, classnotes) forms a constituent with
the coda (i.e., the nucleus and coda together make up the syllabic
rime), but not with the onset.
The only other autosegmental alternative for Tagalog reduplication
would be to consider reduplication to be a doubling of morphemes. This
option is, in fact, possible for Tagalog, as Marantz (1980) has shown.
If we assume (i) that the whole verb stem is doubled in Tagalog
reduplication, (ii) that segments of the original (rightmost) morpheme
are associated with the prosodic template from right to left, (iii)
that segments of the copied (leftmost) stem are associated to the
remaining template slots from left to right, and (iv) that extra,
unassociated segments in the morpheme melody are deleted, we can
produce the following autosegmental derivation for a reduplicated form
like susulat:
(14) a. sulat > b. sulat sulat
C V C V C V C C V C V C V C
c. sulat sulat
d. sulat sulat
e. su sulat
11///I\
C V C V C V C
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Such a solution works mechanically for Tagalog, and remains well
within the spirit of McCarthy's solution for the gilgel and sabarbar
cases in Semitic. However, it is questionable whether this solution
really allows us to do without transformational power in our morphology,
as McCarthy claims it does. Unlike the normal Semitic cases where
spreading of association lines accounts for the repeated Cs and Vs, in
these cases, there must be some extra mechanism within the morphology
to copy segments belonging to the doubled morpheme, syllable or other
metrical constituent in question. The need for such a mechanism is
hidden in McCarthy's discussion, and also within Marantz's adaptation
of it to Tagalog. In making this mechanism explicit, it appears to me
that some sort of transformational power will inevitably be necessary:
while an indefinitely long prosodic template can be generated by the
schema in (9), some rule must make reference to the segments in the
morpheme melody, specify that each must be repeated, and in the order
in which they occur in the original. Once we have admitted this hidden
need for a transformation copying whole morphemes, we can see that
McCarthy's Morphological Transformation Prohibition is too strong, both
for Tagalog, and for the Semitic gilgel and saiarbar cases.
Marantz (1980) pursues the idea of constraining morphological
transformations through a version of the autosegmental approach (e.g.,
transformations can copy entire morphemes, but not subparts of
morphemes). Here, I would like to pursue the idea that lexical
transformations can be constrained in other ways as well. For the
purposes of the following discussion, I will drop the autosegmental
framework, and adopt a more traditional segmental representation of
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reduplication. Nothing important hinges on the formal statement of the
rule, as long as it is agreed that some sort of reduplication
transformatiou dependent upon the segmental nature of strings is
necessary.
2. Reduplication as a Transformation
As mentioned above, I would like to argue here that if reduplication
in Tagalog must be formulated as a lexical transformation3 (whether in
an autosegmental framework or not), lexical transformations of only a
highly constrained sort need be permitted. The logic of my argument
will be as follows. In 2.1., I will present Carrier's statement of the
reduplication rules of Tagalog and discuss the array of properties which
seem to cluster around those rules; these properties will prove to be
rather unlike the properties of affixational morphology we have
discussed above. I should point out here that Carrier's theoretical
framework differs from the one developed here in a number of respects.
For example, she does not presuppose the sort of lexical structure
component in which morphemes are inserted into tree structures subject
to subcategorization restrictions. Instead, Carrier accepts a basically
Aronovian sort of morphology where morphemes are concatenated by means
of word formation rules (cf. Chapter 1). Where the differences between
our frameworks are unimportant, I will preserve Carriers's presentation
of the facts. However, at certain points I will modify the description
to be consistent with my framework. These modifications will
eventually lead to some insight into the properties to be discussed.
In particular, 2.:2. will focus on a particular property which Carrier
ascribes to Tagalog reduplication rules: in order to state the proper
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environment for reduplication rules, Carrier allows the use of variables
as well as the use of transformational notation. I will propose a
reanalysis of Carrier's material in which reduplication is a strictly
local operation; the added power of variables will not be necessary,
given independently motivated features of my framework. The point of
this lengthy summary and refinement of Carrier's work will become
apparent later in this chapter: although we need to increase the power
of our morphology by introducing a third subcomponent of morphological
rules and permitting lexical transformations, we will see that the
properties which cluster around Tagalog reduplication rules are Li fact
shared by other string dependent but non-transformational morphological
rules. The final part of this chapter will be devoted to exploring why
this group of properties should be displayed by string dependent rules,
and to proposing constraints on such rules.
2.1. Properties of Reduplication.
Assume, for the moment, the simplified version of the reduplication
rules in (8). What properties do these rules have? First, Carrier
argues convincingly that there are only three rules of reduplication in
Tagalog, although each of these rules appears repeatedly in a variety of
word formation processes. R1 is used to form, among other things,
gerunds from verb stems, to pluralize comparative adjectives formed with
the prefix _ka+sing, and with the prefix mang-, to form occupational
nouns from verbs:
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Reduplication
gerunds
(um)-l&kad
'ST-walk'
(um)-sunod
'ST-obey'
- pag-la-lakad
'walking' (gerund)
> pag-su-sunod
'obeying'
b. plural comparative adjectives
ka+sing-talinoh -- + ka+sing-ta-talinoh
'as intelligent as (sg.)' 'as intelligent as (pl.)'
c. occupational nouns
(um)-tahi? - mang-tahi?4 - ma-nahi? - mananahi?
'seamstress'
Similarly, LA is used in a variety of word formation processes. In
(16a), RA marks aspect on a verb stem, resulting in a future reading,
and in (16b), RA applies to a noun or verb stem to which the affix na+ka
has also attached to form causative adjectives:
RA Reduplication
a. aspect
mag-linis
'ST-clean'
(um)-takboh
'(ST)-run'
- mag-li-linis
'ST-will clean'
- (um)-ta-takboh
'ST-will run'
b. causative adjectives
?antok - na+ka-?antok > nakika?antok
'sleepiness' 'causing sleepiness'
And finally, R2 appears in a number of kinds of derived words. Intensive
verbs are formed by R2, as well as moderative verbs:
(15) Rli
a.
(16)
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(17) a. moderative verbs
mag-linis - mag-linis-linis
'ST-clean' 'ST-clean a little'
mag-walis ) mag-walis-walis
'ST-sweep' 'ST-sweep a little'
b. intensive verbs
mag-sugat - (mag-)ka-sdgat-sugat
'ST-have wounds' 'be thoroughly covered with wounds'
Reduplication rules in Tagalog therefore have the property of being
pervasive -- i.e., of appearing in the same form over and over again
with different 'functions', as it were. Of course, we could consider
each of the uses of these three reduplication rules to constitute a
separate word formation process, but to do so would amount to a claim
that it is accidental that the same three reduplication patterns occur
repeatedly. Many other conceivable types of reduplication could appear,
one for each unique word formation process, but this logically possible
state of affairs does not occur. By separating the three reduplication
rules from the particular word formation processes that utilize them,
Carrier captures the generalization that these are the only possible
patterns.
Within the framework developed here, separating the statement of
reduplication rules from the word formation processes that utilize
them means that reduplication has another unique property. Normally,
in affixing-type morphology, a morphological unit -- stem or affix --
is associated with some sort of unique semantic representation. The
affix mag-, for example, is a ST affix, and therefore is associated
with an appropriate semantic representation in its lexical entry. Some
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affixes have several homophonous forms: that is, a single phonological
sequence may be associated with more than one unique semantic
representation -- e.g., -in and -an in Tagalog are both OT and IOT
affixes for different verbs. Presumably, in such cases we simply have
more than one lexical entry for each affix, each lexical entry having
its own distinct semantic representation. Tagalog reduplication rules
cannot be said to have this property. The examples in (15)-(17) clearly
show that Rl, RA, and R2 cannot be assigned a single unique semantic
representation, since each occurs in a number of distinct word formation
processes. Neither can we treat these three rules as if they were
analogous to homophonous morphemes like -in and -an: unlike these
morphemes, the reduplication rules can only be interpreted in conjunction
with other features of lexical structure. R1 is interpreted as 'plural'
only in a word with the adjective prefix ka+sing-, as 'occupational' only
in conjunction with the prefix mang-. RA is interpreted as one verbal
aspect or another depending upon the prefix occurring on the verb (cf.
below); it is interpreted as causative only together with the prefix
na+ka. It would be impossible to assign these rules even several
semantic representations without mentioning the presence of the prefix
forms in these representations -- something which is apparently never
necessary in the semantic representations of morphemes (e.g., there
exists no morpheme that I know of which requires a semantic
representation indicating that the morpheme in question has a given
interpretation only in the presence of another morpheme. Instead, it
might be better to assume here that the rules of reduplication have no
semantic representation(s) of their own, that they are by themselves
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'semantically neutral' in some sense, and that there exist independent
rules of interpretation in our autonomous semantic component which scan
a word for some combination of affix plus reduplication, assigning a
meaning on the basis of these mutually dependent and discontinuous
aspects of lexical structure.
Further, Carrier points out that reduplication rules may not need
to create morphological structure In the same way that affixational
morphology creates structure. Since Carrier is working within a
basically Aronovian type morphology, which lacks the constraints on
lexical structure proposed above, it is formally possible to add new
brackets around reduplicated segments. The actual motivation for doing
so is by no means obvious, however:
There are cases where it appears that reduplication actually has
to go inside already attached affixes to do its work. For example,
comparative adjectives formed with the prefix ka+sing can be
pluralized by RI-reduplicating the stem. The reduplicated syllable
has to be inserted inside the already affixed ka+sing. Given the
standard assumptions about the bracketing of derived words, it is
not clear how the derived word is to be bracketed.
(16) [A(ka)+sing [A talInoh]] - [A (ka)+sing [?ta[A talinoh]]]
'as intelligent as (sg.)' 'as intelligent as (pl.)'
As far as I can tell from Carrier's work, no word formation rule in
Tagalog has to refer to a bracket created by reduplication, i.e., to
the constituent [ta_[, as opposed to the bracket around the reduplicated
stem as a whole (i.e., [tatallnoh]) . We might say of Tagalog
reduplication, then, that it has the property of being structure
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preserving, in spite of the formal possibility within Carrier's theory
of having structure building lexical transformations.
Reduplication in Tagalog has another property which distinguishes
it from other word formation processes we have looked at so far. Rules
of reduplication in Tagalog must often apply in conjunction with the
af fixation of some morpheme. So occupational nouns are formed by
affixing mang- and R1 reduplicating the verb- stem, and causative
adjectives by affixing na+ka to a noun or verb stem and RA reduplicating.
In some sense, the word formation processes involving reduplication are
often two-part word formation processes: neither the affix nor the
reduplication alone produces an occupational noun or a causative
adjective. Moreover, Carrier also argues that reduplication rules must
often apply after affixation (it is logically possible, within Carrier's
theory, that both parts of the word formation process apply at once):
Finally, there are word formations which involve both affixation
and reduplication in which the affixed material itself can be
reduplicated and therefore attached before reduplication. For
example, causative adjectives are formed by adding na+ka and an
RA copy to a noun or verb stem. RA can apply to reduplicate the
newly added ka
25. [N ?antok]N ~ Ana+ka[?antokl]]- nakaka'Iantok
'sleepiness' 'causing sleepiness'
(1979:201)
Even more striking cases of this phenomenon can be found: in the
presence of a topic marker, a verb stem can be RA reduplicated to change
the aspect of the verb form (cf. below). In complex derived verb stems,
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the presence of a topic marker as the outermost constituent f a word
can apparently condition RA reduplication deep inside a word:
ma-?i-pj-?abut -) ma-?i-pa-?a?abut. This 'long distance' property
of reduplication will be discussed extensively in §2.2. For now,
suffice it to say that Tagalog reduplication has the property that it
can be triggered by the presence of a previously affixed morpheme.
Rules of reduplication in Tagalog also seem to have the property
that they do not, by themselves, trigger a change of category on their
base forms. Reduplication rules which apply in conjunction with
affixation (i.e., are triggered by affixes), may change category, but
the more common state of affairs is that the lexical item derived by
reduplication alone preserves the same category as its base. So the
reduplication processes illustrated in (15)-(17) are typical:
reduplication can form intensive or moderative verbs from verb stems,
plural nouns or adjectives from noun and adjective stems, and so on.
Accompanied by affixation, reduplication processes can, for example,
form nouns frQm verbs. However, there is no example in Carrier's work
which suggests that reduplication alone can form nouns from verbs or
nouns from adjectives, and so on.
2.2. The Locality of Reduplication
Above, I pointed out that reduplication rules in Tagalog do not
seem to create structure. Carrier devotes a good deal of discussion,
however, to arguing that reduplication must refer to already existing
structure, i.e., to the internal bracketing of words, to be stated
properly. In fact, a large part of Carrier's work focusses on the
question of how the reduplication rule should be stated. In the course
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of this discussion, Carrier motivates an internal structure for complex
words in Tagalog. I will first summarize Carrier's findings, and then
present the set of facts which makes the formal statement of Tagalog
reduplication rules an interesting and theoretically important question.
The basic problem I will be dealing with is this: it is often the case
that in a given verb form, reduplication can apply at more than one
place in the lexical string, with no difference in meaning. However,
reduplication never applies more than once in any given form, even if
its environment is met in several places. These facts forced Carrier to
introduce the use of variables into lexical transformations, thereby
implying that reduplication has the property of non-locality, or
unboundedness. I will argue instead that within the framework developed
here, reduplication can be stated without the use of variables: Tagalog
reduplication rules are therefore strictly local rules.
Tagalog verbs consist minimally of a verb stem to which is affixed
a topic marker, an affix which specifies the noun in the verbal diathesis
(e.g., subject, object, indirect object) which is being focussed in the
sentence. So lagay 'put' is a verbal stem which takes as a subject
topic marker the prefix a- (mag-lagay), as an object topic marker the
suffix -in (lagay-in), and as an indirect object marker the suffix -an
(lagay-an). The array of topic markers required of a given verb stem
is more or less arbitrary, and must therefore be represented in the
lexical entry for each stem. Carrier proposes that topic-marked verbs
have the internal structure illustrated in (18):
(18) a. [y mag [ lagay], ],
b. [V, [V lagay]V in]V,
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c. [Y, [ lagay]V an]V,
The motivation for distinguishing two different layers of verb structure
is first that topic-marked verbs are words; they occur freely in
sentences as independent lexical items. Verb stems are not independently
occurring words. Carrier captures this distinction with the stipulation
that only derived verbs contained in V' brackets can undergo lexical
insertion into syntactic base structures. Carrier also bases the
distinction between V and V' bracketing on another factor, however.
Only V' affixes can trigger reduplication. To make clear the
connection between V' affixes and reduplication, I will concentrate in
the following discussion on a single word formation process, namely
Aspectual RA reduplication.
Any Tagalog verb can undergo Aspecual RA reduplication: the
particular aspectual interpretation ascribed to RA reduplication,
however, is dependent upon the nature of the topic marker of the verb.
First of all, an RA reduplicated verb stem without topic marker receives
no aspectual interpretation at all, a fact which leads Carrier to argue
that RA is triggered only by the presence of a topic affix. The
particular shape of the topic marker, together with the presence or
absence of RA yield an aspect interpretation for the verb. Neither
alone has a fixed interpretation. The possible joint interpretations
are represented schematically in (19), which is adapted from Carrier
(1979:345):
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(19) [+Actual Aspect]
+ UI
[+RA][+A]
nag-bflbukas nag-bukas mag-btbukas mag-bukas
'is/was 'opened' 'will open' 'open!'
opening'
[+Actual] aspect generally subsumes an action which has begun, and is
indicated by the n-initial form of the subject topic marker in this
case.5 [-Actual] aspect, indicated by the m-initial form of the
subject topic affix, generally covers actions which have not yet
started. Within this general division, however, verbs which are both
[+Actual] and [+RA] are imperfective, verbs which are [+Actual] and
[-RA] are perfective. [-Actual] verbs which are also [+RA] are
interpreted as future, and finally [-Actual], [-RA] as imperative.
With respect to verbs with the simple structure of those in (18),
the application of RA reduplication is quite straightforward; in the
presence of a topic marker, RA reduplication locates the first CV
following the topic marker, and reduplicates. Thus, Carrier gives a
preliminary version of RA as follows (1979:241):
(20) BA (preliminary)
[,(TM) C V
copy
Through a variety of word formation processes (thd exact nature of
which need not concern us here), however, verbs with rather complex
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layerings of V and V' bracketings are built up. Both V and V' forms
can be the input to further word formation:
(21) a. [1 7 [V, pag [K bilih]]VVIV,
b. KI, ma [ ?i [K pag [ linis] ]V]Vi,],
Perhaps the most interesting and remarkable fact about reduplication in
Tagalog only emerges in an examination of the application of RA to
complex forms like these. The future forms of these verbs can be
derived by RA reduplication, but neither form has a unique future
representation. Instead, any of the following possibilities can occur:
(22) a. ?ipapagbilih
'DOT-will sell'
?pagbibilih
b. ma?lipaglinis
ma?ipapaglinis 'will manage to clean for'
ma?ipaglilinis
What do not occur are forms in which reduplication has occurred more
than once:
(23) *?ipapagblbilih
*ma?I? ipapaglinis
*ma? ipapaglllinis
*ma?1? ipspaglilinis
In other words, in a complex verb containing more than one V' affix,
reduplication can start at any point after a V' affix, but only once
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within a word -- i.e., RA chooses one V' affix in a word and copies the
first CV after that affix. Carrier considers a number of possible
analyses for this phenomenon, but finally decides on (24) as the proper
formulation of the rule: 6
(24) a. +RA Attachment
b. RA Reduplication
##+RA X [ (TM) C V Y
3
1 2 3 4 12 2 3 4
+lg
(24a) is a word formation rule that optionally attaches an abstract
triggering feature [+RA] to the outside of a word. RA reduplication
applies only once, at word level, and analyzes a string, looking for a
V' affix anywhere in the word, no matter how deeply embedded. The use
of the variable allows alternative analyses depending upon how many V1
affixes occur in a string, and the stipulated word level application
accounts for the "once only" character of RA.
Carrier's solution to this reduplication problem, although it
works mechanically, has a number of unattractive properties. First,
it requires the introduction of the variable into our repertoire of
devices available to word formation, and this adds unwanted power to
our morphology: this criticism is especially important in light of
the fact that no rules of Tagalog other than reduplication, and no
word formation processes that I have encountered outside of Tagalog
require such unbounded operations. Other word formation processes,
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both affixational and non-affixational are local. And connected wich
this problem, Carrier herself points out that an unbounded formulation
of reduplication requires a violation of the Adjacency condition
(Siegel 1977, Allen 1978):
(25) ##+RA [V, I [V, pag [ bilih]]]
The statement of RA using a variable allows us to relate morphological
elements, and to perform an operation over an indefinite number of
intervening brackets. The Adjacency Condition prohibits word formation
processes from "looking" more than one bracket down in a complex word.
Finally, Carrier's solution gives no insight into why it should be the
case that reduplication can only apply once; rule (24) is an adequate
description of the facts, but falls short of explanation.
At this point, I would like to propose that the formal mechanisms
already motivated within my framework of morphology will allow us to
develop a more explanatory solution to the Tagalog "anywhere, but only
once" problem. Principles of lexical structure discussed in Chapter 2,
together with an independently needed condition on morphological rules
will interact to give all and only the possible reduplicated forms of
Tagalog.
Suppose, to begin with, we assume the system of lexical structure
with the sorts of lexical entries, unlabeled trees, lexical insertion,
and feature percolation mechanisms motivated earlier for English,
German, and Latin. What we then must say about Tagalog is that all of
the affixes which Carrier calls V' affixes bear an abstract diacritic
feature [+RA], whereas morphemes which Carrier calls V morphemes (e.g.,
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verb stems) lack this feature entirely. In terms of the feature
matrices associated with categories that I discussed in Chapter 2, thie
means that the matrix of a V' node differs from the matrix of a V node
in that the former has a "slot" for the feature [+RA], and the latter
lacks this slot entirely. The feature matrices for both V and V'
morphemes, however, will have a slot for another feature, which we will
call [+ Aspect 2]. (This, in fact, is the term Carrier uses to
distinguish the aspect triggered by RA from the [+ Actual] aspect
indicated by choice of topic marker.) The reason for introducing two
features into verb matrices will become apparent shortly.
Let us say, further, that topic marker or V' morphemes must be
inserted into lexical trees bearing, at random, eithe the + or - value
of the RA feature. The feature [Aspect 2] will not be inherently
specified as + or - for any morpheme, however: instead, each morpheme
in Tagalog will be inherently [0 Aspect 2]. The two rules which we then
need to account for the aspectual RA phenomena are the following:
(26) Aspect 2 Rule
[0 Aspect 2] --- [+Aspect 2] / [+RA]
(27) RA Reduplication
[+RA] [C V X
1 2 34 - 1 2 323 4
+lg
The Aspect 2 Rule simply adds the + value to the [Aspect 2] feature if
it occurs in a matrix with a [+RA] feature. BA is stated locally: it
locates any [+RA] feature, and starts copying at the nearest left
bracket. Consider the possible derivations for a simple subject topic
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verb ma&g-bigay. I - is a [+RA]V' affix, we start out with the
underlying structure in (28):
(28)
mag bigay
V'
+RA[0 Aspect 2
0 Aspect 2
- -Actual 2
By our independently motivated feature percolation mechanisms, we get
the following intermediate structure:
(29) V 1
+RA
0 Aspect 2
[-Actual]
[V
10 Aspect 21
[mag [bigay]]
Rule (26) then applies to give the feature value [+Aspect 2], and RA
reduplication applies as illustrated in (30):
(30) [ V' ][ +RA
+ Aspect2
,-ActualJ
[0 Aspect 2]
[mag [bibigay]]
We might assume that there is a semantic interpretation rule in our
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autonomous semantic component which reads the features [-Actual,
+Aspect 2] off the highest nodes of Tagalog verbs, and produces the
future interpretation that results from this particular conjunction of
features. Notice that if mag- had been [-RA] in this derivation,
neither rule (26) nor rule (27) would have applied, and the aspect
interpretation of the verb would have been imperative, rather than
future.
Consider now the possible derivations for a more complex form
[y, ?i[Vpag [V bilih]]]. Since this fonn has two V' affixes, either
of which can be [+RA] or [-RA], there are four separate underlying
structures:
(31) a. [V, ?i [V, pag[V bilihI]
-RA -RA
b. [7, ?1 [V, pag [V bilih]]]
+RA -RA
c. [y, 71 [V, pag [V bilih]]]
-RA +RA
d. [7, ?i [V, pag [V bilih]]]
+RA +RA
Case (31a) is of no intrinsic interest, since it does not involve
reduplication at all; this form of the verb will receive the imperative
interpretation, and no more need be said about it here. (31b) will have
the derivation mapped out in (32):
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(32) a. Feature Percolation Conventions I-II
{pag
-RA
[? V',-RA$ Aspect 21 (26)
Aspect 2 Rule
0 Aspect 21
[bilih]]
b.
2]
001 V',-RA ]
10Aspect 21
(27) RA ---- >[ v[?i]pspag[bilih]]]
0 Aspect 2
[pag [bilih]]]
-RA
Case (31b), where the first V' affix ?i is [+RA], and the second V'
affix pa is [-RA] yields a reduplicated form ?ipapagbln Case
(31c) has a slightly different derivation:
[?i
+RA
[?i
+RA
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(33) a. Feature Percolation Conventions I-II
VI
-RA
0 Aspect 2
-Actual j
+RA[V'
LAspect 2J
[0 Aspect 2
[?i [pag [bilih]]]
-RA +RA
(26) Aspect 2 Rule
b.
-RA
SAspect2
W-Actual .
[?i [pag
-RA +RA
+RA
spect 2j
Aspect 2
[bilih]]
At this point, Feature Percolation III automatically percolates the
[+ Aspect 21 feature up to the highest node, since the V1 matrix
contains a slot for this feature which is unspecified:
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(33) c. V' 1
-RA
kAspect 2
-Actual
V' (27) RA --
RA[?i[pag[bibilih]]]
As pe ct
V
[0 Aspect 2
[?i [pag [bilih]]]
-RA +RA
When the first affix ?i is [-RA] and the second iag is [+RA], the
reduplication starts copying at the bracket immediately to the left of
p giving us the second possible reduplication for this form,
?ipagbibilih. Example (31c) also provides a good illustration of why
both the features [+RA] and [t Aspect 2] are necessary: reduplication
must apply locally, sometimes deep within a word, but aspect is
interpreted only in conjunction with another feature [+ Actual] which
is determined by the outermost affix. That is, the feature [+RA] must
be available only at the exact point in the string where reduplication
is to occur, but the aspect feature, which allows the interpretation of
this word formation process must be available at the root of the
lexical tree. The feature [+ Aspect 2] will percolate from anywhere
in a tree to the highest node through a path of inherently unmarked
[0 Aspect 2] slots, and thus will enable the semantic interpretation
rules to function properly. The BA feature will never, in fact,
percolate. If it is dominated by a V node there will be no slot in
the V matrix for the feature to percolate into. If it is dominated by
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a V' affix, the RA slot will already be filled, since every V' affix
must be inserted as either [+RA] or [-PRA]. All we need to stipulate
about Tagalog, under this analysis, is that some morphemes are V'
morphemes and other not, and that all morphemes are inherently (i.e.,
in their lexical entries) unmarked for [Aspect 2]. The feature
percolation devices and the actual reduplication rule work in the most
simple and general way possible.
The most interesting case for the reduplication rules, namely (31d),
has yet to be dealt with, of course. In this case, both V' affixes are
inserted into lexical structure bearing the feature [+RA]. From what I
have argued so far, we would expect (34) to be the proper derivation
resulting from this underlying structure:
(34) a. Feature Percolation Conventions I-II
V'
+RA
0 Aspect 2
.-Actual j
+RA (26) Aspect 2 Rule
0Aspect 2____
[0 Aspect 2]
[71i [pag [bilih]]]
+RA +RA
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b. V' 1
I +RA
+ Aspect 2
-Actual .[ V (27) RA ->
+ A+*[?i[papag[bibilih]]]Aspect 2
0 Aspect 21
[?i [pag [bilih]]J
+RA +RA
Notice that the output from the underlying structure in (3Jd) is
*?ipapagblbilih, exactly the case of double application of RA that we
need to rule out. There is nothing in the general framework of our
theory or in the particular rules of Tagalog to prohibit this derivation.
At this point, I would like to argue that this state of affairs is
exactly as it should be: the particular rules necessary for Tagalog
word formation, and specifically the reduplication rules, should not be
engineered to prevent derivations like those in (34) because this
phenomenon of "no double application" is not unique to Tagalog.
Instead, if we consider it to be part of a much broader set of
phenomena, we can begin to approach a more explanatory analysis of
Tagalog reduplication.
Consider the examples in (35), none of which, to my knowledge is
a well-formed word:
(35) a. English
*blueishishish
*unununhappy
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b. German
*Mfdchenchenchen
*V8gleinleinlein
c. Spanish
*pequeilititito
*muchachototote7
All of the affixes in question have the same property: their
subcategorization frames are of the sort [ -- U[_ orI]__ 
where C( ranges over the set of categories, and must be the same on
both brackets for any choice of o . The particular subcategorization
frames needed are illustrated in (36):
(36) 
-ish / 'A -'A
un- / A-A
-chen
-leinJ N-N
-it /IJN 
-- IN
-ot ']A 
Given these subcategorization frames, there is as yet nothing within
our theory to prevent the generation of the forms in (35), and, in
fact, the generation of forms with indefinite strings of iterated un's,
-ish's, -chen's, and so on. Yet, as far as I know, even one extra
iteration of such an affix yields a morphologically ill-formed word.
Moreover, this ill-formedness is certainly not a semantic phenomenon.
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It is fairly clear that *Mlidchenchenchen should be a very, very, little
girl (that the putative meaning of the word is easily expressible by an
iteration of very's alone suggests that semantic deviance is not in
question). Nor is *unununhappy semantically incoherent: it would
certainly mean "not not unhappy" if it were a morphologically acceptable
form.
Rather, I would like to suggest that we have here some sort of
general constraint or condition on morphological rules analogous to the
conditions on syntactic rules (Complex NP Constraint, Subjacency,
Specified Subject Constraint, Tensed S Constraint, cf. Ross (1967),
Chomsky (1973,...)) which have been proposed within recent years. The
analogy is quite fitting, in fact. Sentences like *Who did I believe
the story that John likes ___. (i.e., violations of Subjacency or
Complex NP) are not semantically incoherent; their unacceptability seems
to be a purely syntactic matter, just as the ill-formedness of
*blueishish, etc., seems to be a matter of the syntax of word formation.
We might therefore tentatively assume a general constraint on word
formation such as that illustrated in (37):
(37) The Multiple Application Constraint (MAC):
No word formation process, e.g., insertion of a given morpheme
into a lexical tree, or string dependent rule, can apply
iteratively to its own output.
Such a constraint will rule out both the case of double application of
RA in Tagalog (31d), and the iterated affix cases in (35). I should
stress that the statement of the Multiple Application Constraint in
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(37) is quite tentative. At this stage, it does no more than identify
a class of phenomena which seem to share the same property. Within a
truly explanatory theory of word formation, it ought to follow from
some general property of the theory that multiple applications of word
formation processes are unacceptable. This must be taken as one of the
important goals of.the theory of word formation, and as a direction for
future research. Here, I merely offer the MAC as a first approximation
to a condition on word formation processes. One clear result of
accepting such a condition is that one of the chief problems within
Carrier's work, the problem of preventing multiple applications of
reduplication, is removed from the grammar of Tagalog itself, and
associated with a set of similar but equally problematic phenomena in
other languages. Whatever the particular condition on word formation
turns out to be, RA reduplication (and other reduplication in Tagalog)
can be stated as a strictly local operation.
2.3. Reduplication Summary
The conclusions that we can draw so far are that it is necessary
to allow a set of rules within our lexicon that are string dependent,
and that some of these rules require transformational power for their
statement. Tagalog reduplication rules must be stated as lexical
transformations. We also found that a number of interesting properties
are associated with reduplication in Tagalog; these are summarized in
(38):
(38) a. Reduplication is pervasive in that what appears to be the
same formal process appears over and over again in a
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variety of morphological constructions.
b. Reduplication cannot be associated with any unique semantic
representation.
c. Rules of reduplication are 'structure-preserving'.
d. Reduplication is 'triggered' by certain affixes, and must
apply after affixation, rather than simultaneous with
af fixation.
e. Reduplication does not, by itself, change the category of the
base to which it applies.
f. Reduplication is a strictly local rule.
So far, nothing has been said about why this particular group of
properties should be associated with reduplication in Tagalog. It might
be purely accidental that these properties and no others accompany
reduplication. The next section of this chapter will therefore be
devoted to a detailed investigation of another morphological process,
namely umlaut in German. It will emerge in section 3 that German umlaut
is also a string dependent morphological rule (although not requiring a
transformational statement), and that the cluster of properties
accompanying Tagalog reduplication also accompanies umlaut. Such a
correspondence of properties in rules as different as reduplication and
umlaut suggests that this particular clustering of properties is not at
all accidental. The ultimate goal of this chapter is to show that all
of the facts about reduplication and umlaut in fact follow from the
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organization of th' lexicon developed in Chapter 2, and thereby provide
strong evidence in favor of this theory of lexical organization.
3. Umlaut
Umlaut is the term used to refer to the fronting of vowels in
certain environments in German: for example, in some nouns, plural
stems differ from corresponding singulars in that the plural stem vowel
is fronted: Vatervv VHter, Mannrv Manner (the latter also has an r-sten
extension in the plural, as already discussed in Chapter 1). Similarly,
the comparative forms of some adjectives have stem vowels related to
their non-comparative counterparts by some sort of vowel fronting
process: gross ns gr8sser. In general, umlaut is one of the most
strikingly pervasive processes in German grammar, occurring in verb
paradigms, derivational word formation, and what seem to be conversion
pairs, in addition to the noun and adjective paradigms already
mentioned. Umlaut is also one of the most extensively discussed
phenomena in German linguistics. I will not review here the copious
literature that already exists on this subject, since my main purpose
is simply to find the best analysis of umlaut consistent with the
framework developed above. Instead, I will preseut the basic arguments
from Wurzel (1970) for considering umlaut to be a fundamentally
morphological process, rather than a phonological one, and discuss a
number of drawbacks of Wurzel's own morphological analysis. I will then
consider the two analyses for the umlaut phenomena which are available
within my theory of morphology: it will be argued that umlaut is a
productive string dependent rule in German belonging to the third
subcomponent of our morphology, rather than a morpholexical phenomenon
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represented in the permanent lexicon. The discussion will draw upon a
number of ideas already explored in earlier chapters, for example non-
directional morphological conversion, the identity of inflectional and
derivational processes, and the formal nature of morphological rules.
It will range quite broadly over the various morphological processes of
German, and a number of rather subtle, and seemingly correct predictions
will emerge from the discussion. However, what will Le of most interest
are the properties which accompany the umlaut rule to be motivated here.
3.1. Umlaut as a Morphological Process
Wurzel (1970) argues quite convincingly that umlaut can no longer
be considered a purely phonological phenomenon in the synchronic grammar
of modern German (cf. also Strauss 1976). While it must have been the
case at some point in the history of German that a front non-low vowel
always caused the fronting of a vowel in a preceding syllable, this is
certainly no longer the case. First, it is necessary in any case to
postulate some underlying front rounded vowels for German. These are
needed to account for monomorphemic umlauted forms such as Blr 'bear'
and TUr 'door'. Such forms never alternate with unumlauted forms, nor
is there any independent motivation for postulating underlying forms
such as Barn and Turi, where umlaut would first front the stem vowel,
following which an ad hoc rule of vowel deletion would delete the final
i. That is, the final front vowel that we would need to postulate for
such forms would merely serve as a diacritic for the operation of
umlaut. Nor is it apparent from a superficial appraisal of the cases
where alternations between umlauted and non-umlauted vowels do occur,
that umlaut occurs in every case in which a stem vowel is followed by a
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front non-high vowel: umlaut has occurred in forms like V81ker 'folk-pl.,
GUte 'goodness', Buchlein 'book-dimin.', and HUndchen 'dog-dimin.', but
not in Hunde 'dogs', Fahrer 'driver', or froher 'happier', similarly
DUmmling 'simpleton', zlrtlich 'tender', HUndin 'bitch', h8hnisch
'scornful', bUrtig 'bearded' vs. Beamtin 'female official', lautlich
'phonetic', Wagnis 'chance', and wolkig 'cloudy'. To maintain a purely
phonological rule of umlaut, it would be necessary to postulate final
vowels in Hunde, Fahrer, Beamtin, lautlich, etc. which are underlyingly
distinct from the final vowels in Gute, V81ker, bUrtig, etc. Mass
neutralization of these underlying distinctions would have to occur to
derive the surface forms. This sort of solution is especially
unappealing with respect to cases such as those in (39) (examples from
Wurzel (1970)):
(39) a. HUndin Beamtin
Kchin Gattin
b. BUcker Fahrer
Stfdter Maler
c. BegrUbnis Befugnis
Gel8bnis Wagnis
d. tirztlich amtlich
stUndlich lautlich
e. bartig grasig
mllssig wolkig
The simplest thing we can say about the morphological structure of the
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forms in (39a-e) is that they are derived words containing the suffixes
-in, -er, -nis, -lich, and -I. --in forms feminine nouns, -er agentive
nouns, -nis abstract nouns, and -lich and j adjectives. The lexical
structure of the derived words seems to be identical for the umlauted
and unumlauted forms, yet the purely phonological approach to umlaut
would force us to postulate two distinct underlying forms for each
suffix to account for the fact that each suffix forms both derived words
with umlaut and derived words without umlaut. Thus, instead of a single
*
suffix -in, we would be forced to postulate two suffixes, say -in and Vn,
the latter containing some vowel, as yet to be specified, which is
neutralized to i only after the operation of umlaut. Similarly, we would
* *
need pairs of suffixes -er and Vr, -nis and -nVs, -lich and -lVch, -ig
*
and -V~j, with more neutralization. Moreover, stems would have to be
lexically marked to indicate the suffix variant they choose. Nor is it
*
obvious what vowel V should be: German has suffixes with back vowels a
(-bar, -schaft), o (-los), and u (-tuum, -ung), which must not get
* *
neutralized to e or i by whatever processes neutralize V; V therefore
*
cannot be a, u or u. Clearly, V looks like a diacritic vowel concocted
merely to prevent the umlaut rule from applying in certain environments.
These complications, taken together, argue strongly against a purely
phonological analysis (ef. Wurzel (1970) for a-much more detailed
discussion of these facts, and previous analyses advocating purely
phonological umlaut) .
Wurzel himself takes this array of facts to mean that umlaut is no
longer a phonological process in modern German; rather, it must be seen
as part of the morphology of the language. Umlaut, where it is not
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underlyingly present in stems, is triggered by the presence of certain
suffixes in a complex derived word. Some suffixes trigger umlaut on
preceding stems, and others do not. Moreover, of the suffixes which do
trigger umlaut, some trigger umlaut on every steis. to which they attach,
and others do so only sporadically. Wurzel provides a classification
of German suffixes with respect to their umlaut triggering capacities,
of which (40) is a partial summary:8
(40) a. Affixes regularly conditioning umlaut
1. Plurals in -er (MUnner)
2. -e forming abstract nouns from adjectives (Gute)
3. Ge....e forming abstract nouns (Gebiude)
4. Diminutives in -chen and -lein (Madchen, V8glein)
5. Nouns in -ling (DUmmling)
b. Affixes only sometimes conditioning umlaut
1. Noun plurals (FUchse vs. Hunde)
2. -in forming feminine nouns (HUndin vs. Beamtin)
3. -er forming agentive or instrumental nouns (BUcker vs.
Fahrer)
4. -lich forming adjectives (arztlich vs. amtlich)
5. -f.L forming adjectives (bartig vs. wolkig)
c. Affixes never conditioning umlaut
1. -schaf t
2. -bar
3. -los
4. -IA2
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Other affixes could be added to these classes. Presumably, a partial
'memory' of the original phonological conditioning of the rule is
preserved in that no suffix containing a back vowel conditions umlaut.
But of the suffixes with front vowels, some regularly condition umlaut,
and others condition umlaut in some forms, but not in others. A number
of morphological analyses have been proposed for these facts. Here, I
will only discuss one, namely Wurzel's (1970), as a background for the
analysis to be proposed within the theory of lexical organization
developed above.
Wurzel's framework allowed only one sort of analysis for this data:
umlaut had to be formulated as a sort of readjustment rule applying
after affixation, but before the phonological component. This
readjustment rule (actually a whole series of readjustment rules) was
triggered by a number of morphological features inherent to stems and
affixes. For example, suffixes which always umlaut their stem vowels,
such as those in (40a) would be given the feature [+UE] (from the German
for "umlaut inducing"). A simplified form of Wurzel's first umlaut
readjustment rule would then be the following:
(41) [+syl] -> [-back] / ___ C0 [+UE]
e.g., Gut + [] Gilt+e
Such a rule will not suffice, however, for suffixes such as those in
(40b) . Suffixes which sometimes, but not always umlaut their stem
vowels are given a different umlaut triggering feature, [+UB] (for
"umlaut conditioning") . This f eature does not automatically trigger
umlaut, but works only if it is preceded by a root morpheme marked with
That is, the features [+UB] and [+DU] imply that a given [+DU] stem
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another feature [+DU] (for "derivative umlaut"). Wurzel's second
readjustment rule is something like the slightly simplified version in
(42):
(42) [+syl] -- [-bk] / ___C [+UB] / [+DU]
e.g., arztl + rich)]- Urzt+lich
r+DUj L+UBJ
amt + [lich] -- amtlich
L +UBJ
Already we can see that Wurzel's solution has a number of unattractive
properties. We now have three features and two readjustment rules with
identical structural changes. Even these two raadjustment rules,
however, will not suffice within Wurzel's theory to account for the
appearance or non-appearance of umlaut in German derivational word
formation. Wurzel himself notes (1970:124):
Wie bereits angedeutet, folgen nicht alle Derivative aus (4)
[my (40b)] den diskutierten RegularitUten. Wlhrend beispielweise
arztlich, JUmmerlich, mUndlich, mUtterlich, Srtlich und wbrtlich
heisst, stehen daneben Formen wie (ver)arzten, jammrig, Munde/
munden/(voll)mundig, (be)muttern,Orte/orten/(ander)ortig und
Worte/worten!/(vie4)wortig. Anderseits zeigen Beispiele wie Orte-
or ten-or tig , DUf te-duf ten-duf4t g, LUf te-lluf ten-luftig und illute-
hliuten-hautig, dass das Auftreten des Umlauts bei den starken
/e/-Pluralen, denominalen Verben und den mit -i{s /g/ gebildeten
Adjektiven nicht durch ein einheitliches Merkmal zu erfassen ist.
umlaut data. It will produce mechanically the majority of cases where a
given stem morpheme with a given suffix always has the same form,
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should always be umlauted when followed by any suffix which sometimes,
but not always umlauts stems. Yet of the suffixes which sometimes do
and sometimes don't condition umlaut (i.e., those in (40b) and others
like them), a given stem may umlaut with one, but not the others:
jlmmerlich rv jammrig; mundlich ^a mundig. A given stem might have an
umlauted plural, but no umlaut in other variable suffix derivatives. To
account for the fact that the occurrence of umlaut in one derived form
does not guarantee the occurrence of umlaut in another derived form,
Wurzel begins to add still more umlaut triggering features: roots can
therefore be marked [+ -Ig Umlaut] if they occur umlauted with the affix
or [+ Plural Umlaut] if they have an umlauted plural stem. So
Wurzel adds still another readjustment rule, something like (43):
(43) I uml 9
[+syl] -- .[-bk] / +pl I CpN
[+ig uml] CIN ig]JA
e.g., rDuft
+pl umlj -- Dllfte
[+pl J[hautml + ig 
-- hiut+ig
More features and more readjustment rules are eventually added to
Wurzel's analysis to account for umlaut in verb paradigms, derived verb
stems, and so on.
Despite its enormous complexity, Wurzel's readjustment rule
analysis cannot account for some of the real intricacies of the German
(44) a. kiuflich
abkUuflich
erkauf lich
verkiuf lich
unverkiuflich
b. tonig
tieftonig
hochtonig
einttnig
vielt8nig
hocht8nig
misst8nig
In (44b), some derivatives with the morpheme ton and the suffix -4&
have umlaut, and others do not. But ton must bear either the feature
[+_i uml] or [- R uml] within Wurzel's analysis. There is no apparent
way of generating both tonig and einttnig without contradiction. Nor
is there any way of generating doublets such as those in (45):
f8rmlich
vertruglich
sUchlich
SchlUger
KrHmer
SchlUchter
formlich
vertraglich
sachlich
Schlager
Kramer
Schlachter
By doublets, I mean pairs which differ structurally only in that one
form has umlaut and the other one does not; some of these pairs differ
in meaning, others are dialectal, or perhaps idiolectal variants, but
all seem to be derived from the same morphemes. Again, for Wurzel, the
(45)
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regardless of the prefixes intervening structurally between the suffix
and the stem, e.g., (44a), but it does not predict the existence of a
non-infrequent pattern like that in (44b):
stems would have to be both [+DU] and [-DU].
3.2. Two Possible Reanalyses of Umlaut
Of course, given the arguments in Chapters 1-3 for unifying all
word formation processes in a single component of our grammar, Wurzel's
analysis would be ruled out on a priori grounds: even if it were not
flawed by excessive complexity, readjustment rules no longer exist as a
morphological rule type within the system of lexical organization
advocated here. We must therefore begin to explore the sorts of
reanalysis available to us within my theory. Below, I will formulate
two analyses which are logically possible within this framework, one
which postulates umlauted and non-umlauted stem variants listed in the
permanent lexicon, and another which entails a productive string
dependent umlaut rule triggered by a diacritic feature on morphemes.
Both solutions are reasonably simple, and both avoid the major pitfalls
of Wurzel's analysis. In the latter half of this section, however, I
will provide a number of arguments in favor of the second of these
analyses. A byproduct of these arguments will be a more highly
constrained notion of morpholexical rule than was offered in Chapter 2.
The following are the two distinct analyses of umlaut available
to us:
Analysis A (HORPHOLEXICAL)
. (i) Stem morphemes in German can be listed in both an umlauted form
and a non"-umlauted form, e.g., ((form, flirm), (tag triig),
( arzt, trzt),...J. The regularity existing between the members
of each ordered pair will be represented by a morpholexical rule:
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] [C -bkl Co
The first member of each pair will be designated with the
diacritic [-U] and the second member with the diacritic [+U].
(ii) Suffixes will have lexical entries like those in Chapter 2,
including the expected subcategorization frame. Some suffixes
will subcategorize exclusively [-U] stems, e.g., -bar, -schaft,
-ung. Others will s'bcategorize exclusively [+U] stems, e.g.,
-chen, -lein, -e. Other suffixes, namely the "umlaut variable"
suffixes like -lich and -I will not specify either [+U] or [-U]
as part of their subcategorization. Hence, they will not
discriminate between the two sorts of stems.
(iii) Thus, stems are inserted into trees already umlauted, and only
suffixes subcategorizing [+U] stems or suffixes not
distinguishing [+U] from [-U] stems can be inserted to form a
well-formed word. There is no productive rule umlauting stem
vowels, however.
Analysis B (PRODUCTIVE STRING DEPENDENT RULE)
(i) Suffixes in German are divided into three major groups in the
permanent lexicon. One group is marked with the feature [+U],
which will trigger an umlaut rule. The second group of
suffixes will be [-U]. The final group will have the
designation [+U] which will be taken to mean that such suffixes
can be either [+U] or [-U] in a given derivation (they are
never simultaneously [+U]) .
(ii) Stems and af fixes are put together subject to the principles of
[C I+bk C]
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lexical structure discussed in Chapter 2. At this stage in the
derivation only those stein vowels will be umlauted which are
underlyingly umlauced. That is, the output of the lexical
structure component will be structures such as these:
[[form]N lich]A [([[form]N lich ]A
+U -U
[[Hund]N chen]A
+U
(iii) Finally, in the third subcomponent of our morphology, there will
be a string dependent rule of the following sort:
UMLAUT: [+syl] -) [l-bk[] / __ C (+U]
This rule states simply that a vowel is fronted when followed
by a morpheme bearing the feature [+U].
Neither of these two solutions is particularly complex. First, there
is no reason to expect that stems which occur umlauted with one
umlaut-variable suffix, say -lich, ought to occur umlauted with
another umlaut-variable suffix, e.g., -4R. Within either analysis, the
umlauting possibility of each stem is independent from affix,: to affix.
Second, since it is a feature of the framework as a whole that
inflectional affixes are treated no differently from derivational
affixes, it is to be expected that both work the same way with respect
to umlaut. Under Analysis A, inflectional affixes such as the
compara tive -er are treated like all umlaut-variable suf fixes :
comparative -ar subcategorizes adjectives without regard to their
umlaut feature. Under Analysis B, -er will be a [+U] affix, just as
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the derivational suffixes -lich and -Ig are (I will have more to say
about umlaut and inflection below). Both solutions do away with
Wurzel's proliferation of umlaut-triggering features, and both predict
the existence of doublets and paradigms like that in (44b). As
discussed in Chapter 2, it is the goal of this theory of morphology to
generate all and only possible forms, rather than all and only actual
forms (however that term is to be interpreted): both Analysis A and
Analysis B will overgenerate as far as actual words are concerned, since
either will allow derivations with both umlauted and unumlauted variants
on any given stem for umlaut-variable suffixes like -lich and -!:R. But
this is exactly as it should be: the grammar of German generates
possible forms from which individual speakers and dialects choose, thus
adding texture to the language which cannot be captured by an analysis
like Wurzel's. Actual doublets and paradigms such as that in (44b) are
simply the most obvious manifestation of overgeneration.
So far, both analyses seem to be reasonable hypotheses as to the
place of umlaut in our morphology of German. It is therefore necessary
to consider at this point what would count as evidence for deciding
between the morpholexical and the string dependent analyses of umlaut.
A number of arguments can be brought to bear on this issue: these
arguments will show, in fact, that structure already added to this
theory for independent reasons highly constrains our choice of possible
analyses for umlaut, and indeed narrows the possibilities down to a
single one, Analysis B.
Initially, a number of brief arguments can be made against Analysis
A. First, notice that the morpholexical analysis requires us to list a
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great many stem forms, in fact all stem forms with back vowels in the
root form, with both an umlauted stem variant and a non-umlauted stem
variant. This has the obvious undesirable consequence of multiplying
drastically the number of individual items listed in the permanent
lexicon. Whatever this fact means in terms of language processing or
memory load, it seems to be an undesirable complication on a priori
grounds. In contrast, Analysis B requires only a single stem form for
each root; German suffixes must be distinguished in the permanent
lexicon as to whether they bear the feature [+U], [-U], or [+U]. It
is the suffixes which have extra idiosyncratic information in their
lexical entries rather than the stems, and the amount of idiosyncratic
information concerned with umlaut is thereby greatly reduced.
Second, it is somewhat problematic, within the morpholexical
analysis of umlaut, what to do about stems which hava underlying front
vowels (e.g., Kind 'child'). Suffixes, whether subcategorized to
attach to [+U] stems, or [-U] stems, or either, do attach to stems
with underlying front vowels. So a suffix -chen which has the
subcategorization frame ] - N attaches to Kind to form Kindchen.
NN
[+U]
And a suffix like -haft which has the subcategorization frame ]N A
[-U]
attaches to Kind to form kindhaft. But it would certainly be absurd to
postulate one stem kind which is [+U], and another stem kind wh'.ch is
[-U]. The alternative is to attach some complicated, and rather ad
hoc condition to the subcategorization frame of each affix to the
effect that they attach to any stem which has an underlying front
vowel. The string dependent rule of Analysis B has a much more
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straightforward and natural way of dealing with stem morphemes like
Kind. Since the structural change of the string dependent rule is
essentially phonological in nature, it will automatically apply to
morphemes with [-bk] vowels in the environment of a [+U] suffix, but
it will apply vacuously. The front vowel in Kind will remain unchanged.
Again, the matter of simpliciLy is at issue, and Analysis B seems
superior in this respect.
The next two arguments in favor of the string dependent analysis
of umlaut are somewhat more substantial in nature. The first requires
delving into some of the internal intricacies of lexical structure in
German.
It often seems difficult to say for sure what the internal
structure of a German word is, since affixes frequently can attach to
more than one category of lexical item. For example, un- can attach
to nouns or adjectives to form nouns and adjectives respectively, in
accordance with our labeling conventions: Unmenschu, unwahrA. The
suffix -lich attaches to verbs and nouns to form adjectives:
freundlich, empfUnglich. Therefore, in a form like unmenschlich, we
could either have the structure in (46a) or the structure in (46b):
(46) a. [A un [A N mensch] lich]]
b. [A ~N un [N mensch]] lich]
In the former, un- has attached to the adjective menschlich, and in
the latter, -lich has attached to the noun Unmensch. I am not sure
if any difference in semantic interpretatirn accompanies this
distinction in structure.
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However, there are also cases where it is possible to detennine
uniquely the proper bracketing of a lexical item. For example, the
word unlUsslich must have the bracketing [un [[lUss] lich]], since
-lich will attach to the verb stem lAss (ltssen), whereas un- will not
attach directly to verb stems. Un- will attach to the adjective
1ksslich, however. Similarly, the form Abk8mmling must have the
bracketing [[Ab [k8mm]] ling]: ab- attaches only to verb stems, and
-ling forms nouns. ab- would never attach directly to a noun k8mmling.
For the purposes of the argument to follow, I will limit myself to
cases like unlfsslich and Abk8mmling, where internal structure is
uniquely determined by the subcategorizations of affixes.
Consider the data in (47):
(47) a. [[pfx [stem]] sfx]
abk8mmlich traulich
bekbmmlich vertraulich
herk8mmlich zutraulich
ausk8mmlich
b. [pfx [[stem] sfx]]
lHsslich nachahmlich
unlasslich unnachaihmlich
c. [[pfx [stem]] sfx]
abtrglich
nachtr~glich
ertrUglich
zutrHglich
vertrllglich vertraglich
d. [pfx [[stem] sfx]]
unpasslich passlich
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The examples in (47a) and (47c) must have the bracketing that we
assigned to Abk8mmling, with the prefix attached inside the suffix.
ab, be, her, aus, etc. are all so-called separable prefixes which
attach only to verbs. The examples in (47b) and (47d) have precisely
the opposite bracketing, with un- attached outside the suffix; lUss,
nachahm, and pass are all verb stems to which un- could not attach
directly. What this data is meant to show is that umlaut behaves
exactly the same way, regardless of the internal structure of a word.
The majority of derived words in German are like the (a) and (b) cases.
That is, in most cases, if the stem vowel in one derivative is umlauted,
the stem vowel is umlauted in all derivatives. Conversely, if the stem
vowel is unumlauted in one, it is unumlauted in all, regardless of
internal structure. Examples like (47c) and (47d), where umlauted and
unumlauted forms of the same stem exist side by side in derivatives,
can be found, but they are significantly less frequent than the (a) and
(b) patterns.
These are merely observations about the frequency of patterns of
occurrence of umlaut. Analysis A and Analysis B, however, actually
make slightly different predictions about these facts, with Analysis B
coming a bit closer to the state of affairs described above than
Analysis A.
Within Analysis A, the morpholexical analysis, stems are listed
in umlauted and non-umlauted forms, and suffixes are subcategorized to
occur with [+U] stems, [-U] stems, or either. In words with structures
like [uni [[Hiss] lich]]l, the suffix attaches directly to the stem with
the [+U] designation. It is therefore not hard to see why forms like
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[[X] lich] and [un [[X] lich]] frequently share umlaut properties (i.e.,
they are both umlauted or both unumlauted). Since the un- form is built
on the base of the [[X] lich] form, we would expect them most often to
be identical. Forms like abk8mmlich and bekdmmlich, however, have the
opposite bracketing. A full tree structure is illustrated in (48):
(48)
+U +U
I I
be k8mm lich ab k8mm lich
+U +U
As illustrated in (48), our independently motivated feature percolation
mechanisms will allow the feature [+U] to percolate to the first
branching node dominating k8mm: since prefixes like ab and be are not
specified for the umlaut feature, this feature can percolate from the
righthand constituent. Notice that this allows us to state the
subcategorization of -lich with no violation of the Adjacency condition.
Without the percolation convention, -lich would have to cross two
brackets to "see" the umlaut feature on k8mm:
(49) [[be [kbmm]] lich]
Instead, with feature percolation, the umlaut feature is structurally
adjacent to the suffix even in forms with left-branching internal
structure.
Because of the way that forms like abktimmlich and bek8mmlich are
bracketed, the morpholexical analysis might lead us to expect them to
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behave differently with respect to umlaut properties from right-
branching words like unlUsslich. The -lich adjectives in (47a,c) are
not formed on identical bases, namely k8mm or trag. Instead, they are
derived from distinct morphological constituents abkmm, bek8mm,
ausk8mm, zutrfig, abtrg, and so on. Each of these constituents is
independent of the others, and there is therefore no more reason for them
to behave alike with respect to umlaut than there is for two entirely
phonologically distinct stems like lss and nachahm to behave alike.
We should expect to find numerous cases of prefix-stem constituents,
say abX and beX, where X is umlauted in abX with the suffix -lich, but
unumlauted in beXlich. That is, because of their left-branching internal
structure, we might expect forms like those in (47a,c) to exhibit more
variability in umlaut with affixes like -lich than we find in right-
branching forms like those in (47b,d). As indica- ' at the outset of
this argument, we simply do not find this distinction in the data. The
variable pattern of umlauting is equally infrequent in right-branching
and left-branching structures. So Analysis A seems to make a faulty
prediction here.
In contrast, Analysis B makes no distinction between these two
sorts of structures. The umlaut rule in Analysis B requires string
adjacency of a vowel rather than structure adjacency: string dependent
lexical rules, as their :name suggests, can be blind to lexical
structure. This was the case with reduplication, where R2 in Tagalog
regularly copied sequences of consonants and vowels across morpheme
boundaries, and this seems to be the case with umlaut in German as
well. So, for example, a suffix like the diminutive -lein, which is
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always [+U] will not umlaut a stem vowel if it is not string adjacent
to a stem vowel:
(50)
N
N
Guck er lein "little spy glass"
No umlaut
But the string dependent umlaut rule will make no distinction between
the left-branching (abk8mulich) type structures, and the right-branching
(unlasslich) type structures, since the stem vowel, in both cases, is
string adjacent to the umlaut-triggering suffix. Although Analysis B
gives us no clue at all as to why the majority of paradigms of both
structural types are uniform with respect to umlaut (i.e., why the
pattern in (47a,b) predominates), it at least makes no false predictions.
Notice that the string dependent analysis of umlaut also make a
further prediction. If a strictly [+U] suffix attaches outside another
suffix with a back vowel, we predict that the back vowel suffix should
be umlauted. Unfortunately, it seems that the combinatorial properties
of German suffixes are such that no examples of this sort are well-
formed words. The closest we can come to the case we want are forms
like Machtlos igkeit , wis sens chaf tlich, Glaubhaf tigkeit which have [+U ]
suf fixes -il, and -lich outs ide o f suf fixes with back vowels -s chaft ,
-haft, -los. Although none of the latter vowels appear umlauted, we
can always appeal in these cases to the fact that -lich and -4g of ten
do not umlaut underived stems. It would seem that the German data will
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not allow us conclusively to test out the prediction about stacked
suffixes.
One final objection may be offered to Analysis A, the morpholexical
solution to the German umlaut problem. Early in Chapter 2, I made an
attempt to define the characteristics that distinguished morpholexical
rules from other rule types. Morpholexical rules were created to
account for unpredictable variation in the stem forms of languages with
inflectional paradigms more complex than those of English. I repeat my
summary of their characteristics in (51):
(51) a. Morpholexical rules are predicates which define sets of
ordered pairs of lexical items, both of which are listed in
the permanent lexicon. The relationships defined by
morpholexical rules mimic the sorts of relationships defined
by more productive morphological processes.
b. Morpholexical rules are purely classificatory in nature.
Unlike other rules of word formation, they do not change
category, alter subcategorization, or add to, change or
subtract from semantic content, however that is characterized.
They merely define the limits of a class of items, and
specify relatedness between pairs of those items.
c. It is purely arbitrary whether or not any given lexical item
conforms to the specifications of a lexical class as defined
by its morpholexical rule.
The morpholexical analysis of German umlaut does not conform to all
of these requirements. Although.the morpholexical rule we would need
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for umlaut defines a set of ordered pairs both of which are listed in
the permanent lexicon, and is purely classificatory (it does not affect
category, subcategorization, or semantic representation), it is not at
all clear that membership in the lexical class defined by this
morpholexical rule is arbitrary. All German stems with back vowels
must have umlaut stems, and front vowels are problematic, as discussed
above. By allowing the umlaut relationship to be expressed by a
morpholexical rule, we weaken our definition of morpholexical rule and
open the door to allowing all sorts of other non-arbitrary morphological
relationships to be expressed as morpholexical relationships.
In contrast, the string dependent analysis allows us to maintain a
more highly constrained model of morphology, with the result that only
information which really is arbitrary is treated as arbitrary, and all
that information about word formation which is general and rule governed
is represented as such. Thus, it is arbitrary that a given suffix is
[+U], [-U] or [+U], but what happens to a stem when it occurs in a [+U]
environment is not arbitrary: this much is accounted for by a general
string dependent rule of umlaut. For the remainder of this chapter, I
will therefore accept Analysis B as the proper analysis of unlaut
within my framework.
3.3. Umlaut and Inflection
So far, our discussion of umlaut has been confined exclusively to
the interaction of umlaut and derivational af fixation. Any student of
German knows, however, that umlaut also pervades the inflectional
system of German. Throughout this thesis, I have tried to argue that
inflectional morphology and derivational morphology should not be
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distinguished in the lexicon. If this is true, we would expect that
inflectional affixes should be treated like derivational affixes with
respect to umlaut as well; our string dcpendent rule of umlaut should
go a long way towards accounting for the umlaut that appears in
inflectional paradigms. In this section, I will cover umlaut phenomena
in noun, verb and adjective paradigms, and show that this is to a large
extent true.
3.3.1. Nouns
In the beginning of this work, I discussed German nominal
paradigms in the context of justifying inorpholexical rules, and
illustrating that inflectional stems can act as input to other word
formation processes. There, it was argued that the actual inflectional
endings for case inflected forms were:
(52) sg. p1.
N -0 -e
A -0 -e
G -s (M,N), -0 (F) -e
D -0 -n
All idiosyncracy in the nominal paradigm was to be attributed to
membership in a number of lexical classes, governed, as usual, by a
number of morpholexical rules. Two of these classes actually included
morpholexical rules which expressed an umlaut relationship between the
stem vowels of two stem variants. The relevant facts are as follows:
among other nominal stem classes, German has one class which has only
a single stem, to which the endings in (52) are attached (Hund 'dog',
Sommer 'summer'). A second class is distinguished from these only in
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that it has a second stem with an umlauted vowel: t(Bach, Blch),
(Vater, Vfter),...4. The umlaut stem occurs with the plural case
endings. Yet a third class has two stems, where one stem differs from
the other in the presence of umlaut and an r-stem extension: f (Buch,
Bucher), (Mann, Minner),...4. These three noun classes are of interest
to the present discussion of umlaut.
First, it was argued earlier (Chapter 1) that ordered pairs of
stems like (Buch, Bucher) and (Mann, Mnner) are related by a
morpholexical rule something like that in (53):
(53) C V C AJ C U C r
(53) implies that the r stems are listed in the permanent lexicon
already umlauted. This no longer has to be the case, however. Suppose
that we say that (54a) are the stems which are listed in the permanent
lexicon and (54b) the morpholexical rule relating them:
(54) a. {(Buch, Bucher), (Mann, Manner),.....
+U +U
b. X r\4J Xr
[+U]
That is, if the r extension of this lexical class is designated as[+]
just as derivational af fixes like -chen and -lein are, the umlaut rule
will automatically umlaut all stems with the r extension. By counting
the stem extension r as a [+U] element and umlauting by general rule,
we account for the fact that there is no stem class in German with stem
variants like (Mann, Manner).
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The class of nouns (Bach, Bch), (Vater, Viter),... are not
quite as straightforward as the class in (54), however. First, unlike
the (Mann, Mlnner) class, the stems are not distinguished by any affix-
like extension. Umlaut is the sole difference between the singular and
plural stems. Moreover, this class is distinguished from the Hund,
Sommer class only by the presence of an umlauted stem; it is completely
arbitrary whether a morpheme that takes no affix-like stem extension
has an umlaut stem or not: Bach does, but Hund does not. This array
of facts suggests a number of possible analyses. On the one hand, since
umlaut is the sole difference between the singular and plural stems, and
since it is purely arbitrary which stems will belong to this class, we
might be justified in saying that we have lexical pairs such as those in
(55a), and a morpholexical rule expressing the umlaut relationship:
(55) a. {(Bach, BUch), (Vater, Vflter),.. .
b. C V C /\ C C
0 0 0 0
Thus, this analysis claims that umlaut can be represented as a
morpholexical relation as well as a productive string dependent rule.
There is another alternative open to us, however. Suppose that the
lexical class in question is represented as in (56), rather than (55):
(56) a . {(Bach, Bach) , (Vater , Vater) , .. ..1
b. X r\v X
[+U]
This latter class has two stems which are phonologically identical, one
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differing from the other in the presence of the umlaut triggering
feature. In the third sub-component of our lexicon, the regular
umlauting rule will apply in the environment of this feature in the
normal way, yielding the plural stems Blich, Vilter, etc.
At this point, we have little or no basis on which to decide
between these two possible analyses. However, in light of some yet
to be discussed facts about the German verb paradigms (specifically
the analysis of umlaut in the 2nd-3rd singular of certain verbs), I
will argue that the analysis which makes use of the umlaut triggering
feature is the preferable one. This allows us to maintain the claim
that umlaut is a single, unified process in German.
3.3.2. Verb Paradigms
Umlaut occurs in a number of places in the verb paradigms of
German as well. For the discussion below, we will limit our attention
to paradigms such as those in (57). I will first present a partial
analysis of the German verb paradigms along the lines of that given
for Latin in Chapter 2, and then discuss the instances of umlaut
which appear.
INDIC PRES INDIC PST
sagen 'say'
sagte sage
sagtest sagest
sagte sage
sagten sagen
sagtet saget
sagten sagen
kommen 'come'
kam
kamst
kam
kamen
kamt
kamen
komme
kommest
komme
kommen
kommet
kommen
schlagen 'hit
schlug schlage
schlugst schlagest
schlug schlage
schlugen schlagen
schlugt schlaget
schlugen schlagen
schlUge
schlUgest
schluge
schlUgen
schlUget
schlUgen
sagen is a so-called weak verb, which, in the theory being developed here,
means that it has a single stem morpheme from which all other verbal forms
are derived. kommen and schlagen are strong verbs; they have two stems
(for the purposes of this discussion we can ignore the existence of other
(57)
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SUBJ I SUBJ II
sing. 1
2
3
pl. 1
2
3
sing. 1
2
3
p1. 1
2
3
sage
sagst
sagt
sagen
sagt
sagen
komme
komst
kommt
kommen
kommt
kommen
sagte
sagtest
sagte
sagten
sagtet
sagten
kme
ktmest
k~lme
kimen
klmet
kfmen
sing. 1
2
3
pl. 1
2
3
schlage
schligst
schllgt
schlagen
schlagt
schlagen
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stems from which the participle is formed). We can distinguish the
German stems, as we did for Latin, with the use of a diacritic [+D]:
(58) [+D)]
sag
kom
schlag
[-D]
kam
schlug
The ablaut classes to which strong verbs in German belong can presumably
be analyzed along the lines of the analysis presented for the Old
English strong verbs in Chapter 1. That is, (komm, kam) and (schlag,
schlug) will be pairs of stem variants belonging to lexical classes
defined by some set of morpholexical rules.
The verbal affixes of German will have the following
subcategorization frames as parts of their lexical entries:
(59) a. Past
b. Subjunctive
c. P/N Endings
-te ]+V
+D- +V
-e / ]+V I]+V
<-rD>
Sing. 1 -e / ]+V
+D
2 -st / ]+V
3 -t / ]+V
+D
P1. 1
2
3
-en
-t
-en
/
/
/
]+V
]+V
]+V
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As usual, stems and affixes are inserted into lexical trees subject to
subcategorization restrictions. A number of comments on these
subcategorization frames will be useful here. First, the weak past
ending -te is subcategorized to attach only to [+D] (present) stems.
We must also assume that the existe-ace of a listed [-D] stem in strong
verbs blocks the formation of a regular weak past form. The use of
angle brackets in the subcategorization frame for subjunctive -e
certainly merits comment, but this will be discussed below. As for the
person/number endings, these attach straightforwardly to any stem, or
to the past or subjunctive affixes, with the following two exceptions:
the difference between first person singular present konme and first
person singular past kam indicates that the first person singular
ending attaches only in the present (the final e in the subjunctive
forms comes from the subjunctive e affix). Similarly, we find the
third person singular t only in present forms. Therefore e and t have
been subcategorized to attach only to [+D] stems; they will not attach
to [-D] stems or to forms which have past tense te or subjunctive e.
Remember that German independently needs a degemination rule, so the
stacking up of affixes in, e.g., a third person plural Subjunctive I
form [[[komm] el en] is no problem. Notice also that the subjunctive
e affix can attach to any kind of verb stem. If it attaches to a [+D]
stem, we get what is traditionally called the Subjunctive I form. If
it attaches to a [-D] stem, or to a stem with a weak past te, we get
the Subjunctive II forms.9
With this partial analysis of the German verb paradigms
accomplished, we can now go on to investigate the appearance of umlaut
in these paradigms.
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Consider first the paradigm of schlagen: here, the second and
third person singular indicative forms schllgst and schllgt are
umlauted. Initially, this might suggest to us that -st and -t are
[+U] suffixes, but there are a number of reasons to believe that this
is not the case. First, -st attaches to past and subjunctive forms,
as well as to present indicative forms, but these forms are never
umlauted (Subjunctive II forms are umlauted throughout the paradigm,
but this will be discussed below). Minimally, the subcategorization
frame for -st would have to say that -st is [+U] if and only if it is
attached directly to a [+D] stem. A second and much more important
reason for questioning whether the regular rule of umlaut is at work
here is this: the vowel changes that occur in 2-3 sg. umlauting do
not parallel those that occur in other umlauting contexts. In
particular, front vowels as well as back vowels undergo changes:
(60) 8 -- i ausl8schen ^.ja auslischt
e -- ie befehlen r/a befiehlt
e - i bergen n birgt
Ii -- ie gebUren /1/ gebiert
Front vowels are never affected in stems occurring before the other
[+UI suffixes we have investigated. Moreover, vowels which normally
do umlaut before [+U] suffixes often do not umlaut in 2-3 sg. forms:
au sometimes umlauts (saufen ,x siluft vs. saugen cv saugt), o umlauts
in only one verb (stossen) and u never umlauts (rufen rn/, ruf t) . In
other words, it is purely arbitrary in a given strong verb in German
whether or not there will be umlaut in the 2-3 sg. forms.
Given these facts, I would like to argue that this sort of umlaut
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should be analyzed as a morpholexical relation, rather than as an umlaut
relation to be accounted for by our string dependent rule. Unlike the
case of the plural class (Bach, Blch),...} discussed above, there is
nothing to be gained by assigning the feature [+U] to the inflectional
-t and -st affixes: even if we could state the subcategorization so
that only present stems were umlauted, the general rule would never
produce the vowel alternations in (60). Some verbs in German must
simply be listed in the permanent lexicon with an extra 2-3 sg. stem,
the relationship between this stem and the verbal root being specified
by morpholexical rule. This sort of analysis captures the
arbitrariness of the 2-3 sg. umlauting process. In contrast, the case
of the plural class {(Bach, BUch),,...} should rightly be subsumed
under the regular umlauting rule: not to do so (i.e., to propose the
morpholexical rule in (55b)) would be to claim that it is accidental
that the vowel alternations exhibited in this class of noun stems are
exactly the same as the alternations found in derivational umlaut and
elsewhere.
In contrast to the 2-3 sg. umlaut, umlaut in Subjunctive II forms
is relatively straightforward. In the strong verbs the stem vowel is
always umlauted in Subjunctive II. For weak verbs, however, no
umlauting occurs in Subjunctive II. In other words, only when the
subjunctive e affix is attached to a [-D]I stem does umlauting occur.
This has been represented in the subcategorization of the subjunctive
affix e, repeated in (61):
(61) e/]+V K+U> ]+V
K-D>
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The angle bracket notation is used to indicate that the subjunctive e
suffix is [+U] only in conjunction with a [-D] stem. Alternatively we
could represent these facts as in (62):
(62) e
+U - -
e / 1+V
elsewhere
(62) suggests that there are two subjunctive e suffixes in complementary
distribution. Either (61) or (62) must be used at some cost to the
grammar, since both angle brackets and 'elsewhere' conditions are
powerful devices. At this point, there seems to be no empirical basis
for deciding between them. However, either is to be preferred to an
analysis in which umlauted stems are listed for all strong verbs, since
the umlaut alternations that appear in the Subjunctive II are identical
to those that are produced by the regular umlaut rule.
3.3.3. Adjectives
One last case in which umlaut occurs in inflection will be
discussed. As the examples in (63) indicate, the comparative and
superlative forms of some adjectives show umlaut:
(63) a. alt, giter, lltest
arg, llrger, argest
arm, flrmer, Urmest
b. bang, banger , Jbangst
bhnger) (blngstj
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blass, blasser , blassest
blsser blUssest
from, frommer , frommst
fr8mmerJ fr8mmstj
c. bar, barer, barest
froh, froher, frohest
dumm, dummer, dummest
Moreover, as the examples in (63) show, some adjectives with -er and
-est always have umlaut, others have both umlauted and nonumlauted
variants, and still others (perhaps the majority) do not umlaut. A
first approximation to characterizkng the data in (63) would be to say
that -er and -est are suffixes exactly like the derivational suffixes
-lich and -I. They would be listed in the permanent lexicon with the
feature [+U], meaning that they can be [+U] or [-U] in any given
derivation. They would have the subcategorization frames in (64):
(64)
-er
[+U] A- A
-est
[+U] A A
Thus, we seem to have cases of umlaut-variable inflectional affixes as
well as cases of umlaut variable derivational af fixes. This s tate of
affairs is exactly as predicted by the theory of word formation I have
been developing here.
The subcategorization frames in (64) are not quite correct,
however. That is, as they stand, it is possible to generate paradigms
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in which the comparative form of a given adjective is umlauted and the
superlative form unumlauted, or vice versa (e.g., from, fr8mmer,
frommest, or from, frommer, fr8mmest). As far as I know, variation of
this sort does not occur. Instead, whatever value of the umlaut feature
is chosen for -er is also chosen for -est. The two, in some sense, are
not independent affixes in the way that -lich and -1i are. At present,
I have no interesting way of accounting for this observation, and merely
bring it up here as a problem for further study.
3.4. Umlaut and Conversion
One area of German morphology remains to be discussed in order
to complete our survey of umlaut phenomena in German, namely the
interaction of umlaut and morphological conversion. I argued in
Chapter 3, largely on the basis of German facts, that morphological
conversion is not the affixation of a zero morpheme, nor any other
directional morphological process. Instead, I argued that members of
conversion pairs are individually listed in the lexicon, along with their
semantic representations (partial or whole), insertion frames, and
subcategorization information. A single, general redundancy rule,
perhaps symbolized as N 4-> V, states that such pairs are highly valuted
in the grammar of German. This redundancy rule, as it stands now,
requires phonological identity of nouns and verbs for the conversion
relationship to hold. However, along with pairs of nouns and verbs
like those in (65a), German also has pairs like those in (65b):
(65) a. Aal 'eel' aalen
Fuss 'foot' fussen
b. Ader (pl. Adern) ldern
Affe (pl. Affen) Uffen
For the pairs in (65a) we must simply assume that the verb stems and
noun stems are listed in the permanent lexicon in something like their
surface phonological form. The pairs will w tomatically be related by
the redundancy rule. The pairs in (65b) are less straightforward,
however. If we assume here too that both the noun stem (e.g., Aff)
and the verb stem (1ff) are listed with their surface phonological
fonms, these stems would not be related by the redundancy rule for
conversion. One member of these pairs is umlauted and the other is
unumlauted. Yet these pairs of stems intuitively stand in the
conversion relation to one another.
Of course, it is possible to rewrite the conversion relation so
that it relates stems which are phonologically identical, except with
respect to the backness of the stem vowel:
(66) [C0  [+syl 1 C] --* [C [+syl~ C]
o oc hi oN o xhi1 o
A8lo Alo
L rd J LWrdJ
This solution is unattractive in a number of respects. First, ft
obviously builds umlaut into the conversion rule itself. Since the
vowel alternations that occur between noun and verb pairs are exactly
those that are produced by our independently needed umlaut rule, we
should be suspicious of an analysis which allows a rule like (66).
Moreover, allowing a rule like (66) opens the door to permit ting all
sorts of unconstrained redundancy rules for conversion. It we allow
umlaut to be built into the conversion rule itself, there is no reason
why other sorts of stem differences between members of conversion pairs
couldn't be sanctioned as well. This is a consequence we should try to
avoid.
Another analysis is possible within the present framework, however.
Suppose that the noun stems and verb stems are in fact phonologically
identical as far as their entries in the permanent lexicon go. The
verb bte3,a will differ from the noun stems in bearing the feature [+U],
as illustrated in (67):
(67) NOUN VERB
Affe aff [+U]
Fuhre fuhr [+U]
Krone kron [+U]
Mass mass [+U]
Schande schand [+U]
Schmuck schmuck [+U]
Schranke schrank [+U]
Futter futter [+U]
Within the permanent lexicon, noun stems and verb stems will be related
by the regular N<--) V conversion relation. This relation can then be
stated in its most general and highly constrained form. The umlaut rule
will apply in its most general form as well to umlaut the verb stems.
The number of verbs in German requtring the [+U] feature is really quite
small (perhaps 40-50), so the complication involved in assigning the
umlaut triggering feature to these stems would not be particularly great.
The above analysis makes yet another prediction about the occurrence
of [+U] verb stems in other word formation processes. That is, once the
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verb stem has been entered in the permanent lexicon with the
idiosyncratic [+U] marker, this feature ought to be present whenever
such a verb stem acts as the base for further derivation: in other
words, it ought to be the case that these verb stems occur with umlaut
regardless of the sorts of suffixes which attach to them. This seems,
in fact, to be the case. The suffix -ung in German attaches to verb
stems to form nouns:
(68) tragen Tragung
bilden Bildung
Since -ung has a back vowel, it is automatically a [-U] suffix. Yet
when it attaches to the idiosyncratic [+U] stems listed in (67), the
stems are always umlauted:
(69) FUhrung
FUtterung
Kr8nung
Mfs sung
Schlndung
Schmuckung
The umlauting must obviously be attributed to properties of the stem,
rather than to properties of the suffix, and the use of the [+UJ
feature captures this observation nicely.
3.5. Umlaut Summary
In this section, 1 have proposed an analysis of umlaut in which
morphemes in the permanent lexicon, usually af fixes, are assigned a
feature [_+U]. A string dependent morphological rule, repeated below as
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(70), operates within the third subcomponent of our morphology to front
vowels in the environment of this feature:
(70) [+syl] -> [-bk] / ___ C [+U]
This analysis accounts for the presence of doublets (i.e., forms which
are identical in structure, but differ in that one has umlaut and the
other lacks umlaut) and makes no false predictions about the patterns
of umlauting illustrated in (47). From the discussion here, some of
the salient properties of this rule, besides its string dependent nature
should have become apparent. These properties are made explicit in (71),
partly by way of summary, and partly as a prelude to the final section
of this chapter in which I will try to draw together the facts about
German umlaut and Tagalog reduplication we have gathered.
(71) a. Umlaut is a pervasive rule in that it appears over and over
again in the same form in word formation processes which
are otherwise quite distinct. Umlaut appears in derivation,
in noun, verb, and adjective paradigms, and in conversion
pairs, trigaering identical vowel alternations in each case.
b. Consequently, umlaut can be assigned no fixed semantic
representation. In fact, it is doubtful whether we would
consider umlaut to have any semantic effect at all. That is,
unlike Tagalog reduplication which has a semantic effect only
in conjunction with another affix or feature, umlaut adds
nothing to the semantic representation of a word:A -lich
or -ij have identical semantic representations in forms in
which they condition umlaut and in forms in which they do not
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condition umlaut. Plural stems with umlaut are no different
from plural stems without umlaut, etc.
c. Umlaut does nothing to derange the structure of a word once
this has been built up in the lexical structure component:
it merely fronts a preceding vowel. In this sense, umlaut is
structure preserving rather than structure creating.
d. The umlaut rule is a 'triggered' rule in that the fronting
process applies only in the environment of the feature [+U]
which is assigned in the permanent lexicon to certain suffixes
and stems.
e. Umlaut never by itself changes category in word formation.
In conjunction with affixation, whether inflectional or
derivational, we might say that it is the affix which provides
the category of the derived word. For example, -lich must
have the subcategorization frame:
V - ]A
N
whether or not it triggers umlaut in any given derivation.
Umlaut itself has no part in the category change. Moreover,
there are no pairs [C0 V C0 ] and [C 0 C0] such that cz
and / are different categories1 and the latter stem must be
derived from the former by umlaut. Even in conversion pairs,
where this superficially seems to be the case, I argued that
phonologically identical morphemes are listed as nouns or
verbs in the permanent lexicon, the verbs bearing the feature
[+U]; there is no process of umlaut which creates a verb Uffen
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from a noun Affe.
f. Umlaut is a strictly local rule. An umlaut feature
never triggers umlaut on stem vowels in cases such as
[[[Guck] er ]lein], where another vowel intervenes
between the back vowel and the umlaut trigger (on -lein).
Rather, umlaut only affects the vowel immediately to the
left of the trigger.
4. Theoretical Speculations
A quick comparison of the characteristics of umlaut listed in (71)
and the characteristics of Tagalog reduplication listed in (38) yields
the rather surprising observation that the two rules display precisely
the same cluster of properties. Both are pervasive, semantically
neutral in some sense, structure preserving, triggered, non-category
changing, and (if my reanalysis of reduplication proves to be correct)
local. With respect to the sets of data we are describing with these
rules, there would seem to be no reason a priori to expect this to be
the case; superficially, at least, umlaut and reduplication are quite
different sorts of processes. I would like to argue here, however,
that with respect to the theory of word formation I have been developing,
we have every reason to believe that this coincidence of properties is
not, in fact, accidental. Instead, the appearance of just this cluster
of properties follows directly from the organization of the lexicon
proposed in Chapter 2, together with the fact that both umlaut and
reduplication are string dependent morphological processes.
In order to explain the occurrence of these properties, it is
necessary to unpack an assumption that has been implicit in the
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discussion all along. In the course of this discussion, I have claimed
that all morphemes which are listed in the permanent lexicon have
certain idiosyncratic information represented in their lexical entries.
All morphemes have lexical entries containing semantic representation,
category and subcategorization information, insertion frames or
argument structures, and diacritic features, if necessary. I have
also been assuming, however, that only morphemes listed in the
permanent lexicon have a representation of such idiosyncratic
information. That is, the only proper repository within my theory
for idiosyncratic information is in lexical entries, and hence, in the
permanent lexicon. Idiosyncratic information can therefore be
assigned only to morphemes. The theory of the lexicon advocated here
differs from a word formation theory like Aronoff's in this respect.
It is only in my lexical structure theory that idiosyncratic
information is isolated in one specific subcomponent of the
morphology. In contrast, within Aronoff's theory, idiosyncratic
information can be assigned to rules as well as to lexical entries.
Affixation is done by rule, for Aronoff, and it is therefore part of
a word formation rule that, e.g., -ness forms nouns, attaches to
adjectives, is [-Latinate], and so on. With respect to affixational
morphology, the strong generative capacity of the two theories might
seem to be the same: derived words with -ness are assigned the same
internal structure and the same properties by either theory. However,
the strength of the constraints on the representation of idiosyncratic
information imposed by my lexical structure system becomes much more
apparent when we turn to string dependent rules. Within Aronoff's
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theory, it is possible to assign to a string dependent morphological
rule such as umlaut or reduplication the same sort of idiosyncratic
information we can assign to an affixational word formation rule,
namely semantic representation, category and subcategorization,
insertion frames, diacritics, and so on. Within my theory, there is
no mechanism for assigning this sort of information to string
dependent rules. String dependent rules are not like morphemes, they
lack lexical entries, and therefore lack the information which belongs
in lexical entries.
Whether or not string dependent morphological rules are "like"
morphemes in that they bear semantic representations, attach
diacritic features, have subcategorization, etc. is clearly an
empirical issue; it is logically possible that string dependent rules
have exactly the same properties as non-string dependent morphology.
In fact, the two analyses worked out in this chapter provide evidence
that string dependent rules have their own unique set of properties
which are not the properties of lexical structure morphology: a
number of properties we observed for both umlaut and Tagalog
reduplication are properties which follow directly from a lack of
idiosyncratic "lexical entry" sort of information.
Both reduplication in Tagalog and umlaut in German, it was argued
earlier, lacked any easily identifiable semantic representation.
Reduplication had some semantic effect in Tagalog words, but this
effect could only be determined in conjunction with other affixes, or
-- other features (e.g., [1+ Actual Aspect]); moreover, this effect varied
from one morphological context to another. Umlaut had no discernable
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semantic effect at all. But this is exactly as predicted by my theory
of lexical organization: unique semantic representations belong to the
sort of idiosyncratic information only assigned to morphemes in their
lexical entries.
Neither umlaut nor reduplication, by itself, ever operates to
form a derived word which differs in category from its base. Again,
this property follows from the claim that string dependent rules are
not like morphemes. Only morphemes belong to category classes and
have subcategorization frames, since this is information represented
in lexical entries. In conjunction with an affix (which is itself
category-changing) umlaut and reduplication may work to form derived
words different in category from their bases, but by themselves, they
cannot.
Connected with this lack of category and subcategorization is the
property that umlaut and reduplication are triggered rules. Since
these string dependent rules lack subcategorization, their
environments must be signalled in some way. In the absence of
triggering features such as the [+RA] feature on Tagalog V' suffixes
and the [+U] feature on German morphemes, neither reduplication nor
umlaut would "know" where to apply. Again, the fact that umlaut and
reduplication are triggered rules follows from their lack of permanent
lexicon information.
Also connected with the lack of lexical entry sort of information
on string dependent rules is the apparent pervasiveness of umlaut and
reduplication. We might imagine that in the absence of any particular
characterization of the semantic effect, category, subcategorization
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and other idiosyncratic features of these rules, they might be
available for a wide variety of functions. The repeated appearance of
the same reduplication and umlaut rules in derivation and inflection,
noun, verb and adjective morphology therefore becomes a function of
their relative lack of specific lexical information.
One final property which we observed in both umlaut and
reduplication can be made to follow from my theory of lexical
organization, but not this time from the difference between morphemes
and string dependent rules. We observed earlier that both umlaut and
reduplication were structure preserving in that they did not need to
change or add structural bracketing, but instead merely operated on
the consonants and vowels in the segmental string. Implicit in my
framework so far has been the assumption that all string dependent
rules apply in a block following affixational (lexical structure)
morphology. String dependent rules cannot operate until all insertion
of morphemes into a tree has been completed. All structure has been
created by the rule which generates binary branching unlabeled trees
before string dependent rules ever operate. Accepting this
organization for the lexicon therefore predicts that rules such as
umlaut and reduplication would have to be structure preserving. The
fact that umlaut and reduplication in fact seem to have this property
provides strong confirmation for the lexical organization proposed
here. Notice, moreover, that this state of affairs is not the only
logical possibility. For example, in Aronoff's theory of word
formation, affixation and string dependent rules were accomplished by
the same formal mechanisms, and these rules could therefore
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theoretically be interspersed. If rules of affixation could create new
bracketings, string dependent word formation rules could also create
new bracketings. But neither umlaut nor Tagalog reduplication take
advantage of this option allowed by Aronoff's theory. The more
restrictive theory of lexical organization developed here is therefore
to be preferred.
The only property shared by umlaut and reduplication I have not
yet discussed is the property of locality. Here, however, I have
little to say: it follows neither from our restrictions on lexical
entries nor from the restriction on the ordering of morphological
rules that string dependent rules must be local. However, as a theory
which requires that string dependent rules be local is more restrictive
than a theory which allows unbounded rules, the fact that both umlaut
and reduplication are local is consistent with the more highly valued
theory. We might therefore stipulate as a part of the theory that
string dependent rules are local.
It should be clear, by now, that the theory of lexical
organization developed here is a highly restrictive theory of.word
formation. I started this chapter with an attempt to restrict our
theory by prohibiting morphological rules with transformational power.
I argued that the only proposal to date which allowed rules of
reduplication to be stated non-transformationally, namely McCarthy's
autosegmental sort of morphology, did not yield a coherent analysis
for Tagalog. Given this, it was necessary to weaken our theory to
permit transformational rules. However, the discussion here suggests
that the theory of lexical structure developed in Chapters 1-3 already
places fairly stringent constraints on possible lexical transformations
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and possible string dependent lexical rules in general:
(72) Constraints on String Dependent Rules
a. No string dependent rule can be assigned lexical entry
information.
b. String dependent rules must follow lexical structure in a
block, and therefore must be structure preserving.
c. String dependent rules must be local.
Such constraints rule out many conceivable morphological rules:
unbounded lexical transformations, string dependent rules which turn
nouns into verbs or verbs into nouns, or merely change the interr.al
bracketing of words. The analyses of umlaut in German and reduplication
in Tagalog presented earlier yield rules which obey these constraints
and exhibit exactly the properties which follow from them. The
conclusion we may therefore draw is that strong empirical support
exists for a lexicon organized in the way I have argued for here.
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CHAPTER 4: FOOTNOTES
1. In some cases where there seems to be internal reduplication of a
stem consonant, e.g., second binyan kattab, McCarthy argues that
association of melody and template slots first proceeds from left to
right. Following this, a special rule severs the association between
the meludy tier and the penultimate consonant of the template. The
general principle of association then reassociates the template slot
with the second consonant of the melody:
ktb ktb kthkattab
C V C C V C C V C C V C C V C C V C
2. Carrier's refinements to these rules are primarily concerned with
the proper statement of the environment for their application. This
subject will be discussed later in this chapter. For my present
purposes, a simpler statement of the rules will suffice, however.
3. Notice that it would not do to consider Tagalog reduplication to
be a morpholexical process with the reduplicated stems having their
own lexical entries alongside the non-reduplicated stems (e.g., (sulat,
susulat)). In Chapter 2, I gave a number of characteristics
distinguishing morpholexical rules from other sorts of morphological
processes, one of which was the following: it is purely arbitrary
whether or not a given lexical item conforms to the specifications of
a lexical class as defined by its morpholexical rule(s). It is
certainly not arbitrary, however, that lexical items in Tagalog
undergo reduplication. For example, any verb stem can undergo PA and
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have the concomitant aspectual interpretation (cf. below). If we were
to formulate reduplication as a morpholexical relation, then, we would
be representing as arbitrary a morphological process which is in fact
not arbitrary at all.
4. According to Carrier (1979), the occupational prefix mang- chooses
a nasal tnitial stem allomorph of the verb stem tahi?. See Carrier
(1979) and Marantz (1979) for discussion of these facts, and arguments
to the effect that the "nasal assimilation" process in Tagalog must be
treated as stem allomorphy rather than as a regular phonological procfss.
5. Of course, where the subject topic marker is not mag-, the two
aspects are distinguished slightly differently. See Carrier for a
discussion of these facts, and for a statement of the morphological
alternation between nag- and mag-.
6. Cf. Carrier (1979) for a discussion of these other analyses.
7. Iteration of the diminutive and augmentative affixes in Spanish
can occur in only three forms: chico, poco 'small' can iterate the
diminutive, presumably indefinitely, and grande 'large' can iterate the
augmentative (cf..Harris (1979)). Whatever the explanation for these
three forms, it is clearly the case that the augmentative and
diminutive affixes do not iterate freely.
8. It is possible for speakers to differ as to the classification of a
given suffix without damaging in any way the force of the arguments to
follow: e.g., -chen could belong to class (40a) for some speakers, but
to (40b) for others.
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9. This oversimplifies the German paradigms a bit, since there exist
verbs like senden and brennen, which have both stem changes and the
suffix te in the past tense forms.
10. With respect to semantic interpretation, umlaut in German and
reduplication in Tagalog differ in the following way: there will be
semantic rules for Tagalog which refer to reduplicated stems in
conjunction with other features of lexical structure. Where umlaut has
no semantic effect -- e.g., in conjunction with derivational affixes
like -chen, -lich, -1&, etc., verb paradigms, comparative adjectives,
and so on, no rule of semantic interpretation will make reference to
umlaut at all (i.e., this feature of lexical structure will be
irrelevant to semantic interpretation). (In at last one case, namely
plurals like Bach and Vqter, there will be a rule of semantic
interpretation which does make reference to umlaut -- i.e., in the
presence of the category N on underived stems, [+U] will be interpreted
as plural. In this case umlaut and reduplication are analogous.)
Neither umlaut nor reduplication can have semantic representations in
the way that morphemes do, however.
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